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Autonomy and Alienation in Alberta:
Premier A. C. Rutherford
D. R. Babcock
Historic Sites Service, Alberta Culture
ABSTRACT: The 1905 terms of provincial autonomy for Alberta clearly expressed the federal
Liberal government's and Ontario's colonialist perception" of the prairie west. The transition of
those Ontarians who settled in Alberta at the turn of the century from colonizers to colonials is
exemplified by the political career of Premier A. C. Rutherford. While initially a staunch federalist, he soon developed strong regional sympathies to become an alienated Albertan.
RESUME
Les termes sous lesquels l' Alberta devenait une province autonome en 1905 expriment
clairement les perceptions colonialistes du gouvernement liberal federal et du gouvernement
ontarien a propos des prairies de I'ouest. La transition du statut de colons au statut de coloniaux
des Ontariens qui se sont etablis en Alberta au debut du siecle est illustree par la carriere
politique du premier ministre albertain A. C. Rutherford. Etant initialement un federaliste
devoue, il a vite developpe de solides sympathies regionales pour finalement devenir un Albertain
insatisfait du systeme federal de l'epoque.

As the first premier of Alberta (1905-1910), Alexander Cameron
Rutherford was a critical figure in the political life of that province.
A public-spirited lawyer of high personal integrity, Rutherford became
a member of the Ontarian elite that dominated the social and political
life of the colonial west at the turn of the century. He was an early
advocate of provincial autonomy and the first leader of the Alberta
Liberal Association formed in 1905. He led the Liberals to two stunning election victories in 1905 and 1909, yet in 1910, as leader of a
formidable majority in the Alberta legislature," he was forced from
office by the Liberal hierarchy in Alberta and Ottawa. While owing
something to his personal vulnerability as' "a politician, his fall from
power is attributable in part to the conflict between Rutherford's
Ontarian aspirations for Alberta and Ottawa's colonialist outlook on
the west. In this rapid and early disaffection from the Liberal party and
the federal establishment, his political career both exemplified and
nurtured the process of alienation in Alberta. Rutherford may well be
considered the Alberta archetype of western alienation.
In 1895 Rutherford left his native Ontario with his wife and two
children to settle at South Edmonton in the District of Alberta. 1 At
the age of thirty-eight he carried the cultural baggage of a successful
lawyer from the Ottawa area of Victorian Ontario. The son of Scottish
immigrant parents, Rutherford had been raised in the Baptist Church
and educated at a Baptist college.? After graduating from McGill
University, he articled in Ottawa for four years and was called to the
Ontario bar in 1885. As a partner for ten years in the law firm of
Hodgins, Kidd & Rutherford at Kemptville near Ottawa, Rutherford
became prominent in the community's institutional life and, while he
did not seek political office, he "electioneered a little" on behalf of
others. In search of a drier climate for his asthrna.. he visited South
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Edmonton in 1894 and his favourable assessment of conditions there
led to his migration the following year. Modest, conciliatory and conservative in temperament, Baptist and Liberal by persuasion, he carried
superlative credentials to enter the dominant society of Ontarians he
found in the west. From the day of his arrival his activities were
worthy of notice in the Ontarian-owned local press, and only a year
later three hundred local citizens petitioned him to stand for election
to the Territorial Assembly.
The North-West Territories Legislative Assembly produced its
first executive council in 1897 when F. W. G. Haultain became territorial premier, a post he held until 1905. A strong advocate of nonpartisan territorial administration, by 1900 Haultain had joined the
movement for provincial autonomy in the west. Dependent on Ottawa
for most of its revenue, his government was hard pressed to meet the
-needs ofaburgeoning territorial population.Tt was Haultain's 'belief
that provincial status and local control of lands and resources would
provide a more effective framework for rapid western development
than the existing colonial administration. By 1902 the Conservatives
had become the champions of full provincial autonomy for the west;
though he was a Conservative in federal politics, Haultain as territorial premier maintained a non-partisan position on the issue, and
both his Liberal and Conservative colleagues in the assembly continued
to support him and his quest for provincial autonomy.
Like their Conservative predecessors, the federal Liberals under
Prime Minister Laurier ruled the Haultain's 1900 request for provincial
status was inconsistent with Ottawa's national policy for western
development. At issue was the federal vision of Canadian nationhood
based on an industrialized central Canada viably linked to an agrarian
west by the Canadian Pacific Railway.' Only by retaining control of
western lands could Ottawa ensure the continuation of free homesteads and massive immigration into the west on which the goal of a
British national identity depended.'
The immigrants who swelled the population of the District of
Alberta from 1891 to 1901 apparently did 'not challenge that national
goal: most of the new settlers were British subjects. In 1891, 7132
(51 per cent) of the District's 13,692 resident immigrants were Canadians, including 4473 Ontarians' who constituted fully one-third of the
immigrant population. Another 4041 (30 per cent) were from the
British Isles. During the succeeding decade immigration from continental Europe and the U. S. increased sharply and by 1901 the
immigrant population stood at 46,827. Canadians numbered 16,683
(36 per cent) of which 11,420 were Ontario-born (24 per cent). Settlers from the British Isles totalled 7120 (15 per cent) and those from
the U.S., some of whom were returning Canadians, totalled 10,972
(23' per cent).5
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Immigrant British subjects were not only. numerically dominant
during this period.
Unlike the European immigrants ... they did not have to acquire
citizenship and familiarity with the language and constitution
before participating in public life. There were well-educated and
well-to-do men among them, and all of them had a lively interest in politics.»
This appears to have been the case with Ontarians in particular. Of
the twenty-five members elected to the first legislature of Alberta in
1905, nineteen, including Rutherford, were Ontario-bor.n. Two-thirds
of the forty-one members elected to the second assembly in. 1909 were
Ontarians." They were apparently the colonizers par excellence to
effectively implement Ottawa's policy of exploitative nation building.
Personifying the values and virtues of British Canadianism, they
would build a new Ontario to the colonial west."
But how long would they endure colonial status? There had been
advocates of provincial autonomy for the west since the 1880s when
substantial numbers of settlers began to arrive on the prairies. The
editor of the Regina Leader had written in 1887:
The North-West is being settled by a liberty-loving people,
educated in self-government, who will be satisfied with nothing
short of an administration responsible to the people in the fullest
sense of the word. And if any makeshift is given, it will invite
agitation and lead to an early struggle for the rights and privileges enjoyed by the provinces."
In a scathing assessment of the territorial administration four years
later, the Calgary Herald asserted that "not a Canadian citizen in the
east would submit to such government for a single moment."!" By
1895, coincident with Rutherford's arival in the west, the autonomy
.movement was gaining momentum, sparked by editorials in the
Calgary Herald that were followed by public meetings and the wide
distribution of a pamphlet, Provincial Government for Alberta. Its
Meaning and Necessity:
The British subject who leaves the settled haunts of civilization
and goes forth to open up fresh tracts and add new provinces to
the empire, never imagines for a moment that in doing so he is
relinquishing one jot or tittle of this right. For a while the necessities of the situation may lead him to acquiesce in a more irresponsible form of government than that to which he has been
accustomed, but he regards this state of things as merely temporary, and looks with certainty to the time when every privilege
of British citizenship will be handed to him unimpaired. I I
Rutherford took up the cause in the spring of 1896, and addressed a
public meeting .at Clover Bar on ·the subject.P That summer he unsuccessfully contested the Edmonton seat in the territorial legislature
as an Independent candidate.
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During the decade between his arrival in' the west and the birth
of the province, Rutherford firmly established himself in the institutional life of Alberta which was now rapidly developing a district
identity.P Although he was a Liberal in federal politics, he supported
Haultain's non-partisan position in territorial affairs and unsuccessfully sought election to the territorial assembly again in 1898 before
winning election in 1902. On both occasions he campaigned for full
provincial autonomy, for a single western province in 1898, and then
for two separate provinces in 1902. In 1903 he was elected deputy
speaker of the house, enabling him to broaden his contact with the
leading western politicians of the day. While he maintained his close
links with family and friends in Ontario, Rutherford's sense of identity
with Alberta began to deepen, as his -two-province stand of 1902
suggests.
Bending to increasing pressure from the west, Laurier introduced
the autonomy bills in February 1905. However, on the grounds that
the Dominion had purchased the west, and in the interest of national
policy, he withheld control of lands and resources from the proposed
new provinces.P There were compelling partisan considerations for
doing so: Haultain in the Territories and the federal Conservatives
were now closely identified with provincial control of resources. To
accede to their demands would give them a dangerous advantage in
forthcoming elections in both Alberta and Saskatchewan;" Laurier
offered a Liberal alternative in the form of generous grants in lieu of
resources, $375,000 per annum with increases proportional to population growth. The Conservatives, including Haultain, attacked Laurier's
"coercive" policy and the second-class provincial status it would
create, but, following a marathon debate, the Alberta Act was given
royal assent on 20 July 1905 and came into force on 1 September.
Ontario-born Liberals in the west such as Rutherford who were
strongly committed to provincial control of lands could only have been
dismayed, but they held their peace in the interests of party unity. A
man of deeply held ideals, Rutherford must have begun to question
the motives of the Ottawa Liberals and those in Alberta who apparently put party before province.
Rutherford was clearly not his party's first choice as a leader.
The two most prominent Liberals in Alberta, Ontarians Frank Oliver
and Peter Talbot, both federal M. P.s, saw their future in Ottawa,
Oliver as Minister of the Interior, Talbot as a Senator. Though not
without some hesitation, both men gave their support to Rutherford. 16
George Bulyea, the Ontarian Lieutenant-Governor designate of
Alberta confided in Laurier that he preferred Talbot as party leader,
and Laurier's advisers in Ottawa concurred.!? Rutherford's major
asset was the support approaching veneration which he enjoyed in his
own constituency and his general popularity in northern Alberta. In
the south, however, he was seen as too much an Edmonton man, an
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assessment he would amply confirm. Motivated chiefly by loyalty to
his constituents but terrified of becoming premier, Rutherford allowed
his name to stand for nomination at the founding convention of the
Alberta Liberal Association a month before the inauguration of
Alberta." Compromise choice though he was, he won unanimous
election. On 2 September 1905, Lieutenant-Governor Bulyea predictably called on Rutherford to form a provisional government
pending a provincial election. In Saskatchewan a similar process
formally marked not only the end of non-partisanship in the west, but
of Haultain's political ascendancy as well.'? Rutherford duly announced his cabinet choices and revealed that he would hold the
portfolios of Treasury and Education, to which he added Railways in
1909.20
During the election campaign Rutherford and his Liberals defended the terms of autonomy against Conservative charges that the
terms implied second-class provincial status and dependency on
Ottawa. Rutherford replied that Alberta was really better off without
its natural resources thanks to generous federal subsidies, but weakened his argument by promising that he would seek additional revenue
in the form of corporation taxes. The Conservatives were even more
vulnerable, lacking the access to patronage which the Liberals enjoyed as provisional incumbents. In the ensuing election the Liberals
captured twenty-three seats in the twenty-five member chamber, and
the Conservatives, with 35 per cent of the popular vote, were left
with only two.
Social and political conditions at the outset of Rutherford's premiership seemed most auspicious. He led a party that enjoyed 60
per cent of the popular vote. A Liberal administration was entrenched
in Ottawa. In the legislature he was surrounded by fellow-Ontarian
Liberals. The opposition was virtually non-existent. Rutherford's own
record of public service was unblemished and had earned him almost
universal respect and trust. And he presided over a vibrant new
province whose future looked bright. At the end of 1906 he reported
to an eastern newspaper that Alberta was in an exceptionally prosperous condition. "I do not see how the outlook for 1907 could be
more promising. There is not as far as one can see a single cloud on the
horizon.... "21 Three years later he was moved to say:
You ask me about the future of Alberta. I think that Alberta is
going to be a greater province than Ontario, greater in population
and In every other respect.P
It may not have been fully apparent to Rutherford that as premier
he was in conflict with his own party in Alberta and Ottawa. The
roots of that conflict lay in his Ontarian aspirations for his adopted
province and his political n-aivete on the one hand, and federal Liberal
colonialism and partisanship, together with western sectionalism, on
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the other. Intensely loyal to the west and determined to build a great
new province in the image of the Ontario he knew, Rutherford ran
headlong into the fiercely partisan and centralist impulses of the
Laurier regime and the parochial preoccupations of western Liberals
unrestrained by effective opposition.
The choice of a provincial capital was one of the most emotionally
charged issues involved in the autonomy question. Laurier had named
Edmonton as the provisional capital and left the final decision to the
Alberta legislature, which confirmed Edmonton in its first session.
Calgarians, already wary of Rutherford, were sorely disappointed,
especially the member from Calgary and its chief sponsor, William
Cushing, Minister of Public Works. In the same session Rutherford
introduced his university bill and Calgarians took comfort in the hope
that that institution would be theirs. A year later Rutherford dashed
that hope when he announced that the university would be built in his
own city of Strathcona (formerly South Edmonton) on land which he
had personally negotiated on behalf of the province.
The announcement offended others besides Calgarians. The university was widely regarded as a premature extravagance in a new
province badly in need of roads, bridges and other practical amenities.
Rutherford's priorities were questioned .even by the Liberal press in
Alberta, including Frank Oliver's influential Edmonton Bulletin.
Significantly, Rutherford received no support from Laurier, who refused the premier's request for university endowment land with the
comment that, thanks to federal subsidies, "the provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan are now more wealthy than the Dominion Government."23 The university site cost the Rutherford government $150,000;
although it cost him dearly in political terms as well, Rutherford
always regarded the University of Alberta as his finest achievement.e'
Consistent with hiskeen interest in education and his belief that
education was the basis of intelligent citizenship and good government, Rutherford devoted much of his energy and much of the provincial budget to public schools. The.school system expanded rapidly
under his direction, especially in areas settled by Ukrainian immigrants. Rutherford looked to the Ontario school system for inspiration, and many .of Alberta's first teachers were recruited from there,
but in 1908 Rutherford introduced free new readers in Alberta schools
which were "more in harmony with the condition of things in the
West" than the old Ontario readers previously in use.> Rutherford
also personally introduced the legislation to establish literary institutes' and public libraries in Alberta, and he was the prime mover in
the early foundation of a legislative library.
In his search to find the revenues to meet these and other programs, Rutherford initiated legislation to tax corporations and railways, and a school land tax; government-owned creameries produced
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additional revenue. But in 1908 the government telephone system, the
first in Canada, forced him to the high-interest money markets. This
prestigious but costly venture, like the university, had been introduced
in the first session of the legislature. By 1908 the government had
constructed over two thousand miles of new line and had purchased
the Bell Telephone system for $675,000. Unable to finance the utility
from general revenue, the government issued debentures for $2 million
at 4 per cent over thirty years and thus saddled the province with a
major long-term debt. Senator Peter Talbot privately cautioned
Rutherford about the telephone expenditures and suggested that the
money would have been better spent on roads and ditches. Public
Works Minister Cushing was the most vociferous advocate of the
telephone system which his department built and operated. Talbot
believed Cushing was "going crazy" on government ownership and
warned Rutherford to keep a tighter check on his minister.P Talbot,
always Laurier's favourite, appears to have been the agent of the
Ottawa Liberal hierarchy who kept Alberta Liberals informed about
the views of the national party. Talbot's relationship with Rutherford,
cordial in 1905, had evidently deteriorated by 1908, a situation that
was further reflected in his peevish correspondence with Rutherford
regarding a proposed reformatory and agricultural college at his home
town of Lacombe.P
In 1909 the tension between Ottawa and Edmonton became more
apparent. Alberta badly needed more railway lines to serve its rapidly
increasing population. The Rutherford administration had passed a
Railway Act in 1907 which facilitated railway construction, but it had
produced no new lines. Under mounting pressure to adopt an effective
railway policy, Rutherford had said in November 1908:
... now the great need of the Province is railways. Men will not
build railways in a new country, however, without some government assistance. They will demand that their bonds be guaranteed, and the only source to which they can look for this help in
Albertan lines are the Federal Government and our own.
We have been for some time asking the Federal Government to
extend this assistance, and we will continue to do so. But if
Ottawa will not help us, then we will do it ourselves. The railways
must be built. 28
Ottawa remained adamant and, three months later, in the dying moments of the first legislature, Rutherford unveiled his government's
eagerly awaited railway policy. The government would guarantee the
bonds for three railway companies chartered to build lines in Alberta:
the Grand Trunk Pacific, the Canadian Northern, and the Alberta and
Great Waterways Railway (A. & G.W.). The latter line, to link
Edmonton with Fort McMurray, would be guaranteed at $20,000 a
mile for 350 miles with $400,000 for a railway terminal at Edmonton.
This policy and the legislative acts that implemented it were acclaimed
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by all as a safe, economical means of promoting railway development
in the province. On a crest of public optimism the first legislature
was dissolved and an election was called for March 1909. Rutherford
and the Liberals went to the people on their record of safe, honest
government and on the promise of a new era of prosperity to be
ushered in by the railway policy. Rutherford himself conducted a
non-partisan campaign:
I appeal to you for the elimination of selfish and ~partizan considerations. I appeal to you not as Liberals or Conservatives,
but as Albertans. The Province must stand before the party.s?
Such tactics could only disturb the federal Liberals who were themselves facing a contest two years hence against a revitalized national
Conservative party. But in Alberta the Conservatives were-leaderless
and in disarray, and the Rutherford government was swept back into
power, winning thirty-seven of the forty-one seats in an enlarged
assembly. Rutherford himself received 85 per cent of the ballots cast in
Strathcona while his party won almost 60 per cent of the popular vote.
In October 1909, as Minister of Railways, Rutherford signed the
agreement to guarantee the bonds of the A. & G.W. Railway for $7.4
million. A month later he announced the successful sale of the fiftyyear 5 per cent bonds by J. Pierpont Morgan and Company at 10 per
cent above par. The par proceeds were deposited in Edmonton banks
and were to be paid to the company as work on the line progressed.
But when the legislature convened in February 1910 it was soon convulsed by allegations that the premier had made an unwise if not an
unsavoury agreement. Protesting that the government had utterly
failed to protect the interests of the province, Cushing resigned from
the cabinet. Other Liberal insurgents joined him in condemning the
government's failure to make its own cost estimate or to establish
adequate construction standards for the line. The opposition heaped
scorn and suspicion on Rutherford for the premium of $740,000
realized by the Morgan Company from the bond sale. The insurgents
and opposition narrowly failed to bring Rutherford down, but the entire episode shattered confidence in the goverment both inside and outside the legislature. The besieged premier staved off defeat by proposing the establishment of a royal commission to investigate the
affair and the house adjourned to await its findings. For the Liberal
party hierarchy, Rutherford-guilty or not-had now become liability they could ill afford, and in close east-west collaboration primarily
involving Laurier, Talbot and Bulyea.w a successor to Rutherford was
found in Arthur L. Sifton, Chief Justice of Alberta and a staunch
Liberal. A letter of resignation was extracted from Rutherford on
26 May, the very day the house reconvened. Bulyea peremptorily
announced to the assembly that he had accepted Rutherford's resignation and asked Sifton to form a government, then immediately prorogued the house. The royal commission subsequently exonerated
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Rutherford from wrongdoing in the A. & G.W. affair, but did call
the wisdom of the agreement into serious question. Premier Sifton's
subsequent unsuccessful attempt to confiscate the bond proceeds
caused his administration three years of political and financial embarrassment, and prolonged the serious division within Liberal ranks
over the railway policy.
For the electorate in Alberta, the railway scandal and its consequences were profoundly disturbing. Only a year after enthusiastically
returning an administration whose campaign slogan had been "Rutherford, Reliability and Railways," electors saw that administration tarnished with allegations of negligence and corruption, its leader
discredited by insurgents and then overthrown by party bosses, and
its railway policy condemned by men who had originally supported
it. Subsequent developments only, deepened public cynicism. The
lack of unanimity within the royal commission, the continuing schism
within the Liberal party, the lengthy litigation over the disposition of
the bond proceeds, the public debt so incurred, and the erratic political
behaviour of the province's first premier all eroded electoral confidence in a political system already regarded by many as Ottawa's
pawn.!'
Betrayed and disillusioned, Rutherford nevertheless completed
his term as a Liberal member of the second legislature, but he did so
as the arch-critic of Sifton's railway policy. In 1911 he rashly attempted
to unseat Oliver for the Edmonton Liberal nomination in the approaching federal election, at which time Rutherford returned to his
advocacy of provincial control of natural resources.P Rutherford
suffered defeat in the 1913 provincial election when he stood as an
Independent Liberal with decided Conservative sympathies. He never
again sought political office. He remained a Conservative .supporter
for the rest of his life, although as late as 1921, speaking from a
Conservative election platform, he referred to himself as; "a life-long
Liberal" even as he condemned the "rotten" Liberal administration of
the province.P In the ensuing election the Conservatives were all but
wiped out, and, after sixteen years in power, the Liberals were turned
out in favour of the non-partisan United Farmers of Alberta. Both
old-line parties faced a long bleak future in Alberta in both provincial
and federal elections.
The terms of autonomy in 1905 whereby two new provinces received federal grants in lieu of lands and resources resulted from
partisan and colonialist preoccupations of the Laurier administration.
Liberal interests were served by countering both Haultain's advocacy of a single province in control of its resources and his future
political effectiveness in the west, and by doubling the scope of western
patronage, thereby facilitating the installation of Liberal administrations in the two provinces. With Liberal ascendancy in the west,
Ottawa's continuing control of western resources for "purposes of the
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Dominion" could be made more palatable to westerners. Thus the
Rutherford administration was essentially the colonial creature of the
Laurier government, subject to the influence and control of the Liberal
hierarchy in Ottawa. But Rutherford himself was the wrong leader for
such an administration. His modesty and retiring disposition were
recognized by his friends and opponents alike:
The Prime Minister, Dr. A. C. Rutherford, was a gentleman of
the old school, and not equipped by experience or temperament
for the rough and tumble of western pclitics.>
His lukewarm partisanship and his aspirations that Alberta become
"a greater province than Ontario" were even more serious threats to
the federal party. Rutherford could well be viewed as a "provincial
nationalist," to use Bramley-Moore's term. A Liberal M.L.A. in Alberta's second legislature, A. Bramley-Moore wrote Canada and Her
Colonies, or Home Rule for Alberta in 1911. The book attacked the
colonial status of the province and went so far as to advocate that
Alberta "hoist the flag of independence"35 from a central government
that regarded the west as "a speculation or investment."36 In BramleyMoore's view, Ottawa had granted Alberta a new constitution. Then
a great victory was won by the Liberal party, and they were the
associates of the party who had framed the constitution. But this
action of the electorate confirmed nothing. They were willing
to give it a trial. ... But as the-province grows older, so does a
provincial nationality become more in evidence. The settlers, no
longer strangers, take a steadily-increasing interest in everything;
participation in elections creates a feeling of ownership in the
province, and from these newly-aroused "feelings is generated a
discontent and dissatisfaction at the mutilated and disfigured
constitution they have been granted.l?
Significantly, Bramley-Moore was a strong Rutherford supporter, and
in his Preface he acknowledged that
As a member of the Alberta Legislature I could not fail from
being deeply influenced by witnessing the total overthrow of the
Rutherford government on account of their efforts to open up the
northern portions of the province.
Nothing could have more forcibly broughthometo my mind the
injustice of a state of affairs by which a Provincial Government
assumes the liabilities incident to the development of a vast
country while the natural resources of that country are owned and
controlled by a foreign Government." .
Stripped of its separatist notions, Bramley-Moore's central conclusion, that Alberta must own and control its natural resources, had
again become Rutherford's credo" by 1911.
As a popular premier, like Haultain before him, Rutherford was
of central concern to federal Liberal strategy in the west. A dubious
and untested leader in 1905, by 1909 he had become a dangerous
liability to Liberal prospects because he was non-partisan, provin-
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cially nationalistic and popular. The A. & G.W. agreement became
the means of replacing him. For his part, Rutherford was progressively
frustrated by Ottawa in what were his essentially Ontarian aspirations
for Alberta. Denied control of natural resources, a land endowment
for the university, loans or guarantees to stimulate railway development, and reproved even for his expenditures on the telephone
system, his alienation from the federal Liberals and their allies in
Alberta became complete when, in a manner that was constitutionally
questionable, he was forced from office and replaced by Sifton.'?
Originally an effective agent of the national policy in the west, the
Ontarian Baptist lawyer had become an alienated Albertan. The
colonizer had come to see himself as a colonial. Influenced by his
example and subjected to the same political forces, the Alberta
electorate followed him a decade later and displayed its discontent with
federal domination by abandoning both traditional parties.
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Instilling British Values in the Prairie Provinces
David Smith
Department of Political Science, University of Saskatchewan
ABSTRACT: Unlike the continental European or American immigrants into the West, both of
whom have been the subject of careful scholarly investigation, the British have been largely
ignored. A careful examination of the Church of England's Western Canada Fund and the
Empire Settlement Act of 1922 provides opportunity for insight into their experience on the
prairies. Both would seem to indicate that the British settler's response to the West was dictated
by the environment and economy and that he benefited neither from the Fund or Act, nor the
general dominance of the English language. The roots of Western identity will have to be sought
elsewhere than in the British settler.
RESUME
Contrairement aux Europeens continentaux ou aux immigrants america ins dans l'ouest, les
deux ayant ete le sujet d'une investigation savante et soigneuse, les Britanniques ont ete largement
ignores. Un examen minutieux du "Church of England's Western Canada Fund" (Fond de
l'ouest canadien de l'Eglise d'Angleterre) et du "Empire Settlement Act" (Acte de Colonisation
de l'Empire Britannique) de 1922 fourni une opportunite de comprendre leur experience dans
les prairies. Les deux sembleraient indiquer que la reponse du colon anglais envers l'ouest ait
ete dictee par l'environnement et I'economie; le colon anglais n'aurait done benificie ni de l'acte
ou du fond et ni de la dominance generale de la langue anglaise. Les racines de l'indentification a
l'ouest canadien doivent etre recherchees ailleurs que chez le colon anglais.

Introduction
Of the three great streams of immigration into the Canadian West
-the American, the continental European and the British-only the
last has failed to attract significant academic attention. I Three
practical considerations partly account for this oversight: the sheer
size of the group, the mobility of its members and the dispersed pattern
of their settlement." Except in rare instances land reserves were not set
aside for the British, and Clifford Sifton's unhappy experience with the
Barr Colonists at Lloydminster confirmed his opposition to new reserves for any group.' Thus the case-study approach, often used with
profit to examine the non-British in their isolated colonies, was less
suitable for investigating the British who, except for exotic hybrids
like the Patagonian Welsh, were widely scattered over the prairies.
Another impediment to research was the long established view
that British settlers were reinforcements for the dominant AngloSaxon culture. This was the interpretation of the imperialists before
the First World War who wanted "to keep Canada British" and of the
xenophobes afterwards who predicted "race ruin" if "foreign" immigration went unchecked.' The ethnic stereotypes these views once
reflected are well known, but the more lasting influence of the British
settlers on Canadian thought and attitudes remains largely unexplored.
Today, the equation of' "British" 'with "English Canadian" is no
longer directly made, and at official levels it is rejected. Nevertheless,
the exclusive categories derived from theories of deux nations and
"two founding races" or from policies of bilingualism and biculturalism have helped keep alive both the distinction between the British
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and other immigrants and the identification of the former with English
Canada. 5
It was always an exaggeration to say that "if you scratch an
English Canadian, you'll find he is British"; but how much of an
exaggeration? To what degree were British immigrants able to transport their values and beliefs intact and then transmit them to others?
To what extent did the harsh pioneer experience moderate or even
obliterate past attitudes and practices? What impact, for instance, did
existing Canadian national feeling have on imported values? The
adjustment made by other nationalities has been recounted in the new
literature spawned by recent interest in multiculturalism, but the
accommodation which British settlers had to make to their new environment has gone largely unstudied. This was because, in the words
of one student of immigration, the "easier acculturation" of the British
into Canadian society was "assumed," or because "the situation [was]
so defined that the behavior of the British immigrant [became] the
norm of successful assimilation.t's
Without more study there can be no confident answers to these
question. In the meantime, the British "inheritance" must be treated
with caution if it is not to become a selective explanation for chosen
features of the Canadian political system. The strength of the collectivist thought and practice manifest in the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, and visible in certain policies of the older parties,
has been attributed in part to the influence of British ideas carried by
British immigrants. For example, the first three leaders of the C.C.F.
in Saskatchewan were British-born. Yet the relationship, while apparent, remains unexplained.
.
The difficulties encountered early in the century by the two
projects reviewed in this article, whose ultimate objective was to reinforce British values, suggest that even a "charter" group like the
British enjoyed few advantages when it came to settlement. Success or
failure had little to do with patriotism and everything to do with the
environment and economy of western Canada. The virtues of race
and Empire, .the cornerstones of British values to the passionate
minority who proclaimed them, were never widely endorsed. Even in
the election of 1929 in Saskatchewan, when the Ku Klux Klan and
the Conservative and Progressive parties made loyalty a central issue
in the campaign, the subject became enmeshed with the much older
and very Canadian question of separate schools.
In the history of western Canada, the Church of "England's
special Fund, established in 1910, and the Empire Settlement Act of
1922 were unique experiments because of the powerful private and
public institutions involved, the major financial commitments received
and the reserves of goodwill enjoyed by each. No group of American
or continental European immigrants ever had such an array of support.
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Yet both undertakings were remarkably ineffective. The intangible
objective of instilling British values was a rhetorical goal whose
realization could never be tested by empirical means. Regardless of
what privileges he might enjoy because of his origins (and the English,
as opposed to the Scots and Irish; possessed relatively few because of
their reputation as poor farmers), the British settler started afresh
along with all immigrants, most of whom had little knowledge of the
rest of Canada.

The Western Canada Fund of the Church of England
The Anglican Church's far-flung missionary work in the nineteenth century made it a prominent institution in the Canadian NorthWest. However, it was ill-equipped to deal with the rapid growth of the
prairie provinces and especially the large "foreign" population which
appeared before the First World War. To the Church leaders the new
conditions represented a "crisis" that required a special response; a
sense of urgency pervaded their creation of the"Archbishops' Western
Canada Fund.'" Invoking the Church's "special responsibilities in
regard to the British Empire," the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York appealed for "money and men" as well as "interest and prayer"
for the Church in that new region of Canada "linked with England by
the bonds .of history and institutions, of language and affections."
While the call for help made no mention of British immigration,
beyond the need for more clergy, the subject was of continual interest
to the hierarchy of the Church; through the Anglican Church's own
agencies, a host of associated charitable organizations, and most
directly through the parish clergy, its leaders exercised a strong influence over the exodus of people, by no means all of whom were
Anglicans, from the British Isles.
Because the Church of England was a state church, opportunities
existed for its clergy to involve themselves with the work of Canadian
immigration officers at every level, beginning with the search for
eligible immigrants. In a letter to Ottawa, a London-based official of
the Immigration Branch described the problems which this could
present:
Our Officer was very kindly entertained at luncheon by the Vicar
of the farish, and was instructed by him and his wife as to the
style 0 address they wished given to the village people and children and our lecturer was specially informed that he was not to
discuss the advantages of Canada as far as the young women were
concerned, because there was already a great lack of domestic
servants in that vicinity; but they were quite willing he should
talk to the young men as the Vicar and his wife had no objection
to their emigrating, there being no further house accommodation
in the village, and It was not the intention of those who controlled.
and owned the village to have an increase in the number of. inhabitants, or to put up additional accornmodation.!
.
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Canadian society, especially in the prairie provinces, recognized
no similar privileges on behalf of the Church of England in Canada.
Yet the bond of mutual feeling conferred advantages in the selection
of immigrants which modified if not undermined Clifford Sifton's
explicit and unsentimental resolve to take only agriculturalists, without regard to nationality: "The men who are directing the Canadian
Immigration propaganda on both sides of the Atlantic," said the
Commissioner of Immigration at Winnipeg, "are of British blood and
several of them are British-born. Naturally they prefer British stock."?
But despite such evidence of sympathy, the Anglican Church faced
special difficulties in reconciling the demands of new pioneer communities, the existing federal system, and the imperial obligations that
arose from its position as the established Church in the mother country.
In any conflict of obligations, the Empire had always to come first
and for the Church, as for the British government, the interests of the
Empire were defined from the vantage point of the British Isles.
The pace of development, if that is the right word for towns that
grew up sometimes in a matter of days, fostered local attitudes which
one British visitor likened to the "Greek feeling of civicism."!? But the
Anglican Church shared in the experience of community building less
often than the Presbyterian and Methodist Churches because its
people were fewer and more isolated. Hence the building of churches
was more difficult and the erection of Sunday Schools and other
parochial organizations often impossible. The Church of England
therefore suffered two crucial disabilities: few converts were made,
and those who were members found themselves exposed to the pervasive influence of the non-conformists, either by direct proselytization of indirectly through community pressure. For instance, the
selection of "the school teacher was frequently determined by the
local [non-conformists'] need of an organist or Sunday School
superintendent. "11
Parish contact with the thousands of new settlers pouring into
the region proved impossible. The Archbishops' Fund thus directed
its efforts toward establishing missions at Regina in Saskatchewan and
at Edmonton and Cardston in Alberta. In organization and objective
there were imperial precedents for this response. The Regina mission
grew out of the work of Reverend Douglas Ellison among railway
construction crews, which duplicated his earlier experience in South
_Africa. The Edmonton and Cardston missions were patterned after
the Bush Brotherhood plan used in Australia, which sent teams of
clergy and laymen to the isolated settlers. Despite their pedigree and
the missionaries' commitment, the exeriments on the prairies proved
of limited success. The initial advantage of the railway mission in
reaching new arrivals out to earn money before taking up homesteads
disappeared, once they had moved onto the land, and the clergy in
Alberta discovered that they could not maintain their obligations to
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Anglican settlers through visits made infrequent by distance and the
vagaries of weather. To these reasons must be added the influence of
the First World War, which took the lives of some of the English
missionaries, while the disruption attending it discouraged others
from returning to Canada.
The ecumenical spirit encouraged by limited facilities and shared
pioneer experiences made church union in a number of prairie communities a fact long. before the creation of the United Church of
Canada in 1925. But nowhere did this union embrace the Church of
England, whose organization, interests and very name struck even
some Anglicans as "strangely unsympathetic" to its surroundings. 12 If
the Church appeared "too English" to some, to others it seemed very
Canadian, and the difference in perspective was not explained solely
by the side of the Atlantic on which 'one stood. Anglican leaders in
Canada could' be as exercised as their British brothers by the great
issues of the day in England: disestablishment of the Church in Wales,
the parliamentary crises of 1910 and 1911 and, inevitably, Ireland.
Yet on other matters, such as ritual, western Canadians could prove
so traditional that they often frustrated efforts by British leaders to
recruit all but high-church clergy for the prairie provinces. Having to
rely on an external source for clergy underlined the Church's "Englishness," while at the same time financial support from the mother church
emphasized its dependence on what one priest called "the pennies of
maid-servants in England."!'
.
The contrast with the Presbyterians and Methodists was particularly striking. The 1911 Census revealed that the Presbyterians were
by far the largest denomination in the prairie provinces. In Saskatchewan and Alberta the Church of England also lagged behind the
Roman Catholic and Methodist Churches in numbers of adherents;
even in Manitoba, where it came second, there were fewer than half as
many Anglicans as Presbyterians. The Presbyterian Church was "the
most 'Canadian' body" not only because of its size but because it had
succeeded in creating an organization that accommodated better than
any other religious group the regional divisions and sympathies of
Canada.t- Canadian-trained and usually Canadian-born ministers
moved about the country as called, but maintained contact with
Canadian colleagues and debated Canadian issues in annual asemblies
long before air travel made such regular meetings commonplace in
other contexts. In this forum and through the office of its Superintendent of Western Missions, the national Presbyterian church was
made aware of the needs of the West, which included not only those of
the embryonic congregations across the prairies but also 'of the
thousands of non-British immigrants. At the same time that the
Church of England was establishing missions to reach Anglicans, the
Presbyterians (and Methodists too) were busy working among the
Ruthenians.t>
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The Archbishops' Fund, rather than infusing a national Anglican
response to the problems of the West, inspired regional jealousies.
Maritime Anglicans, already unhappy about the westward "movement
of both men and money," now complained that they were being
ignored by the Church's leaders in England;" When it was decided to
spend some of the Fund on the education of Canadian clergy, both
the Archbishop of Canterbury and Trinity College, Toronto, agreed
that Trinity College. was the best place to spend it rather than at
colleges in the West "which from the necessity of case are only struggling into life." Displaying an impressive command of regional rhetoric, the Archbishop of Rupert's Land assumed the role of western
advocate and rejected such centralist assumptions.'?
Mindful of its imperial 0 bligations, especially in an area of Canada
marked by ambiguous sentiment toward the British Empire among
immigrants from the United States and continental Europe, the
Church of England identified itself with projects for which there was
scant evidence of popular support. The Edmonton mission gave its
blessing ·to a move by Alberta Anglicans to establish "higher class"
schools than the government institutions which accepted "all classes
and all sexes." The argument in favour ofa British "public school" on
the prairies was that it would produce "the type of man needed ... to
share in the development of the Empire."18 At the university level,
Trinity College, Toronto, pledged itself ready to provide the strong
leaders that the West and the empire required to bolster Anglo-Saxon
convictions before the threatening multitude of "foreigners." Few
westerners disagreed that education was the vehicle for instilling
values, but even fewer demonstrated enthusiasm for a proposal which
would see the growth of private religiously-based schools. That was a
fractious and familiar subject in provinces whose "schools question"
was still a fresh memory, The goal of the minority in this instance
guaranteed that it would remain such.
Even with an established institution like the Church of England
behind it, the Archbishops' Fund could never be counted more than a
modest venture. It was a one-sided effort with initiative, money and
personnel coming from Great Britain, and for that reason the Fund
had always to compete with the many other demands upon the
Church's resources.
The Empire Settlement Act
By way of contrast, the Empire Settlement Act of 1922, the second
experiment at building "the Empire on sure and lasting lines," brought
together both public and private bodies with superior finances and
organization in the Dominions as well as the United Kingdom. 19 The
origins of the Act can· be traced to early discussions on trade and
immigration at the Imperial Conferences of 1907 and 1911, to the
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adverse effects of the war on British prestige and power, and to the
encouraging experience of imperial co-operation in wartime. With the
return of peace, British authorities saw directed immigration to the
Dominions as one way of creating a stronger Empire. As with the
Anglican experiment, the initiative again rested with those in Great
Britain to make the new scheme a success. The British Government
secured the necessary legislation, designated a formal body in the
Colonial Office (the Oversea Settlement Committee) to take administrative charge, and allocated three million pounds a year to underwrite
its activities. The money was to be spent on a 50/50 basis, with those
governments or private bodies who agreed to participate providing
the other half, for the purpose of assisting the passage of immigrants,
and helping them settle on the land or training those without agricultural skills before they took over their farms.
The Canadian government chose to make a very limited commitment, following instead the route of administrative regulation and
frugal expenditure. Although reticence was to be expected from the
government of Mackenzie King, whose quest for dominion autonomy
was frequently fed by a suspicion of British motives, even limited
acquiescence by Ottawa in the scheme marked a shift from pre-war
attitudes which had originated with Clifford Sifton.
Sifton had resolutely opposed assisted immigration (not to be
confused with the payment of bonuses to booking agents, a practice
which he had accepted as necessary if Canada was to compete with
other countries for immigrants). He believed that "once a man is taken
hold of by the government and treated as a ward he seems to acquire
the sentiments of a pauper, and forever after will not stand on his
own feet. "20 His inflexibility stemmed from fear that assisted passage
would open the door to urban immigrants and, even worse, to unemployed labour. Federal politicians had reason to avoid the opposition such immigrants would raise from Canadian labourers, but Sifton's stubbornness was more than the result of political calculation.
He believed that Canada's wealth rested in her natural resources on
the prairies, and that to develop these she required large numbers of
capable immigrants. These, he felt, would be found mainly among
American and continental European farmers; hence his disregard for
the English workmen.
But after the First World War and to some degree because of the
jingoism inspired by it, the emphasis of debate turned from economics
to sociology and particularly to the effects of "foreign" immigration
on Canada's social cohesion. The King government proved more sensitive to criticism than its predecessors, not least because it depended
for support in the House of Commons on Progressives who disagreed
with the old "cosmopolitan" policy. But even in Saskatchewan where
the Liberals dominated the legislature and courted the non-English
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vote, the premier, Charles Dunning, grew equivocal on the subject:
first favouring British immigration, then discouraging "slackers"
from the Old Country, while claiming to recognise the contributions
made by the non-British and all the time condemning racial prejudice.
The Canadian government's subdued response to the objectives
of the Empire Settlement Act disappointed the authorities in London,
the more so because they believed that support among Canadians for
strong British immigration was widespread, the need for Empire
building acute, and the resources in England available. The Oversea
Settlement Committee was itself subject to pressure from British
groups like the Salvation Army, whose indefatigable Commissioner,
D. C. Lamb, saw "the continuing foreign domination of the far West
[if] not exactly a menace ... cause for grave concern."21
Those charged with administering the Act formed their opinion
of Canadian attitudes from contact with senior officials in the federal
Department of Immigration and Colonization. And throughout the
nineteen-twenties the impression received was that the Liberal government was one of the few places in Canada where anglophiles did not
dominate opinion. The Department's deputy minister, who described
himself 'as "one of those intensely interested in . . . stemming the
flow of undesirables from Central Europe," assured them that there
was "increasing evidence of the development of sound public opinion
on the question," while another officer urged the Oversea Settlement
Commitee to pursue "a vigorous settlement policy" to combat the
dangers perceived from separatists in Quebec and from "the large
infusion of alien blood in the West" which had left the British population of southern Alberta and Saskatchewan outnumbered.P Even so
prominent an official as the Canadian advisory officer to the League
of Nations at Geneva, Dr. Walter Riddell, corroborated this interpretation. After advising the Committee to work through Canadian
interest groups to bring pressure on the provincial and federal governments, he counselled patience: "with the change of government in
Canada which seems imminent the situation should change."23
But when the change did come in 1930, economics had once again
asserted its dominance, with dismal consequences for any immigration
project. In the meantime, however, a series of agreements under the
umbrella legislation of 1922 did bring several thousand British settlers
to the prairies. Some agreements were concluded that affected other
provinces as well, as when fishermen were brought from the western
isles of Scotland to the west coast of Canada and single men and
women to Ontario, but the bulk of immigration was directed to the
prairies.
Among the schemes were several to prepare British workmen to
become grain farmers. The Canadian Cottages Agreement of 1924
committted the British government to erect homes on operating farms
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in the West where immigrants might reside temporarily while gaining
experience (at the Canadian government's expense) as farm labourers.
Another, the Hoadley experiment, named after its instigator, the
Minister of Agriculture of Alberta, George Hoadley, brought over one
hundred poor-law and grammar-school boys to be trained in western
Canadian farming methods. The boys were also regarded by the
planners as the progenitors (with British girls to be sent out as nurses
or domestics, depending on their background) of new British families
in Canada.
The railways, which had played a major role in the settlement of
the prairies before the war, took only a small part under the Empire
Settlement Act. This poor performance was due to a combination of
late entry by the Canadian Pacific Railway and bad organization on
the part of the government railways, whose immigration activities in
the twenties seem not to have been communicated even to the Department of Immigration and Colonization.v'
By far the largest project was the "3,000 Families Scheme," under
which the Canadian government provided established farms through
its Soldier Settlement Board to British settlers, and the United Kingdom government provided cash advances of up to £300 per settler
for the purchase of stock and equipment. Distinctive in the history
of western Canadian immigration for the amount of government
assistance offered, the scheme was also unique for the degree of community interest aroused. Settlers arriving in small groups, often only
a single family, were welcomed by delegations composed of local
farm, government and church leaders and ushered to farms made
ready for occupancy. The Land Settlement Branch of the Department
of Immigration and Colonization administered details of the program, from organizing the local receptions through to reporting on
the settlers' adjustment. And from 1925 until the end of the decade the
Branch believed, and reported, that the scheme had demonstrated
"how much more advisable it is for us to seek colonists among
[British] people rather than from among continental European types."25
But the combination of close supervision and personal interest, as
well as the availability of established farms in settled areas, rendered
the scheme a singular and, as it turned out, short-lived achievement.
The experience of these British settlers bore little resemblance to
that of other westerners. Arguably no farmer could have been prepared for the terrible conditions to come, but the preselected settlers,
favourites of imperial, federal, provincial and local governments,
were doubly vulnerable to hardship because they had never encountered
it in any form on the prairies. As well, their brief residence in the
West, their isolated situation (as compared to that of the many central
Europeans who had settled in identifiable communities) and the
characteristics they shared with Canadians of British origin in dif-
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ferent regions of the country gave them an option to move which was
rarely available to other immigrants. The toll grew after 1929 as
drought and depression devastated the southern portions of the three
provinces where most of the families had recently been placed. The
three thousand were reduced by two-thirds. Some (11 per cent)
returned to Great Britain, while the rest moved out of the region and
in most .instances out of farming."
Even before the exodus, a body as favourably disposed to British
immigration as Saskatchewan's Royal Commission on Immigration
and Settlement had commented critically on the reverse onus implicit
in the scheme: "If our hopes are to be realized and a larger proportion
of British-born are to come ... it will be because they sail from Britain
imbued with the necessary willingness to accept conditions of life as
they are here, rather than because we have readjusted those conditions."27 This was an understated and unexpected vindication of
Clifford Sifton's fear of the British labourer-turned-farmer. Obviously
there was a limit to what government might do for the settler. For
Sifton the limit was considerably lower than for those who argued
that it was "best to be British," but for both it ultimately came to the
truth, as Sifton had once remarked, that no one but the settler could
hold the plough.

Conclusion
British immigrants themselves recognized the problems facing
them on the prairies. Except for those brought under the auspices of
the Empire Settlement Act, few others came during the decade.
However, federal restrictions on entry to all but domestics, farmers
and the close relatives of those already in Canada forced many
thousands to disguise their intentions: "The number of Britishers
giving the prairies as their destination were less than half as great as
the number destined to Ontario and Quebec [but] the British-born
population of the prairies increased by only 3000 during 1921-31 ...
while that of the central region [increased] by 83,000."28
This disappearance of British immigration to the prairies helps
to explain the strident debate which mounted toward the end of the decade. The British settlers apart, the period was one of obvious growth
and change. This contrast produced in some of those of British
stock a sense of threatened decline and excessive fear. J. T. M. Anderson-director of education for New Canadians of Saskatchewan
between 1918 and 1922, author of a book on the same subject and
later premier in the province's Co-operative Government between 1929
and 1934-was well known because for a decade and a half he had
preached on the dark theme of "existing evils." It was to be expected
that he and the Oversea Settlement Committee should make contact,
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for Anderson was active in multifarious bodies with a single patriotic
aim. In this instance only the name was new: The Fellowship of the
Maple Leaf for the supply of British Teachers for Western Canada.
The Fellowship in turn was the offspring of the prairies' greatest
apostle of Anglo-Saxondom, the Reverend George Exton Lloyd.
Lloyd's labours in the field and through the Anglican Church predated
even the Archbishops' Fund (for which he could take some credit in
helping sponsor) and had had a conspicuous beginning with the Barr
Colony and the founding of Lloydminster."
That many of the same people were active in the Fund before the
war, and after it in work carried out under the Empire Settlement Act
suggests not only continuity but aging. The sense of mission might
never waver, but the elect who possessed it were older and relatively
fewer. The majority of the British settlers were a heterogeneous lot
devoid of any singleness of purpose except a desire to break and
cultivate their own land. With the notable exception of the French in
the West (and to the lasting detriment of official bilingualism in the
region) all immigrants accepted English as the necessary medium of
communication. But such pragmatic use of the language is not to be
equated with the easy transmission of British values.
The failure of both the Archbishops' Fund and the Empire
Settlement Act to achieve their objectives reveals the wisdom of one
observer who commented, without fully appreciating the significance
of his insight, that "the West is nothing less than a 'new nation'."3o
By 1930 it had become clear that this "nation" was to have no unifying
set of either British or French values. Whether it was or is yet a multicultural society depends on the interpretation given that ambiguous
term. What is certain is that Anderson and his British Canadianizers
would be disappointed, and possibly shocked, that the debate as to
the nature of the West goes on-they would have said it should have
been British.
On the basis of this study it is apparent that attempts to transmit
values and institutions met with only limited success where they did
not remain open to the social, geographic and economic influences
present in the new land. Theories of religion and of settlement had
little impact on the actual behaviour of people. Robert England, that
prolific chronicler of prairie settlement, was no doubt correct when he
observed, some decades after the great migration, that "every immigrant settler in Canada carried a memory of past culture" and that
in this respect the newcomer was like "an amputee [who] sometimes
feels the phantom pain of a missing limb."31 The important question
for students of western Canadian history is what the settlers, including
the vast numbers of immigrants from the British Isles, put in place of
their lost culture.
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Charlotte Whitton Meets "The Last Best West":
The Politics of Child Welfare in Alberta, 1929-49
Patricia T. Rooke
Department of Education Foundations, University of Alberta
R. L. Schnell
Department of Educational Policy and Administration,
University of Calgary
ABSTRACT: When Charlotte Whitton was requested to come to Alberta in 1947to undertake a
personal study of the child welfare system, she was at the lowest point in her career. She had lost
her position as Director of the Canadian Welfare Council in 1941and had failed to find an alternative vehicle to promote her ideals. The confrontation that developed in Alberta was carefully
manipulated to propel her into centre stage and from there into a second political career.
RESUME
Lorsqu'on demanda a Charlotte Whitton de se rendre en Alberta en 1947pourentreprendre
une etude personnelle sur Ie systeme du bien-etre de l'enfant, elle etait au point Ie plus bas de sa
carriere. Elle avait perdu son poste de directrice du Conseil du Bien-Etre Social Canadien en
1941et avait depuis echoue dans ses tentatives pour trouver un vehicule adequat pour promouvoir ses ideaux. La confrontation qui se developpa en Alberta fut soigneusement manipulee de
facon a la propulser au milieu de l'arene et de la vers une deuxierne carriere politique. _

These prairie men are not to be trifled with ....
(Whitton, 1929).

Introduction
When Charlotte Whitton made the above observation on the
seemingly fractious Western social welfare groups, she had already
firmly consolidated her career as director of Canada's most influential child welfare agency, the Canadian Welfare Council (CWC). In
the following decade, she reached the height of her powers as the
acknowledged "first lady of social service work" in Canada, a title
retained until she resigned as director in 1941. 1
Whitton's ultimate confrontation with the West all started with a
personally conducted study of Alberta child care early in 1947
followed by a controversial provincial commission of inquiry. It came
at the.low point of her public life. In 1941 after a forced departure from
the Canadian Welfare Council, she lectured across Canada and the
United States, and contributed to popular magazines. Neither activity
restored her national reputation or brought offers of a new position
equivalent to her former post with the Council. Accustomed to implementing major social reforms in child welfare, influencing government
officials, and enjoying an international reputation in her field, between
1941 and 1947. Whitton found herself without the support of the
CWC, without the prestige of its directorship and without the constituency of sympathetic supporters. In short, Whitton- was precariously
employed, middle-aged, and faced with an uncertain future.?
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But confrontation between this remarkable woman and the Alberta government provided her with an apprenticeship that ultimately fitted her for the political arena. By 1950, Whitton was committed to her second major career as the first woman mayor of
Ottawa, a position she held on and off for the next fifteen years until
1964. Her active involvement in Ottawa civic politics did not cease
until 1972, three years before her death.

A Career in Crisis
After six years as honorary secretary to the Canadian Council of
Child Welfare (later the CWC), the thirty year old Whitton became its
first director in 1926. During the next fifteen years she converted its
loosely formulated principles into practical policies that were implemented in all major Canadian centres. The Council co-ordinated
child welfare at the voluntary, quasi-public, and provincial levels
with a "general unity of purpose and method throughout the entire
Dominion."3
In Canada the move toward the standardization of policy and the
professionalization of social work occurred between 1920 and 1940.
Under Whitton's direction, the Council sought to exert national
influence by preparing and disseminating literature, information,
policy statements, and programs, to affiliated agencies, welfare officials, and government departments, and by conducting a series of
surveys in all provinces.' The surveys were based on accepted assumptions concerning 'scientific' charity, case method, community social
services, and co-ordinated child welfare. Whitton's associates in the
Council and in the field implemented a formula that included the
development of social agencies and community chests, the introduction of qualified social workers to administer the new agencies, and
finally, affiliation with the Council. Crucial for Whitton's plan to implement scientific and professional policies was the careful selection
and placement of qualified proteges in key provincial and municipal
child care agencies. 5
The new professionals were usually Whitton's choices, who by
keeping contact with her remained guided by her views. Hamilton,
Kingston, New Brunswick, Ottawa, British Columbia, Saskatoon,
Brandon, and York all fell to a greater or lesser degree within Whitton's sphere of influence.s Furthermore, it was Whitton's failure to
influence the appointment of "qualified" staff at the conclusion of her
child welfare study for the Manitoba Royal Commission in 1928 that
left the Winnipeg social services factionalized.?
As early as the Manitoba Study, Whitton and the Council epitomized for some social welfare leaders the spectre of Ontarian domination. Such critics were particularly sensitive to what they perceived
to be the "colonization" of important agencies by central Canada.
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Such perceptions must be taken into account to understand more
fully the confrontation which was to take place between the Alberta
government and Charlotte Whitton in 1947 and 1948. Some 1929 and
1930 correspondence between Whitton and Hon. E. W. Montgomery,
Minister of Health and Public Welfare of Manitoba, reflect the probIem.! Montgomery was touchy about what he recognized as Whitton's
self-serving interest in criticizing Manitoba social workers. He refused
to accept her recommendations that out-of-province workers should
lead the re-organization of child welfare in his province. He pointed
out that this would be reprehensible in times of chronic unemployment
and that Winnipeg social workers resented the incursions of the
Council into their domain. Similar opposition was to be found in New
Brunswick and British Columbia."
The secretary of the Board of Evangelism and Social Service
for the United Church, the Reverend James Mutchmore, also resented
Whitton from the time of her involvement in the Manitoba Commission for similar reasons. He objected to what he perceived to be her
high-handed and single-minded implementation of policies which conformed to her particular view of professionalization. Mutchmor felt
that her influence and Ontario's in the recruitment and training committee of the Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) in
the thirties was inordinate. The new codes of ethics being formulated
by the CASW committee were seen as means by which Ontario could
control the rules of admission into the profession and monopolize
qualifications and standards.!?
Whitton's recommendations may not always have been unequivocally accepted but neither could they be completely ignored. Even
federated agencies such as those in Montreal, which were only indirectly controlled by her, kept in close contact and usually followed
the Council's lead. The CWC surveys frequently left in their wake a
residue of resentment and suspicion toward the Council generally and
Whitton personally as self proclaimed watchdogs of Canadian child
welfare. The singular success of the Council in transforming itself
from a small agency to one with a great deal of national influence
under Whitton's leadership cannot be underestimated. When she resigned as director of the CWC in 1941, Elsie Lawson, a worker in the
Department of Public Welfare in Manitoba, wrote to Whitton that she
could not "think of the Council and you ever being separated because
the structure is of your building."!'
Given that the structure was indeed of her building, it was a
shock for Whitton to find herself being edged out of the Council
between 1939 and 1941, and to discover that she was neither indispensable nor infallible and that those who attract disciples inevitably
attract enemies too.
Whitton left the CWC under difficult circumstances. She had
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been urged to resign for several years, notably after her views on
social security became more clearly articulated, both before and
after her submission to the Rowell-Sirois Commission in 1938.12 Her
strenuous opposition to the centralization of social services was not
compatible with the broader welfare state being advocated by people
like Harry Cassidy, George Davidson, and Leonard Marsh. Later,
involved in the Committee for Reconstruction, they all ignored Whitton. The CWC itself was to reflect these new views and move towards
appropriate re-organization. Whitton's opposition to the changing climate of opinion and to the re-organization proved both obstructive
and embarrassing.'? Her subsequent involvement in an abortive
scheme to bring British Guest Children into Canada was an attempt
to recover lost ground and to prove herself once again the undisputed
leader of child welfare and a capable organizer of large scale operations. Unfortunately for Whitton, the program proved to be an unmitigated failure.
The resignation which Whitton tendered in 1941 was, therefore, a
mutual solution to what had become a tense situation involving her,
some colleagues, and the governors of the CWC. It was nevertheless
a traumatic and painful experience. Without a doubt Whitton felt,
especially humiliated since the social work network, being relatively
small and clannish, must have been aware of her embarrassing situation.
A founding editor of the Canadian journal, Social Welfare, and
the recipient of an OBE and two honorary degrees, Whitton had also
served on Royal Commissions in Manitoba and British Columbia and
had been adviser and consultant on various pieces of important child
welfare legislation. Whitton had also established a substantial reputation outside Canada. Besides many contacts with American social
welfare leaders, Whitton had represented Canada on seven occasions
before the League of Nations. With such a creditable background,
the appointment, as her successor, of the former director of public
welfare in British Columbia, Dr. George Davidson, a man more
academically qualified than herself, was a source of irritation. Indeed,
in some ways Davidson's appointment to the Council can be seen as an
attempt by the board of governors to meet the 'growing criticism of
the western provinces that they were alienated from the decisionmaking processes which guided Canadian welfare practice.
Moreover, in 1940Whitton and Davidson had disagreed over her
management of the British Guest Children schemes and later in 1943
over her views on social security. 14 When he left the CWC to become
federal Deputy Minister for Public Welfare, their relationship was no
easier. Whitton may have coveted a similar position at either the
federal or the provincial level if we can judge from the extent of her
involvement in preparing two confidential reports for the Ontario
government between 1943 and 1944 and the efforts she put into
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studying social security which culminated in her major statement on
the topic, The Dawn of Ampler Life, published in 1943.15 Any such
hopes, were dashed when she alienated the Ontario Provincial Secretary, the Honorable George Dunbar, by precipitously releasing information about the Ontario welfare reports to the Canadian Home
Journal.t» Between 1941 and 1947 she also toyed with the idea of
standing for political office.'?

Whitton in Alberta
By 1947 Whitton needed a cause to restore her reputation as an
effective arbitrator in child welfare, a reputation she feared lost. A
major study of conditions in Alberta, even under adverse circumstances, proved to be an opportunity too good to miss'. In January
1947, the Edmonton chapter of the Imperial Order of the Daughters of
the Empire (lODE) formally appointed Whitton to conduct a study of
Alberta child care services. The president of the chapter, Mrs. R. C.
("Daisy") Marshall, who had been a friend of Whitton's for some
years through' their membership in the lODE, had been prodding the
chapter for some time to investigate the problems of child welfare in
the province. Initially, failing in 1945 and 1946 to gain Premier Manning's approval, Whitton remained cautious. 18 In Alberta, a thorough
survey of child welfare could not be guaranteed without such approval
because the government controlled the relevant records. By the end of
1946, however, Whitton found the offer irresistible. Indeed, the
challenge became close to being an obsession. Although she recognized that the government would not co-operate with the study,
Whitton did not anticipate the extent of its opposition, which included the circulation of memoranda to government departments forbidding co-operation and to voluntary agencies discouraging it.'?
The events that unfolded in the next two years were the very ingredients required to launch her into her second career, to regain her
past reputation, and, most importantly, to restore her shaken confidence in her own abilities. The events themselves however, unfolded
. beyond her wildest hopes and ambitions.
Whitton's lODE study was completed by April 1947 and contained few surprises. It concluded, among its many, criticisms of
Alberta Child Welfare, that the province represented "one of the
sorriest areas of human frailty anywhere."2o This view merely substantiated the opinions expressed to her by the Edmonton and Calgary
Agencies for Social Services in the wake' of a government appointed
investigation of 1943. It had predictably led to neither substantial
criticism nor any changes in child care. Operating under the usual
assumptions, using the same faithful survey methods perfected during
her broad CWC survey experience, and assisted by a sympathetic and
handpicked team of investigators, Whitton's four-month study substantiated views that had been publicly discussed by her in January
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after the study had only just begun.>' Her lODE report was followed
by a series of sensational Calgary Herald articles called "Children in
Iron Cages," press reaction across the country, public uproar, and
Time magazine's coverage of "Alberta's creaking adoption mill."22
Consequently, when the provincial government authorized a commission of inquiry to investigate the report's findings in July 1947,
Whitton was ecstatic.P
Whitton's child welfare mission in Alberta should have been completed long before December 1948 when the commission of inquiry
finally issued its findings. These findings alone would have been
sufficient to have hailed her once again as an influential public figure.
Certainly during the course of the lODE report and its aftermath, she
had publicized herself and embarrassed the Alberta government with
her ruthless revelations in a carefully orchestrated series of public
lectures and press statements. However, the commission of inquiry
was interrupted on several occasions when the Alberta government
charged her with "conspiracy to publish defamatory libel" in the early
part of 1948. The conspiracy charge was a result ofa December 1947,
New Liberty article, "Babies for Export." Its author, Harold Dingman,
and the publisher of New Liberty, Jack Kent Cooke, were also
charged as co-conspirators.>' The bulk of the article had been taken
from the lODE report and the proofs had been approved by Whitton.
Whitton could not have been ignorant of the provocative nature of
the article and she undoubtedly realized the national impact such
accusations as, "bootlegging of babies" and "bartering babies for
profit," would have. Cross-border adoptions was a matter with explosive political potential that she intended to fully exploit.
Written in an exaggerated manner with lurid illustrations, "Babies
for Export" accused Alberta Child Welfare of all manner of villainies
including the "bartering" of infants across borders and "bootlegging"
them as far as Alaska and Guatemala." That both Premier Manning
and Chief Justice Howson of the commission of inquiry would deplore it as "scurrilous" was not surprising." Cross-border adoptions
were described as frequently quick and circumventing the usual probationary and selection processes. The children were rendered "stateless" because the United States did not automatically confer citizenship on adopted children. As the 'adoptive parents had probably been
refused adoption privileges in their State, they would hardly seek
citizenship for the child." The article suggested that the Western states
of Utah, Wyoming, Dakota, Nevada, and California got "the cream of
the crop."- As well it was-Inferred that Alberta unloaded some' imperfect infants across the border, a "dastardly wrong to the children,
the adopting parents, and a friendly neighboring state."28 The New
Liberty piece served as the model for similar muck-raking in several
newspapers. The Albertan accused the province of a baby black
market and "irresponsible transactions often for profit."29 The South-
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am press was not noted for its sympathies to Alberta's Social Credit
government and co-operated with Whitton's exposes.
The conspiracy charge was remarkable because, by using a legal
loophole, Alberta was able to compel the defendants to stand trial in
Alberta and not in their provinces of residence. It is noteworthy that
changes were made to the Criminal Code of Canada in May 1948 to
prevent anyother province from pulling a similar "slick legal trick out
of their sleeves.t'w The Social Credit government's reputation in the
area of press censorship had been under attack since 1937 with the
passage of its "Accurate News and Information Act," subsequently
found to be ultra vires,» After months of exhausting involvement in
her defence and even of harrassment by RCMP officers, Whitton had
the satisfaction of seeing the charges dropped by Ernest Manning's
autocratic Social Credit government in the face of national and even
international criticism.P As was to be expected, newspapers expressed concern about press censorship in a trial for "conspiracy to
commit defamatory libel."

Strategies for Success
To those familiar with Whitton's character and career, it would
have come as no surprise to see her meet the challenge of the Alberta
situation with vigour and to see her ultimately turn the events to her
own advantage. During the two years in Alberta, she engaged in a
number of Machiavellian strategies which had proved themselves
successful on several occasions in the past and which, given the circumstances, were likely to work again. Although the conspiracy charge
was unexpected, Whitton could not have imagined that the Alberta
government would have ignored the "Babies for Export" article.
Apart from the fortuitous charge, the pattern of the Alberta Study
took a familiar shape in the following strategies which had been part of
Whitton's recipe for reforming child welfare elsewhere. First, having
established a receptive climate for a re-organization of child welfare
arrangements by gaining initial local support, she moved into the
second stage of using the "survey" method of investigation. Third,
through the survey methods she elicited information concerning the
backgrounds, training, and qualifications of the existing personnel in
child welfare agencies and sought to replace those in key positions by
"professionals" or to create new key positions to be filled by them.
Finally, she encourageda sophisticated press coverage to publicize her
findings and to open the way for change through public pressure. By
this strategy she exploited the potential for both local and national
protest.P
The initial strategy of establishing a receptive climate for the conduct of a survey, was built upon criticism Whitton had directed at
Alberta for a number of years. This criticism of the child care system
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included the findings aired during the CWC surveys of Edmonton and
Calgary welfare agencies conducted during her directorship in 1929,
1931, and 1939. 34 She retained an interest in the CWC survey of
Calgary again in 1944.35 Alberta's methods were judged during these
surveys as being both "cheap" and "autocratic."36 Soon after the last
CWC survey in 1944, the Calgary Herald, 18 February 1944, reported
that Whitton saw Alberta's system as "deplorable." "It is regrettable,"
she went on, "that Alberta should continue to have the lowest standards of any province but New Brunswick in child welfare."
Whitton's views of Alberta had become public in 1940 when she
criticized its child placement methods for British refugee children as
ad hoc. This criticism, made to the Co-Ordinating Committee on the
Reception of British Children, berated Alberta's handling of the children and contained an attack on Alberta's Department of Child
Welfare.'? The criticism made its way into the Lethbridge Herald,
27 September 1940, under the headline "Alberta Should Change
System of Handling Children From Old Land." In 1940 when the
Council announced that it would lead the co-ordination of activities
related to the placement, reception and care of British children, groups
such as the Council of Social Agencies, Edmonton, and the Bureau of
Confidential Exchange, Calgary, pressured the Alberta government to
re-organize child welfare services so that Alberta standards would
meet those of the Council and be in line with those of other provinces."
Whitton had gone so far as to insist that Alberta should be denied the
privilege of receiving any but nominated children unless it agreed to
work under the Council and to co-operate fully with the Children's
Overseas Reception Board. Consequently, George Davidson, chairman
of the board, and Dr. W.W. Cross, the Minister of Health and Welfare in
Alberta, engaged in an acrimonious dispute. Cross did not forget
quickly who had precipitated the criticism. The bitter invective between Cross and Whitton some seven years later indicates that Cross's
memory was far from short. Under the circumstances Whitton's
advice to the lODE not to use the CWC to conduct the study because
"it would be prejudiced work before it started" was self-serving since
she had already decided to accept the invitation."
Lillian Thompson, along with Daisy Marshall kept Whitton informed of the alarming backwardness of Alberta's child care during
the forties. Thompson, who had been brought by Whitton from settlement work in New York to become director of the Social Service
Bureau in Saskatoon in 1931, had a similar position with the Edmonton Council of Social Agencies by 1940. Her vilification of Dr. Cross
and of Mr. Blaine, the superintendent of dependent children, and
her efforts at organizing protests from social agencies in Alberta
assisted Whitton in establishing a receptive climate for a ruthless
overhaul of the welfare system."
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Whitton's second strategy in forcing child welfare reform was the
"survey" method itself. This was a straighforward study of conditions
in a given city or province, conducted by a field worker and several
hand picked experts who examined specific aspects such as mothers'
allowances, legislation, private institutional arrangements, the organization of various agencies, government departments and detention centres. Interviews' were conducted, and briefs were solicited
from influential groups, individuals, or agencies to support the case.
In Alberta, Whitton used experts whose loyalties and professional
soundness were undisputed. Mrs. G. Cameron Parker had been the
field worker on six provincial surveys under Whitton, and Robert E.
Mills, director of the Toronto Children's Aid Society, had also worked
with Whitton on several previous occasions. Although she did not
usually conduct an investigation without at least tacit provincial
government co-operation, Whitton, having failed to obtain Manning's
acquiescence in 1945 and 1946, decided to initiate the investigation
without it. The survey itself was significant enough to compel the
government to appoint a commission of inquiry into its finding.
The third strategy, that of investigating the qualifications, backgrounds, and methods of staff, had always been one that Whitton
used with impartial and ruthless skill. After her juvenile immigration
survey in 1927, a field worker, remarking on her fierce attacks on
individuals involved in the movement of children from Britain to
Canada, ruefully observed that few would be likely to trust themselves
to her "very untender mercies in the future."41 Whitton's zeal often
resulted in attempts to elicit confidential information about children
and officials. In 1927, one official who held records about British
children caustically informed her field worker that the records she
sought were "the records of the children rather than the records of
the Home" and that dependent children, like normal children in
society, were entitled to be "shielded from public curiosity."42 In
1948, a supervisor of the Welfare Service in Nevada basically agreed
with this premise when Whitton requested information about adopted
children from Canada in his state. He firmly said that he would provide
such information only if he was guaranteed that its examination
would occur in camera before the commission of inquiry.
Being yourself an experienced and professional social worker you
will, I am sure, understand my hesitancy in releasing confidential case material to a private organization such as the lODE
or to a law firm.s!
The surprising thing was that so many respondents did not feel as
strongly. They apparently felt more compelled by the urgency of
stopping cross-border placements.f
In her determination to discredit Mr. Charles Hill, the superintendent of dependent children, whom she accused of conducting the
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illicit traffic in cross-border adoptions, Whitton's inquiries took her
as far afield as England to discover that his qualifications and experience had been exaggerated. His experience in British institutional
work consisted of his being a "porter" to an institution. Instead of
being apprenticed to a Board of Guardians as he suggested, he had
probably been in service to the Board as a Poor Law boy." Hill's
exaggerations were obviously a case of an immigrant having "made
good" in the New World. Given the lack of qualification of even the
Deputy Minister of Welfare, Mr. Miller, who received only secretarial
school training in Scotland, it is difficult to condemn Hill for his
dearth ofqualifications.w Although Hill might be condemned for the
deception, Whitton's determination to uncover anything amiss was
consistent in all surveys. Indeed, during the survey of 1928 in New
Brunswick she had cheerfully advised her delegate to "verify all the
lurid stories you can and we shall use them."47 Whitton also questioned
the means by which some of the stenographic staff were given welfare
positions for which they had no professional training. She pointed
out that only three people on the welfare department staff had received
any training related to social work, and that nine inspectors, who had
charge of 16,794 cases, were quite without training. Finally she noted
that a probation officer who was neither a nurse nor a social worker,
as the department claimed, had been dismissed as the matron of a
penal institution for "just cause."48 None of this was expected to be
happily received by the Alberta government.
The findings of the Alberta commission of inquiry supported the
. lODE claims concerning the number of unqualified staff in Alberta
although it refused to participate in Whitton's rather crude attempts
to discredit Hill. The findings were more inclined to agree with the
support Hill received from many of the public who came to his defence
in the editorial pages of the local press. One adoptive parent bitterly
criticized the lODE for their humbug in living so comfortably in homes
that "kept a dog better in preference to an adopted child" and judged
Hill to be a compassionate and overworked civil servant who had
been "railroaded" by Dr. Whitton.'? Mrs. G. Cameron Parker, who
had been the Assistant Director of the lODE study, concluded that the
staff was "not dishonest, just unqualified" and that they should be replaced ~by Canadian Association of Social Work members. 50 The
refusal of Alberta to affiliate with the CASW dismayed Whitton, who
saw it as evidence of Alberta's rejection of "scientific" methods of
child care and of the need to professionalize the welfare department.
The commission report on the Child Welfare branch, issued in
December 1948, made a telling point regarding Whitton's third strategy.
It is felt that if the language of the [lODE] Report had been
used more scrupulously towards the avoidance of overstatement
and had been more specific with regard to instances which were
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intended to illustrate principles, the matters complained of could
have been more easily dealt with; many general statements were
made throughout the Report of such a nature that one would
think or fear that the intention was mainly to heap discredit on
the officials of the Welfare department."
It was comparatively easy for Whitton to exploit the last strategy
in reforming child welfare through her survey method. In the Alberta
case, publicity and public protest at the local and national level were
guaranteed due to the scandal surrounding cross-border adoptions.
The suspicions in the rest of Canada about Alberta's Social Credit
government as an aberrant form of democracy further assured national coverage.v Other provinces and particularly Ontario were all too
ready to agree that Alberta was "tainted with authoritarianism" and
that its child care system was too bureaucratic and anachronistic.53
Although Whitton overstated her comparisons of Alberta with
the USSR and Nazi Germany, many influential Canadian groups
responded sympathetically. They strongly condemned Alberta and
took Whitton's part especially against the charges of conspiracy.54
The contempt generated by the eastern press gave encouragement to
Whitton, who wrote in the Winnipeg Free Press in 1947 that "Members of the Social Credit Party never weary of posing as the prophets
of the new social order in which justice and prosperity will rule with
unchallenged sway."55 She further claimed that autocratic practices
and secrecy were aggravated by the province's refusal to allow the use
of information pertaining to child welfare "without the Minister's
authorization." The lack of children's aid societies also was seen as
exaggerating bureaucratic tendencies. 56
Whitton's previous experience suggested that the press would be
willing to castigate Alberta's child care services. In 1940 when she had
criticized Montreal's child placement standards as ad hoc and marginal, the criticism found its way into many newspapers across the country. While in 1944 and 1945, the Toronto Daily Star reported on
Alberta's outmoded child care practices. This paper contemptuously
described the views of Alberta's superintendent of child welfare, Mr.
Charles Hill, as being "unscientific"; Hill, it seemed, had more faith
in the power of love as the primary rule for adoption than in the
"science" of matching personalities and backgrounds between child
and adoptive parents. He was reputed to follow in the footsteps of his
predecessor Mr. Blaine, who had similarly rejected "scientific welfare."57 Whitton was safe in attacking these men, both in her lODE
report and during the commission of inquiry, since their reputations
had already been damaged. The Globe and Mail, 7 January 1948,
merely followed precedent when it described Frank Drayton, the Edmonton superintendent of child welfare, as "no lover of education"
because he claimed love was more important than schooling in the
case of older lads who were placed on farms to the neglect of their
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education. Moreover, the Globe and Mail also snidely commented that
Drayton himself had left school at fourteen. This encouraged the view
that Albertan child care was run by a rather ignorant group. The
Calgary Herald, 12 January 1948, which had given Whitton such
good press in 1947, continued the tradition by describing Drayton as a
man who saw the whipping of boys at the Edmonton South Side Detention Home as a "good deterrent."
Not only was Whitton assured of satisfactory press coverage at
the national level even without the "queer and fantastic performance"
of the' Alberta government regarding the conspiracy charges,but she
also correctly anticipated international repercussions.v Despite the
variety of indictments contained in the lODE study, it was the matter
of cross-border adoptions which finally provoked the government
to bring libel charges. Whitton herself had been concerned about
problems of provincial and international placement of children for
many years. Canadian concern was directed at a purported traffic
between Quebec and Maine and Vermont, Ontario and New York and
Michigan, the Maritimes and New England, and Alberta and California and Utah. In 1947, the Ideal Maternity Home in Chester, Nova
Scotia, ·had filed a suit against the Montreal Standard for libel over
the matter, but the Standard had won the case. A year before, in 1946,
CWC had accused a child care agency in Saint John, New Brunswick,
of trafficking in babies and took the matter up with the Premier,
Hon. J. B. McNair. The result was the passage of a Controlling
Adoption Act. Again, in 1947, the Council protested that the Quebec
Society for the Adoption and Protection of Infants and the Creche of
St. Vincent de Paul were culpable.t? Because of the national concern
over the matter, Whitton knew that this was the one aspect of Alberta
child welfare that would rouse a storm of protest if properly publicized. The American concern over cross-border child placement was
effectively used in her campaign. The Mid-West Conference on Interstate and International Placement of Children discussed the lODE
findings in 1947 and Ray M. Hilliarde of the Illinois Public Aid Commission, who had been a member of her lODE study team, had contacts with the Chicago Tribune, which subsequently published pieces
including an editorial on the matter.w Before the lODE report, and
after she had been charged with libel, Whitton corresponded with a
score or so of American child welfare agencies eliciting what was
often 'confidential' information about adoptions in their states, and
hearsay accounts of "imported" Canadian children.s! A careful examination of the confrontation between "the maverick from the
Ottawa Valley" and the "last best west" will suggest that the clash
involved more than the child welfare issue and may have been aggravated by a deeper East-West resentment.
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A Matter of Motivation
As observed earlier, sections of social welfare workers (especially
those connected with provincial welfare) were suspicious of what they
perceived to be a central Canadian network working in its own interests. The CWC and Whitton were a crucial link in this network. When
Whitton announced in her first press release of January 1947 that
forty-two years previously Alberta had brought eastern "experts" to
advise on its child protection legislation and that it would be compelled to do so again, there was some reason for the government to feel
uneasy. Manning, writing to a Social Credit sympathizer in Ontario
who had alerted him to inflammatory pieces by Harold Dingman in
the Sarnia Canadian Observer, observed that Whitton set herself up as
the "expert" in child welfare. Manning was cynical of Whitton's intentions because she placed her services at the disposal of different
organizations for a fee and because her reports uniformly condemned
provincial welfare or that provided by public bodies.P
Some in Alberta believed that she was on "a political venture" in
the province. Whitton's relationship with child welfare had always
been a quasi-political one. In 1936, she had left the Canadian Association of Social Workers on whose executive she had served and whose
mandate she had helped formulate because of rumours that she was
more of a "politician" than a social worker. Ironically, given her own
ruthless example on the matter regarding the placement of unqualified
people, the CASW protested the influence of one who had no academic
or formal training as a social worker! In addition, her appointment
on the National Employment Commission was seen as a political one
by the CASW. In 1929, J. Howard Falk had cautioned her by observing that she concentrated rather too obviously on expanding the
functions of the Council and that already she was seen "less as a
professional social worker" and more as someone who sought out
prominent people and curried government patronage.w
Given the fear of Ontarian domination and the criticism of Social
Credit in the eastern press the motives behind Alberta's challenge of
such a formidable opponent as Whitton can be fairly readily understood. For the Alberta government the "Babies for Export" article was
the last straw; they decided to act. By charging Whitton, Alberta was
gambling in an attempt to clear itself on charges of incompetence,
cupidity, and callous indifference to child care standards. Her name
symbolized all that "professional" child welfare stood for in Canada
and to humble her would have been a major political victory. Manning
himself was accustomed to Eastern criticism. In 1948, in a reply to an
Albertan critic of his course of action, he observed that the government had long been' 'a subject of harsh criticism" across the country. 64
What the government did not anticipate was the amount of support
Whitton would receive nationally and that she would be celebrated as a
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martyr to the cause of child welfare. It blundered into what was described by an otherwise loyal Social Credit supporter from Gunn, Alberta as "a political bone head move." The fundamentalist preacher
from Gunn was appalled at the government's foolhardiness and
pointed out to Manning that the Canadian people had "a genuine
belief' in Whitton.s'
It did not take Manning long to recognize the truth of the observation; support for Whitton poured in from important social agencies,
prominent individuals, the press, and even from sectors of the Alberta
social welfare community. Whitton continued her appeal to public
opinion. In a circular sent to social agencies across Canada and the
United States, she expressed her extreme frustration at having to
accept bail despite her "own fixed determination to accept alternative
detention in the common gaol. "66 There is nothing to suggest that she
actually believed it would come to that. Elsewhere she quoted the
words of a hymn that haunted her throughout her trial:
Age by age the Pilgrim Church has trod
The path of pain, of splendid pain
That leads to God. 67
The press came to her support and castigated her persecutors: for
example, the London Free Press canonized her as a latter-day Saint
Joan. Usually a woman of singular common sense, Whitton must
have blushed to read of herself as "that little woman with tiny feet in
Cinderella slippers" who had such an "enormous mind and illumined
rhetoric."68
Meanwhile, Cross called Whitton a "human talking machine with
an utter disregard for the truth" and asserted that her lODE report
would make no difference to child care in Alberta. Whitton scornfully compared Cross to Hitler, who also boasted that his empire
would never end.s? Given the support she was receiving nationally,
Whitton undoubtedly enjoyed the exchange. Both views were a culmination of years of mutual suspicion between the province and
Whitton.
Whitton was not only perceived by Cross and Manning as the
symbol of Ontarian expertise, but she also represented views on the
role of the state in public welfare antithetical to those practised in
Alberta. A political and social conservative, she resisted any tendency
toward large scale state intervention, preferring to maximize local
and community effort with an emphasis on individual responsibility.
Correspondence and meetings between Whitton and Manning and
Cross indicated that they perfectly understood their differences on
such matters as early as 1945. 70 Her constant criticism of Alberta's lack
of children's aid societies had never been muffled. Having campaigned during the juvenile immigration survey in 1920 against farm
placements as a subterfuge for cheap labour, Whitton was appalled to
find the system still in operation in a Canadian province."!
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Although ultimately rejected by the commission, Whitton's objections to bureaucratization and centralization were consistent with
her political views which were explained in her well known book on
social security published in 1943. The Dawn of an Ampler Life, written for John Bracken, the Progressive Conservative leader, presented
what came to be known as the "Whitton Plan." It was the answer to
the policies of the British Beveridge plan and Leonard Marsh's Social
Security for Canada based on Beveridge's views.F For example, she
advocated children's services in place of children's cash allowances, an
idea sufficiently startling for the commission of inquiry in 1948 to
cross-examine heron her conservative views of state assistance.P Her
advocacy of Ontarian methods of social organization and particularly
of child welfare policies were viewed by the commission as an attempt
to impose non-functional models on western conditions. The report
observed:
We must find that our system is centralized in theory, but, as
previously stated, this has been the policy for years, and we must
assume that it is the trend favoured by the people of Alberta. 74
By the early part of 1948, Whitton's initial excitement concerning the
reforms she hoped to implement in Alberta became even more urgent
and compelling. The zeal and almost superhuman effort she put into
both her defence at the trial and her submissions before the commission hearings are indeed incredible. Whitton ensured that she kept
herself in the public eye even after the commission of inquiry had
vindicated her. Some coverage in the Winnipeg Free Press was written
by Whitton herself. Not bearing her name, these pieces were published as if they were part of the editorial comment. When submitting the pieces to her reliable contact Grant Dexter of the Free
Press, Whitton said that she had given herself"a break" in the columns
in order to throw off suspicion." In the articles she stated that the
commission's conclusions had "completely vindicated her work," that
a "woman of Dr. Charlotte Whitton's standing and experience would
not overstate the situation in Alberta," and that praise was due to
"the group of conscientious and fearless women welfare investigators" involved in the lODE report. The comments were self-congratulatory and quite redundant given the adulation she had already received from the public and the press throughout her trial. Reminders
to the Canadian public regarding her role -in the Alberta affair were
included in, for example, "Threat to Liberty Clearly Seen in Central
Welfare Control" in Saturday Night, 12 April 1849. This article was
taken from the impressive briefs she herself prepared for her defence
before the Alberta courts and for her testimony before the commission.
It is important, too, to note that as early as 1939, when the first
rumblings of dissatisfaction with Whitton's leadership began to surface in the CWC, Whitton wrote to George Davidson:
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... I am quite definite in this; if I break service with the Council
I break all connections with Canadian social work; and, like
Joan of Arc, am determined to find my way in other paths.
From 1941 to 1946 she determinedly avoided further involvement in
social work and particularly in child welfare. She tried other paths.
The decision was reversed however in 1947 when she returned to the
very arena she had bitterly left. 76
The explanation for the compulsive and almost psychotic fervour
with which Whitton pursued her cause can only be explained satisfactorily as the product of a personal crisis. While initially the Alberta
study represented the possibility of a breakthrough for her as a public
figure, it in the end represented an expiation for the tremendous
burden of guilt she carried. In December 1947, Whitton's companion
of almost thirty years had died, after a long terminal illness. Despite
the diagnosis, Whitton left her friend for lengthy periods and totally
absorbed herself in the Alberta study. Margaret Grier subsequently
died in Ottawa during one of Whitton's long absences. Before this
time, Whitton had consistently proved herself a loving, loyal, and
devoted friend. To have left Margaret Grier at this time indicates how
important the Alberta study was in Whitton's life.77
Indeed, the next twelve months were ones of dislocated grief and
a frantic expenditure of energy which took on obsessive characteristics which did not disappear entirely for almost a decade. The closest
Whitton came to revealing her deep feelings about Margaret's death
. was in a letter to Mrs. Sheane.
[She] faced the final crossing over without me when we had never
taken but one holiday apart in our thirty years of life together ...
it will have to be a great good for the children of Alberta that
ultimately results to compensate for that ... 78
Elsewhere she observed to Father J. A. MacDonald of the Ottawa
Catholic Charities who had assisted her on the lODE report that the
findings of the commission of inquiry had to be especially "good" and
that the re-organization of Alberta child welfare was a necessity if she
were "ever to justify Margaret being left to die with recent acquaintances while I was out here, and to suffer all summer, with me neglectful
as I worked on this. "79
The commission of inquiry did vindicate her and the support she
received from social workers and social agencies from Canada and the
United States proved to her that she had not lost the respect that
almost thirty years of child welfare had earned her. Moreover during
the hearings for conspiracy Whitton was gratified to receive support
from former opponents such as Cassidy and Davidson. Her final
vindication must have been the CWC's full support of her ability,
integrity, and the lODE report.w
After her trial Whitton's popularity was assured once again. If
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itwas visibility she sought in conducting the lODE study, the conspiracy charge gave her more than she had expected. In 1949 she left
the "politics" of child welfare, flushed with triumph,' rewarded by
an honorary degree from Acadia University. The halo effect of the
Alberta years remained with her when, within a year, supported by
the Ottawa Council of Women and two of the city's newspapers,
Whitton entered the capital's civic elections as candidate for the board
of control. Mac/eans magazine described the campaign as "the most
lively Ottawa had ever seen" and Saturday Night called "her mastery
of the retort sublime and entertaining."81 The Alberta years had
proved that she had lost none of her powers.
Postscript
On April 19, 1949, Premier Ernest Manning wrote to Ronald.
Hooper, Executive Director of the Council of Social Agencies of
Calgary. He observed that he had taken careful note of the commission
of inquiry's recommendations but saw them as redundant for they had
"always been in effect," and furthermore that "the standards of child
care have always been high in this Province." "Babies for Export" had
concluded that "because of the lODE Report there will be large scale
reforms in Alberta." Charlotte Whitton could not recall whether she
made a notation about this conclusion on the galley-proof. But if she
had, Whitton wryly remarked it was probably "0 yeah" or otherwise
"unprintable."82
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The Trade in Livestock between the Red River Settlement and the American Frontier, 1812-1870
Barry Kaye
Department of Geography, The University of Manitoba
ABSTRACT. This article examines the trade in livestock that was a small but significant element
in the commercial interaction between Red River and the frontier regions of the American Middle
West between 1812and 1870.The first phase of this trade, which ended in 1833,was dominated by
a number of lengthy livestock drives from the U.S.A. to Red River. These drives introduced
farm animals in significant numbers into the colony for the first time. As the size of their herds
increased, the colonists became suppliers of livestock, particularly cattle, to new farm settlements,
mission stations and urban centres in Minnesota. The trade changed its character again in the
late 1850s as the Hudson's Bay Company, becoming more reliant on ox-drawn carts to move
trade goods to its prairie-plains districts, was forced to enter the St. Paul market to purchase the
oxen required for its changed transportation system.
RESUME
Cet article examine le commerce du betailqui fut un element modeste maisquand meme
significatif des relations commerciales entre la Riviere Rouge et les regions frontalieres du midouest americain entre 1812 et 1870. La premiere phase de ce commerce qui se termina en 1833,
fut dominee par plusieurs longs convois de betail des Etats-Unis vers la Riviere Rouge. Ces
convois introduisirent les animaux de la ferme dans la colonie pour la premiere fois. A mesure
que leurs troupeaux s'accrurent, les colons devinrent fournisseurs de betail, specialement de
bovins, pour les nouvelles colonies, les missions religieuses, et les centres urbains du Minnesota.
Le commerce changea de nouveau ses caracteristiques vers la fin des annees 1850 lorsque la
Compagnie de la Baie d'H udson, devenant plus dependante des chars a boeuf pour distribuer
les marchandises commerciales vers ses districts des prairies, fut forcee d'entrer dans le marche
de St-Paul pour acheter Ie betail necessaire pour son systeme de transport modifie.

One of the many' economic ties that linked British North America
and the United States in the first half of the-nineteenth century was a
commerce in livestock. In the St. Lawrence Valley horses bred for the
American market were an important source of income for French
Canadian farmers. Further inland a flourishing international trade in
all the common farm animals developed once settlement got underway
in Upper Canada. The most westerly component in this border livestock trade was that between the Red River Valley of the North and
the American pioneer settlements in the upper Mid West. It commenced soon after Thomas Douglas, the Fifth Earl of Selkirk, founded
a settlement at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers in 1812.
Although several authors have presented an overview of the beginnings of this trade, 1 which introduced farm animals into Western
Canada in significant numbers for the first time, no attempt has been
made in the literature to chart the character of the livestock trade
beyond its initial phase.
Too often the trade has been presumed to be static. In fact it
changed from a subsistence activity from before 1833to a major industry supplying the Company and the missions by the 1850s. After that
the livestock trade turned south as the Company faced the need to
import oxen for its interior car brigades, and later as the new settlers
from Ontario placed impossible pressures on the settlement's limited
livestock resources.
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Selkirk's intention in establishing a colony on the Red River in
what is now the province of Manitoba was to provide a home on
British territory for recently dispossessed Scottish and Irish peasants,
thereby reducing social stresses in Britain and the flow of emigrants to
the United States. His plan for a colony in the remote interior of
British North America became a reality in 1812. In lending its support
to Selkirk's ambitious venture, the Company judged that an agricultural settlement would serve as a reliable and convenient source of
provisions and labour for its growing number of Northwest fur posts.
Such a colony, the Company hoped, would produce significant reductions in expensive English provisions needed to supplement the local
food supplies and thus increase the Company's competitiveness in the
ongoing struggle for commercial supremacy in the British North
American fur trade.
The plan was to establish at Red River a commerical agricultural
colony that combined cropping and livestock rearing. The many
problems that the first Red River farmers faced in their attempts to
grow crops have been well described in the many histories of the
colony.? The slow establishment of arable farming made it highly
desirable to develop the pastoral part of the Red River economy as
quickly as possible. Livestock were required to feed the colony and to
reduce the growing dependence on the unreliable buffalo hunt and the
fisheries for provisions. Miles Macdonell, the first governor of the
colony, informed Selkirk that cattle would initially be more useful to
the settlers than sheep. The need for cattle was made more urgent
because the Highland Scots, who formed a large part of the early
colonial population, were "accustomed to consider milk a primary
necessary of life."3
The major difficulty that Selkirk and Macdonell faced in attempting to supply the colony with livestock was the isolation of Red River.
Hundreds of miles separated the colony from the newly settled lands
of Upper Canada and frontier settlements in the United States. From
where, then, was the colony to acquire its first livestock? One possible source was fur trade agriculture, for by the early nineteenth
century small numbers of livestock, including cattle, had been introduced to several of the fur posts in Rupert's Land. In the period
from 1812 to 1817, a few cattle were shipped from both Hudson's
Bay and North West Company posts to Red River, but animals at the
posts were too few to adequately stock even a small agricultural
settlement. A second source, and the one which had supplied most of
the livestock at the posts, was the British Isles. Between the years 1812
and 1820, small numbers of cattle, sheep and pigs were transported
from Britain to Hudson Bay and from there inland along the waterways that connected the Bay to Red River. But the problems of distance and transportation limited the number of animals. As a result
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the colony was still virtually without livestock six years after its
founding.'
By 1818 it had become clear to those in charge of the colony that
a new approach to the problem of acquiring livestock was needed.
The only alternative source of supply, the American frontier settlements, was still distant, however, and any attempt to trail cattle to Red
River from the south would involve travel through several hundred
miles of Sioux-controlled territory, a daunting prospect for even the
most courageous drover.
As early as 1813, Selkirk had suggested to Macdonell that it
might be possible to drive "breeding cows" and sheep from Detroit
through the plains to Red River.> In the following year Macdonell
stressed the colony's urgent need for cattle and mentioned to Selkirk
the possibility of sending colonists south to purchase cattle and pigs
at the small American settlement of Prairie du Chien, located at the
junction of the Mississippi and Wisconsin rivers in Wisconsin Territory." Because of the vast wilderness distances involved, these schemes
did not seem practical and none was acted upon at this early time.
But since the other sources of supply could not meet the requirements
of the colony, Selkirk soon began again to explore the possibility of
importing American livestock.
It was a journey that he made from Red River to Canada via the
United States in 1817 that brought Selkirk to fully realize the potential that existed for international trade between the Red River colony
and American frontier settlements. On this journey Selkirk
had occasion to observe the great facilities which nature offers,
for a commercial intercourse between-the country which I propose
to establish; & the American settlements in the Missouri &
Illinois Territories; from whence our people might draw their
supplies of many articles, by way of the MIssissippi, & River St.
Peters [Minnesota], with greater facility than from Canada or
from Europe."
He was sufficiently convinced of the potential to address John Quincy
Adams, the American Secretary of State, on the matter in December
1817. He informed Adams that
In the present circumstances of the Settlement at Red River, it is
particularly desirable to open this intercourse without delay, so as
to afford an opportunity to my settlers to obtain a supply of
cattle & sheep, to replace those which have been destroyed by the
lawless partisans of the North West Company.!
One particularly knotty problem that might inhibit such a trade was a
clause in an Act of Congress of March 20, 1802, "by which all citizens
are debarred from pasturing or driving their cattle on any lands belonging to Indians." Since he was interested only in "the mere passage
of a few cattle, on their way to a foreign country," Selkirk hoped that
this legal obstacle could be surmounted.
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At the time of his writing to the American Secretary of State,
Selkirk had been in communication for over a year with American
frontier traders regarding the possibility of delivering livestock to Red
River. His earliest discussions were with Joseph Rolette, a trader at
Prairie du Chien and Michilimackinac.? Rolette offered to drive 200
cattle and a few oxen to Red River for $100 per head, with the chance
that a few horses might also be included. 10 It was his intention to purchase the animals at St. Louis in the "autumn of 1817, winter them at
Prairie duChien, and then complete the final stage of the drive in the
summer of 1818, "as it is impossible in oneseason to take them from
St. Louis to Red River." Selkirk judged Rolette's 'prices too' high, and
acting through Robert Dickson, his agent in the American Northwest,
opened up negotiations with Michael Dousman, another merchant at
Michilimackinac.!'
The final contract was signed by Dickson and Dousman on June
28, 1819.12 Dousman undertook to deliver at least 76 good milch cows
at $80 per head and 20 oxen and four bullocks at $100 per head, as
well as rio more than six breeding mares and one stud horse. It was
agreed that the whole herd was not to exceed 120 animals and that
the place of delivery would be Big Stone Lake, at the watershed of
Red River and Mississippi drainage. Fearing the Sioux, the American
drovers refused to drive the livestock the full distance to the colony.
Having made this agreement, Dousman immediately sold his part
of the contract for $1,000 to Adam D. Stewart, the collector of customs at Michilimackinac. The cattle for Red River were purchased by
Stewart in the St. Louis area in the autumn of 1819.13
Stewart'sherd moved north along the Mississippi Valley and
passed the winter of 1819-1820 somewhere in northern Illinois. The
original plan had been to winter the cattle at Prairie du Chien but, on
learnirig that hay and shelter were scarce there, it was decided to
winter them farther south. The drive was expected to reach Big Stone
Lake by July 1820. However, it reached no farther than Prairie du
Chien. Forced to winter there, the whole herd of 284 head perished for
want of sufficient feed.tA second herd, purchased in the St. Louis area in 1821 was expected later that year or early in 1822. Part of the herd reached Lake
Traverse at the head of Red River, but all the remaining animals
were lost during the winter of 1821-1822.15 Not until the late summer
of 1822 did Stewart's drovers, Lewis Musick and Frederick Dickson,
succeed in delivering a herd to Selkirk's colony on the Red River."
Although Stewart had been unable to fulfil his contract until
1822, other traders had succeeded in driving small herds to the colony
from the northern fringes of the United States. Pritchett writes that
"About the year 1819 British traders had driven a few head of cattle
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from Sault Ste. Marie through the United States Indian country to the
Settlement."17 This may be the same herd that Keating said reached
Red River sometime before 1822 from Mackinaw.P A second herd
reached the colony in 1821, delivered on speculation by Joseph Rolette.
The herd was small, demand was great and so prices were high. A
total of twenty head were sold to a few wealthy retired fur traders at
prices ranging from £25 to £30 per head. 19 The rest were auctioned off
to those who could afford them.w As a result of these acquisitions in
1819 and 1821, the colony had a total cattle population of ninety
three in spring 1822, most of them owned by a few ofthe wealthier
residents." The poorer settlers still had few or no livestock on their
farms. To acquire their first animals most of them had to wait until
the arrival at Red River of Stewart's herd of 170 cattle from St. Louis
on September 1, 1822. The 120 head delivered on contract consisted
of 96 milch cows, one bull and 23 oxen, valued at a total of $10,080.
On August 23, 1823 another 210 head of American cattle arrived
at Red River.F Of these, 60 cows at£19 per head and 2 bullsat£11 per
head were sold by a contract made with the colony the previous year.
The other 148 head were brought on speculation. All were sold at
good prices, mostly to wealthy servants of the Hudson's Bay Company
who were by then retiring at the colony in considerable numbers. As a
result of these transactions, George Simpson, governor ofthe Northern
Department of the Hudson's Bay Company, was able to report in
November that there was a sufficient quantity of cattle in the colony
that some slaughtering might be anticipated the following year.
No contract was made with the American drovers to bring in
cattle in 1824.- Nevertheless, on September 19 they returned to Red
River from St. Louis with a small herd of ninety head.P Its size had
been reduced en route by the depredations of the Sioux. This was a
time of rapid population growth at the colony and all the livestock
were sold at prices ranging from £4 to £10 per head.
On the first of August 1825 seven Missouri drovers, this time led
by Samuel Gibson, completed their final drive to the distant,
northern settlement on the Red River.>' This fourth herd comprised
165 head. The drovers departed the colony on October. 23 "after
selling all their cattle at good prices." Ross wrote of this last herd
that "Good milch cows were now purchased for £6 each, and the
largest trained oxen were got for £20 the pair; some of the latter,
indeed, as low as £14. The speculation cleared itself, but the profits
made could hardly be regarded as a fair return for the hazard of the
undertaking. "25
As a result of the four successful drives from the United States
almost 650 animals were introduced into the colony. It was from
these foundation stocks that almost all of the Red River cattle in the
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years before 1870 were derived. The cattle came from the expanding
pastoral frontier in Missouri Territory. St. Louis and vicinity is the
area most frequently mentioned. Keating specifically mentioned
Clarksville, Missouri, as the place of origin of the 1822 herd. 26 By
1820 the trans-Missouri country was largely cattle range, and cattle
from Missouri territory were regularly trailed eastwards to stock the
ranges of the Ohio Valley." Between 1822 and 1825 a small part of
this trade was deflected north to the Red River Settlement. The cattle
raised in Missouri at that time appear to have derived from French
Canadian breeds brought into the area during the eighteenth century.
There are few descriptions of the American cattle brought into
Red River in the early 1820s and in most accounts they are simply
termed "black" or "horned" cattle. Ross described the herd of 1822 as
"a large-boned and fine breed of cattle; but were not many years in
Red River before they deteriorated in size, owing to two causes, -the
want of care, and the cold climate."28 The colony produced good
heifers of one or two years old, "but after that age they grow but little,
and the cows in particular are seldom large, which is attributed to
their breeding too young."29 What Ross referred to was probably a
hardy, dual-purpose animal of nondescript breed.v
Although the quality of the American cattle seems to have deteriorated rapidly after their arrival at Red River, their numbers, despite
frequent heavy winter losses caused by inadequate feeding, were soon
sufficient to meet the needs of both the colony and the fur trade. In
1830 "the back plains" of the settlement were described as being
"covered with herds of cattle."!' By that year there were 1,645 cattle
at the colony and their numbers rose to 4,166 by 1840 and 6,609 by
1856. The growing livestock population also allowed the Hudson's Bay
Company's Northern Department to start ordering livestock products
from the settlers to meet fur trade needs. The first demands on Red
River agriculture, apart from requests for small quantities of butter,
were restricted to its field crops, but commencing in 1832 livestock
products were regularly included in the Company's orders and formed
an increasing part of the cargoes of the boats setting out from Red
River for the interior fur posts.
It took more than ten years to stock the Red River Colony with
cattle. Despite the strong support that sheep farming received from
both Lord Selkirk and George Simpson, it took more than twice that
time to supply the settlers with sheep. As with cattle, most of the
foundation stock were imported from the United States.
Selkirk believed that sheep would quickly establish the commercial viability of his inland colony. Wool was light in weight, nonperishable, and easy to transport. It was also high in value and much
in demand by Britain's expanding textile industry. Wool, therefore,
even more than hemp, appeared to Selkirk as the most appropriate
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export commodity for an agricultural settlement on the edge of one of
the world's great grassland regions. In his "Advertisement and Prospectus of the New Colony," Selkirk informed potential settlers that
"In the proposed settlement there are immense open plains without
wood, fine dry grass land, much of it capable of immediate cultivation and all well fitted for pasturage, particularly sheep."32 Selkirk
further reasoned that the revenue from a small flock would provide
the settlers with sufficient cash to pay the cost of buying or renting
land at Red River.
As there were no flocks at all at the trading posts, the colony's
first sheep came from Europe. With the initial party of settlers in 1812,
Selkirk sent out a small pioneer flock of twenty one merinos (seventeen ewes and four rams), which he had purchased in Spain.P Two
years later twenty eight fleeces were shipped to Britain, the first export of the Red River Settlement.34
This was not, however, the commencement of a prosperous
trade in wool, for the Red River Valley proved not to be the ideal
environment for sheep that Selkirk had envisaged. Of those sent out in
1812 one ewe died on the passage out to Hudson Bay and another ewe
and two rams did not survive the first Red River winter. Thereafter,
the half-wild dogs that roamed about the settlement gradually reduced their numbers; five sheep and one lamb were savaged in 1813.35
The few survivors fell victim to the outbreaks of violence between the
colonists and the North West Company in 1815 and 1816 so that by
1817 sheep had disappeared from Red River.
They did not reappear until 1821 when another twenty merinos
(fifteen ewes and five rams), purchased this time in Saxony at some
expense, were shipped to York Factory." They fared no better than
the first flock and suffered badly from careless handling. Only ten
sheep completed the trip to Red River," to which were added a ram
born in 1822 and a second ram brought by canoe from Fort William
on Lake Superior in 1824.38 But again dogs, disease, winter cold, lack
of adequate husbandry and the seeming disinterest of most settlers
in sheep farming all took their toll and for a second time sheep disappeared from the colony.t?
The obvious difficulty of transporting large numbers of sheep
from Britain to Red River led to several proposals that the colony
should turn to the United States as an alternative source of supply.
Selkirk raised this possibility with Macdonell in 1813, proposing
that a large flock of sheep might be-driven from Detroit through the
plains to Red River in the following summer.w The American merchants supplying the colonists with cattle in the early 1820s volunteered to bring in sheep as well. But at the time of the offer the American settlement frontier was considered by those in authority too distant for a sheep drive to Red River." In the winter of 1823-1824 the
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Hudson's Bay Company trader Colin Robertson proposed to Simpson
the formation of a large-scale sheep venture to be known as the
Assiniboine Sheep or Wool Company.v The proposed Company
would establish itself with both sheep and shepherds from the United
States. Simpson wanted nothing to do with such a plan at that time,
dismissing it as a "vision." Not until Simpson reversed his opinion
about the possibilities of Red River sheep farming would the colony
be stocked with sheep.
This change of mind was not long in coming. By the mid-1820s
Simpson had come to believe that the development and prosperity of
the colony would have to be based upon the export of a readily
transportable agricultural staple for which there was a regular demand
in Europe. Wool, with flax and hemp as alternatives, seemed to offer
the best prospects and Simpson encouraged the production of all
three items. Like Selkirk before him; Simpson argued that wool would
provide both an article for export and a raw material for home weaving. His plans for large-scale sheep rearing at Red River involved the
setting up of a joint stock company, known as the Assiniboine Wool
Company, and the acquisition of'.a large flock of sheep from the
United States.sIn 1826 Simpson began a long and frequently frustrating correspondence with Wilson P. Hunt of St. Louis regarding the feasibility of
driving sheep from Missouri to Red River over the same route that
had brought cattle to the colony in the four previous years. Simpson's
plan to drive sheep from the United States generated rumours throughout the colony in the summer of 1827, and in every succeeding summer
until 1833, about their impending arrival at Red River.
Hunt's first two letters to Simpson on the matter, written in the
summer of 1826, were pessimistic.v' His informants in the livestock
business were of the opinion that driving sheep to Red River presented
many more problems than driving cattle. The major obstacle, they
believed, lay in the animal's well known aversion to water and the
fact that many rivers and streams would have to be crossed during the
drive. Wolves were also thought to be a potential problem, especially
after they had "a taste of mutton, which they would be sure to do from
a large flock." Hunt also informed Simpson that he was having
trouble finding an experienced sheep drover who was familiar with
the northern plains.
Hunt had somewhat better news when he wrote Simpson later in
the year." His enquiries had turned up a drover ready to deliver sheep
to Red River. The person in question was Samuel Gibson, the Missouri
drover who had brought cattle successfully through to the colony in
1825. Gibson was willing to drive 200 sheep to the colony, including a
proportion of rams, at 10 dollars per head, provided that he could also
bring along 80 to 100 cattle at 18 dollars per head. Gibson hoped to
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complete delivery of these animals in the fall of 1827 but negotiations
between himself, Hunt and Simpson dragged on through 1827 and
into 1828. Consequently, the contract for the delivery of sheep at Red
River was not concluded until April 28, 1828. 46 Gibson undertook to
set out from the Missouri settlements in May with a flock of 300
sheep, including 20 or 30 rams. Payment at 45 shillings per head was
to be made on delivery in a healthy condition to the Hudson's Bay
Company's agent at the colony. Unfortunately Gibson and his men
were unable to complete their journey to Red River. In the month of
July they' fell afoul of a band of Sioux Indians in the vicinity of Big
Stone Lake, Minnesota, some 250 miles distant from the colony, and
their animals were either killed or driven off into the plains." The
drovers "saved themselves by flight."48
Simpson persevered in his attempt to acquire American sheep for
the colony despite his disappointment over the disaster of 1828. In the
winter of 1828-1829 he contracted with Hunt for the delivery at Red
River, sometime between 1 June and 20 September 1830, of 600
Missouri sheep, comprising 580 ewes and 20 rams.s? The Sioux were
seen by Simpson as the major obstacle to success and he blamed the
losses of 1828 on Gibson's failure to take adequate precautionary
measures while passing through their territory. As a result, Simpson
advised that in future a sheep drive to Red River should be escorted
by a Sioux interpreter or trader and that a "respectable" Sioux chief
be given presents of tobacco and ammunition to ensure safe passage
through Sioux lands. However, to avoid a clash with their traditional
enemies the Saulteaux, Simpson cautioned that any accompanying
Sioux should not travel any farther north than the Cheyenne River.
Simpson's advise to Hunt and Gibson was of no avail. Rumours
of sheep being forwarded from St. Louis continued to circulate in the
colony and Simpson's correspondence with Hunt dragged on into
its fifth year but still no sheep arrived from south.
While the colonists were awaiting sheep from the United States a
few arrived from other sources. In 1830 a small flock was sent from
Fort William at the western end of Lake Superior and was later reported to be doing well and increasing rapidly.w The success of these
animals after their arrival at the colony further convinced Simpson
that the country and climate of Red River were indeed ideal for
sheep. A second small flock, probably merinos, came out from Britain
in the ships to Hudson Bay in 1831, and reached the colony in "good
order." In the following year they were described by Simpson as
being "in as healthy a state as the sheep which had been reared in the
country."51 But numbers were still too few to serve as the foundation
of a Red River sheep industry.
In 1832, frustrated by the continuing failure of his correspondence
with Hunt in St. Louis and more than ever convinced that his scheme
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would be of great benefit to the colony, Simpson determined to organize a droving party within the colony itself to travel south and bring
back sheep to Red River.v The expedition of ten men set out on
November 8 under the leadership of William Glenn Rae, a Company
clerk, with the expectation of travelling to Missouri to purchase
enough sheep to encourage development of a sheep industry at the
colony. However, finding the prices asked for sheep by dealers in that
state too high, Rae's party moved on east through Illinois to Kentucky
where sheep were said to be more numerous and prices lower. In the
vicinity of Versailles, just west of Lexington, the Red River men
bought a large flock of some 1,100 at from 5 to 7 shillings per head. A
further 270 were purchased on the return journey, making a total of
1,370 head.>! On the trip back, which commenced on May 2, 1833, the
expedition gained a safe passage through the feared Sioux country.
One observer attributed this to the friendly attitude the Sioux and
other tribes had towards the English and contrasted this with what he
believed was their hatred of Americans.>' Other problems, however,
such as "disease, fatigue, and the effects of travelling through that
pernicious weed the wild rye [speargrass]" gradually took their toll of
the flock as it advanced northwest towards Red River.v When the
expedition finally arrived back at the colony on September 13, ten
months after the departure, the Kentucky flock was reduced to a
total of only 250 "much emaciated" sheep." More than 1,100 perished
on the trail. The survivors were later described by Simpson as "a
small light fleeced mixed breed."57
After the introduction of American sheep in 1833, Red River
experienced something of a sheep boom and numbers increased rapidly during the next thirteen years. In 1843 sheep formed the largest
single element in the colony's livestock population and by 1846 there
were more than 4,000 sheep at Red River. But the boom did not last
and in the decade after 1846 numbers fell by over 40 per cent.
The main result of the introduction of sheep was to stimulate the
development of a small domestic wool industry, especially among the
Scots families in the colony. Nevertheless the Company continued to
import woolen goods from Britain and 'wool never became an export
item as Selkirk and Simpson had planned. And as mutton was never a
popular dish on Red river tables, there was no reason to keep sheep
in large numbers. Whereas most colonists owned cattle, horses,and
pigs, only a minority maintained flocks.
With the exception of a trip to buy seed at Prairie du Chien during
the winter of 1819-1820, the long and often dangerous animals drives
that brought cattle and sheep to Red River between 1822 and 1833
were the first significant commercial connections linking the isolated
colony with American frontier settlements and outposts to the south.
The trade between Red River and the United States did not terminate
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with the sheep drive from Kentucky in 1833. By the mid or late 1830s
the cattle population of the colony was sufficient to meet not only
local needs and the demands of the fur trade but also to allow small
herds to be driven south to American markets. Cattle were supplied
to American military, mission and fur posts and to frontier towns and
settlements in Minnesota.
American awareness of the Selkirk Settlement as a potential
source of livestock probably commenced in 1835 when a party of Red
River colonists emigrating to the United States sold off their animals
at Fort Snelling-St. Peter's, at the junction of the Mississippi and
Minnesota Rivers, in order to speed their passage. The 114 emigrants
travelled south via St. Peter's, "where they sold their stock to advantage, and received passports from the Indian Agent. "58 Ross believed
that
The same number of cattle were carried off to the States by the
emigrating party that the Americans brought into Red River
some thirteen years before; but the Yankees had the upper hand
of us in one respect, for they got from us more pounds sterling
for theirs, than they gave us dollars for ours; and yet, on the
whole, we were the greatest gainers by the speculation. 59
GovernorSimpson's annual reports from Rupert's Land on the
economic condition of the colony provide a record of the progress of
the Red River livestock trade. In his report of 1839, the first to mention the trade, Simpson wrote that "Horned Cattle are very numerous,
and now becoming an article of export to the United States, where
they meet with a a ready sale."60 In the following year, Duncan
Finlayson, governor of the colony, upon learning that there was a
ready market for cattle at St. Peter's, wrote to the American fur
trader, Henry H. Sibley, informing him that the Red River settlers
were in a position to sup.plythe Americans with three to four hundred
head annually "even at moderate remunerating prices."61 The trade
seems to have developed quickly in the years after this communication.
Writing a few years later, in 1844, Simpson observed that "For many
years there has been carried on between this place & S1. Peters a
trade in live-stock, the settlers exporting horned cattle & importing
horses; to this extent the traffic was beneficial to all parties."62 In the
early summer of 1854 Simpson similarly reported that "A considerable
export of cattle is now taking place from this Settlement to the United
States."63 Simpson hoped that the stimulus of this considerable trade
would encourage the colonists to increase both the numbers and quality of their animals. His hopes were partially fulfilled, for by the 1850s
there is evidence to suggest that some of the colony's farmers were
taking a greater interest in the size, if not the quality, of their herdsin
response to the Minnesota market. Between 1849 and 1856 cattle
numbers increased by about 40 per cent (from 3,917 to 6,609), and
Simpson himself attributed this to the demand for cattle at St. Paul,
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"which has induced greater care in the increase of the stock." He contrasted this with the previously noted decline in the sheep population
at Red River during the same period, "there being very little demand
for wool in the Settlement, and no export of that article."64
In his evidence to the Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay
Company of 1857 Simpson again referred to the international trade in
livestock. Questioned about Red River trade with the United States,
Simpson told the Committee that "a caravan goes [annually] taking
buffalo robes for sale in the United States, and cattle for sale, and
bringing back tobacco in some cases," and that "they [colonists] take
cattle from Red River; buffalo robes, and a small quantity of tallow
and horses; I·think those are the principal articles. "65
The number of animals involved in the trade cannot be accurately
determined. Yet keeping in mind that even as late of 1856 there were
only 6,609 cattle at Red River, the colonists are unlikely to have exported more than a few hundred head in any year. Whatever the
numbers involved, the livestock trade seems to have been a profitable
venture. Indicative of its significance was Donald Gunn's observation
in 1856 that "during the whole summer some of our people are on the
road taking cattle from here and bringing goods in return." The sale of
cattle to Minnesotans, he said, paid for one ninth of the goods purchased by the Red River colonists from St. Paul, Minnesota, the rest
being paid for "in furs and bills of exchange."66 Stock reared at Red
River, according to C. C. Andrews in 1857, were driven into Minnesota
"and sold at a great profit."67 About the same time, Henry Youle Hind
similarly noted "that within the last few years many hundred head of
cattle have been driven across the prairies of Minnesota to St. Paul
and sold well there. "68
The colony's livestock were thought to be more capable of surviving the harsh winters of the northern plains than stock from the
United States.. The Nor' Wesler newspaper referred to this quality in a
discussion of the colony's horses. It reported that many of the settlers'
horses were left outdoors all winter "and for hardiness and powers of
endurance there are few of them but are superior to those which come
from the States."69 Red River livestock of allkinds acquired a reputation for hardiness and this was a quality that attracted American
buyers from the northern states. According to Andrews, who observed
Red River cattle at Crow Wing, Minnesota, in October 1856, "The
stock which comes from there is more hardy than can be got anywhere
else, and therefore is preferred by the Minnesotans."70
In his communication of 1844, Simpson wrote of the Red River
settlers exchanging cattle for horses with the Minnesotans. Later
sources, however, indicate that there was a two-way flow of both
cattle and horses across the international frontier in the area of the Red
River Valley. Several observers mentioned that horses as well as cat-
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tle were driven to American markets from the colony." Another
reference, dating from the late 1850s, said that although cattle and
horses had been traditional exports from Red River, the former had
"latterly" been imported from the United States.F If indeed American
horses were being imported into Red River by the 1850s, there is
evidence that Simpson hoped to reverse the direction of this trade by
widening the Company's business interests to include the sale of horses
in the United States. The source area of these horses for export. was
to be the Swan River District where, by the mid-1850s the Company
had "a band of brood mares."73 In 1856 the District's Chief Trader
was instructed "to give particular attention to the raising of horsesand the improvement of the breed with a view to the export of stock
to the United States and the sale thereof to Indians."74 In the following year Simpson reiterated his belief that the export trade in horses
from Swan River might be a profitable aspect of the Company's operations, because the growing demand for horses in the United States
caused the prices paid for them to rise constantly." But there are no
indications that a Company-organized export trade of this nature ever
got underway and there can be little doubt that cattle remained the
most important item in the trade between Rupert's Land and the
United States, with the Selkirk settlers the main sellers, the Americans the main buyers. Horses played a less important part in the trade.
Little is known of the organization of the Red River livestock
trade. The Highland Scots and Orkney settlers at Red River were
preeminent in cattle raising and were probably the main participants
in the livestock trade. Yet even amongst these colonists, cattle numbers were unimpressive. In 1849, for example only 9.1 per cent of
Scots-Orkney householders had more than twenty head of cattle."
Many Red River farmers clearly did not own enough animals to
participate in the drives. It seems likely that surplus cattle in the
colony were bought up by a number of local cattle dealers, who then
hired drovers to take tham down to Minnesota. George Gladman was
probably referring to such hired drovers when he wrote in 1841 that
"Peter Hayden young Logan and others are off to-day for the States,
with Cattle and other matters for Sale."77 Ross identified one settler
involved in the livestock trade when he described Andrew McDermot,
a leading free trader at Red River, as "a dealer in cattle.":" Simpson's
evidence to the Select Committee of 1857 implied that the livestock
for Minnesota accompanied the Red River cart brigades which,
after about 1840, annually carried furs and buffalo robes the 500
miles to St. Paul."
According to A. J. Russell, writing in 1868, the trade in horses
was as much an Indian trade as a colony one. Horses destined for the
American market were purchased by stock dealers at Red River from
the plains Indians and not from the settlers. Before they were sent
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to the United States the Indian horses were wintered out on the
prairies amidst clumps of trees, some ten to forty miles west of the
colony, under the care of herdsmen.w
This pattern of trade in livestock continued until 1856 or 1857.
The changes that followed were largely the result of the need to overcome food shortages resulting from crop failure and additional demand with imports of livestock and livestock products from the
United States. And after 1857 the Hudson's Bay Company became
directly involved in the American droving trade. In 1858 the Company
began to supplement or replace its annual purchases of meat and
dairy products from colony farmers with periodic purchases of cattle and oxen in Minnesota.
After 1830 Red River usually produced sufficient agricultural
produce to meet local needs and those of the fur trade, but always
found it difficult to meet any extra demands.t! Even a slight increase
in population was sufficient to upset the delicate balance between the
production and consumption of foodstuffs. The Hudson's Bay Company frequently complained that the colony's farmers were unreliable
purveyors of food, who combined to force up prices when there was a
dearth in the colony. So when the crops and buffalo hunts were scanty
the Company had great difficulty in purchasing enough food for its
needs. And when periods of food scarcity coincided with extraordinary local demand, the Company had to look beyond the colony
to make up these needs. During the dry years of 1846 to 1848, for
example, when the demand on scarce food supplies was swelled by
a military garrison, the Company had to bring in flour from the
United States and Canada and draw upon its stock of cattle in the
Saskatchewan District.v A similar critical situation occurred in the
late 1850s. An extraordinary demand for food resulted from the
presence at the colony of 120 men of the Royal Canadian Rifles
(1857-61), the British and Canadian exploring parties (1857-58), and
gold prospectors on their way to the Fraser River. Food was already in
short supply when the troops reached Red River; the crops were
short in 1857 and the long, severe winter of 1856-57 had reduced the
colony's cattle by perhaps one seventh.P The Company was responsible for feeding the garrison and in the autumn of 1857 William
Mactavish, the Chief Factor of the Red River District, wrote of the
necessity to buy cattle in the United States "as the stock in the Settlement is so low that our wants cannot continue to be supplied from
it. "84
Consequently, in the summer of 1858 two Company clerks, James
McKay and Alexander Lillie set out on June 26 for St. Paul where
they bought 108 cattle." The whole herd reached Red River in good
condition on August 28 and "provided meat rations for the troops and
at the same time-made the settlers more reasonable in the price
they demand for beef than they were inclined to be before."86
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Following the import of American beef cattle in 1858 the Hudson's
Bay Company made other occasional excursions into the St. Paul
livestock market. Oxen were in most demand by the Company. In
1859, for example, the Company bought fifty four oxen in St. Paul.t?
The growing need for work animals was related to the Company's
changed transportation system after 1858. 88 This change made it more
heavily reliant on land transportation. Until 1859 the Company's
trading operations in the Canadian Northwest were served by the historic northern transport route that carried goods from Britain via
Hudson Bay and the post of York Factory at the mouth of the Hayes
River. This was entirely a water route. In 1858, however, the Company
commenced to bring in supplies over the southern or Minnesota
route that linked Red River with S1. Paul. And following 1860 it
began to distribute supplies brought in over this route from Fort
Garry, its headquarters and central depot at Red River, to the posts
in the Saskatchewan and Swan River Districts via a series of overland trails. The Company's strengthened southern links with Minnesota and its connections northwest from the Red River to adjacent
prairie-plains districts, were heavily reliant on ox-drawn cart brigades.
Oxen were, therefore, the major new energy source in the altered
transportation system that developed after 1858. The oxen bought in
1859 were intended for use in the overland transport to the Saskatchewan District. Numbers of oxen were also probably purchased
from the Red River colonists and the Company itself began to rear
livestock on a larger scale at Lower Fort Garry and at Lane's Post on
the Assiniboine River but, initially at least, oxen had to be bought
in St. Paul to bring about the change around in the Company's transport and supply system.
Data from the 1860s on the droving traffic between the Red
River colony and Minnesota are even more scanty and fragmentary
than for earlier times. It would seem that the sale of Red River livestock in Minnesota halted for a number of years beginning in 1856
and 1857. The combined effects of a series of poor harvests (18571860) and of the additional pressures on the sources of food in Red
River described earlier, eliminated the livestock surplus there.s? A
subscriber to the Nor' Wesler in 1862 complained that "once St. Paul
furnished us an excellent market for both cattle and horses, but those
golden days are gone."90 Not until 1865 were the colony's farmers
able to revive the droving trade. In that year, "for the first time in
years, cattle were sent down [to St. Paul] and sold to great advantage,
and-hardy Indian ponies found many purchasers at good prices."?'
The demand from Minnesota for Red River livestock continued until
1870. The correspondence of Edmund L. Barber, an American merchant at Red River, includes several incoming letters from counterparts in small Minnesota communities such as Fort Abercrombie and
Sauk Center requesting that he supply them with livestock." Cattle
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were still inmost demand. Whether or not these requests were met is
not known, but economic conditions in the colony make it appear
doubtful.
The year 1868 was one of general and acute shortage at the Red
River Settlement and saw the most complete breakdown of the colony's food supply since the hot, dry seasons of 1846 and 1847. the
failure of its three main food sources-the destruction of the crops by
grasshoppers, the failure of the plains buffalo hunt and the fisheriesbrought the colony to the verge of famine.v' The food deficit was made
up by imports of flour, pork and seed wheat for the 1869 planting,
from the United States. The crops in 1869 were an improvement but
grasshoppers were still a problem and the growing numbers of immigrants from Canada placed additional demands on the limited amount
of food available. Settlers planning to come to Manitoba were advised in 1871 by the Manitoban to "Bring horses, oxen and cows from
abroad, if you intend to farm, for they are from 50 to 100 per cent
dearer here than elsewhere. Further, bring as much food as you can,
for beef, mutton, pork, eggs, butter and vegetables are almost at
starvation prices. "94 Against this background of food deficits, increased demand and the import of provisions and seed from the
United States, it is very doubtful whether there would have been surplus animals at Red River for sale in Minnesota or elsewhere. In fact,
by 1871 the reverse was the case. In that year Manitoba settlers as
well as the Hudson's Bay Company made trips to the United States
to purchase beef cattle."
To meet the requirements of Manitoba's immigrant population,
large purchases of American animals continued throughout the 1870s.
The international trade in livestock that had commenced soon after
first agricultural colonization in the Red River Valley thus carried
over into the new settlement era in Western Canada. But the most
important developments in the border livestock trade after 1870 took
place far to the west of the new province of Manitoba. For just as
livestock from Missouri Territory and Kentucky had laid the foundations of mixed farming at Red River after 1820, so did Montana
cattle and American know-how make possible the new ranching era
on the grasslands of southern Alberta after 1874.
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Estimates of Farm-Making Costs in Saskatchewan,
1882-1914
Lyle Dick
Parks Canada, Winnipeg
ABSTRACT. Western Canadian historians have been concerned with the, question of whether
the homesteading experience was economically democratic. A first step towards determining
whether opportunities for most homesteaders were real or illusory is to tabulate the costs of
establishing a farm at the turn of the century. Quantitative tabulations of improvements recorded in the homesteaders' own patent application forms are used to establish three ranges of
starting costs for new settlers. The distributions suggest that, with the co-operative assistance of
his neighbours, a homesteader could begin farming on a small scale with a minimal outlay.
Homesteaders who initially practised a self-sufficient agriculture encountered few barriers to
entry. Subsequent market-oriented production required a larger accumulation of capital.
RESUME
Les historiens de l'ouest canadien se sont interesses a savoir si la colonisation etait economiquement dernocratique. Une premiere etape aidant a determiner si les opportunites pour la
plupart des colons etaient reelles ou illusoires consiste a disposer sous forme de table les couts
d'etablissement d'une ferme au debut du siecle, A partir des demandes d'application des colons,
des tables quantitatives des ameliorations sont etablies et utilisees pour determiner trois categories de coflts de commencement pour les nouveaux colons. Les distributions suggerent qu'avec
l'assistance de ses voisins, Ie colon pouvait commencer a cultiver a petite echelle a des frais
minimaux. Les colons qui initialement pratiquerent une agriculture d'auto-suffisance rencontrerent peu de problemes a etre adrrus. La subsequente production orientee vers les marches
necessita un capital plus considerable.

How much money did a settler on the Western Canadian prairie
need to start farming? An important prerequisite to the study of
agricultural economics in the settlement period is an understanding of
the costs of farm-making. The question, moreover, has important
historiographical implications. If it could be demonstrated that most
settlers were able to begin with a negligible amount of capital, greater
credence might be given to the hypothesis that economic democratization did occur on the prairie frontier. If, on the other hand, a substantial investment was required, the popular notion of the penniless
"sodbuster" would be shown to belittle more than a romantic myth.
Recently, economists Robert Ankli and Robert M. Litt have estimated
that prairie farm-making costs in 1900 were $1,000.1 Their paper
introduces a heretofore neglected area of Canadian economic history.
Yet farm-making costs were not fixed for all settlers, but could be
affected by a multiplicity of variables, including the settler's cultural
background, the type of farming practised, family size, relationships
with neighbours and the topographical character of his land. There is a
demonstrable need for detailed analysis on the micro-level to differentiate the costs of farm-making among different settlement groups.
This paper examines farm-making costs in two communities in
south-eastern Saskatchewan-the Anglo-Saxon Ontarian homeThis paper was presented to the Eleventh Conference on Quantitative Methods in Canadian
Economic History, Queen's University, Kingston, February 27-28, 1981.
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steaders around the village of Abernethy, and a group of Germanspeaking peasant settlers at the neighbouring community of Neudorf.
To provide quantitative comparisons, all 461 Department of Interior
homestead files relating to 6 townships-3 at Abernethy and 3 at
Neudorf-were examined. Most of these files contain the Application
for Patent, a form which required the homesteader to state, among
other things, the extent and value of his improvements, including his
dwelling and outbuildings, and acreage broken, cultivated, and fenced.
Since this form was filled out after the settler had performed his
requisite duties under the Dominion Lands Act, the values recorded
in the files do not reflect the initial expenditures so much as the
accumulated improvements made in the first three or more years. For
the Abernethy area, the mean year of application was 1894, for Neudorf 1901. In addition to the quantitative data, qualitative sources
such as pioneer diaries, early newspapers, colonization journals, and
immigration pamphlets have been consulted to provide a larger context in which to treat the Abernethy findings.
IIi approaching the question of farm-making costs, it would be
useful first to determine the extent of financial resources available to
the settler. The absence of concrete data in this instance requires that
an approximation of resources be reconstructed through individual
case examples..
Most settlers in the townships surrounding Abernethy came from
Ontario. Arriving between 1882 and 1905, they formed part of the
preponderant Ontarian migration to Western Canada in the first three
decades after Confederation. In his studies of Peel County after 1850,
David Gagan has shown how the prevailing Ontarian inheritance
system forced surplus sons off the farm, many of whom joined the
massive migration to theprairies.? Gagan's figures respecting the
average debt per farm suggest that little surplus was available to the
second and third sons ofmost Ontarian farmers. The sons might have
worked for a few years before taking up a homestead, but a demographic analysis of Abernethy homesteaders shows that this group
contained a large proportion of very young men-40 per cent were 24
years or younger, 23 per cent, 21 or younger. Given the then current
scales of pay in Ontario,' one thousand dollars seems a very large
amount for men with only two or three years in the work force.
Wages were higher in Western Canada than in the East, although
the maximum wage obtainable there for experienced farm hands was
$35 per month, including board.' Threshing labourers were paid at a
higher rate, but the threshing season lasted' only two months, and the
thresher was often obliged, if he could find work for the winter, to hire
on at a very modest salary. Agricultural historian John Thompson has
argued that most harvest hands would have experienced great difficulty in raising even $600,5 which was the figure cited by Saskatchewan
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premier Walter Scott in 1906, as the minimum required to establish a
homestead.
Similar inferences may be drawn from the case studies of individual settlers. After graduating from The Ontario Agricultural College,
W.R. Motherwell, the third son of a Lanark County farmer, came
west in the spring of 1881. He did not immediately file for a homestead,
but worked for two summers and harvest seasons in Manitoba before
settling in the Pheasant Plains area of the District of Assiniboia in
1883. It is difficult to determine how much money Motherwell brought
to his homesteading venture, but the possibility of financial assistance
from his impoverished parents seems remote. It is equally improbable
that he saved large sums during two expensive years at college. Taking
into consideration the current farm wages, the most plausible range of
capital that Motherwell might have earned and saved in the two years
following his graduation is $400-$600.
Testimonials of other settlers in the Qu-Appelle region are also
indicative of the amount of liquid capital which many newcomers
brought. John Burton, aged 21, homesteaded two miles north of the
present village of Abernethy in 1882. A native of Bruce County,
Ontario, Burton related that he had only $65 when he arrived,"
Samuel Copithorn who took up land north-west of Balcarres, emigrated from Toronto with a year's earnings of $200 in his pocket.'
Both settlers eventually became successful farmers. Indeed, the pages
of contemporary agricultural journals and immigration pamphlets are
filled with dozens of similar testimonials vis-a-vis meagre starting
capital,"
A reading of the local newspapers from the settlement period
confirms that many settlers brought only a few hundred dollars to
their farming ventures. In April 1889, the Regina Leader reported the
arrival of 53 Canadians and 22 settlers of other nationalities. The
total value of their effects was $6,000, and cash, $12,000, giving a net
figure of $240 per settler as a starting capital." In another report the
Leader noted that 50 Galician families established themselves at
Batoche with a capital investment as low as $40. 10 In 1885, German
immigrants established the colony of New Toulcha north of Balgonie,
Of thirteen farmers surveyed by the Leader, none had possessed more
than $250 at the outset. Each German had shared ownership of a team
of oxen, harness, plough and wagon with another settler. I I It could be
misleading to treat these testimonials and journalistic accounts as
representative of the majority, but there is ample evidence to support
the view, commonly held in the period that "energy, experience,
judgement, and enterprise,"12 were probably more important to the
establishing of a successful farm than a large initial investment.
If a large starting capital was beyond the reach of many settlers,
it would be useful to explore alternative forms of financing that might
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have been available. Under the terms of the Dominion Lands Act,a
settler was prohibited from mortgaging homestead lands prior to the
issuing of a patent.'? While the minimum "proving-up" period was
three years, the majority of settlers took even longer to fulfill their
homestead duties.i- The homesteader might negotiate a bank loan,
but with little collateral it seems unlikely that banks would have
advanced him more than a few hundred dollars.
Land purchased from corporate interests was mortgageable, but
required a down payment. C.P.R. land could be acquired with an
initial payment of one-sixth or one-tenth of the purchase price, followed by five equal annual installments. In the period before 1900, C.P.R.
land commonly sold at prices ranging from $2.50 to $5.00 per acre.t>
depending on its distance from the railroad and grain handling facilities. In these instances, a settler was obliged to payout at least $66.67
initially for a quarter section purchased on time, but often this payment was a much larger sum. As the sections available for free homestead finally began to fill out after 1900, C.P.R. land prices jumped
dramatically. After 1900, therefore, purchased land tended to be prohibitively expensive for the newcomer of limited means.
It is important to determine how cheaply a farm could be established by tabulating the individual costs involved. One of the first, and
most essential, expenditures encountered by the prairie settler was
that of shelter. Ankli and Litt have estimated the cost of housing to
have been $200 to $300 for most settlers. They base this conclusion on
two sources: an article on early housing written from a series of
pioneer questionnaires distributed by the Saskatchewan Archives
Board in 1955; and James M. Minifie's HomesteaderJ» in which
Minifie cites the valuation of $400 placed by his father on his homestead Application for Patent form. Yet, a quantitative investigation of
homestead applications suggests a lower figure. While in the Abernethy district, 106 settlers, largely of Anglo-Saxon Ontarian origin,
assessed their houses an average value of $253, at Neudorf, 147 Germans valued their dwellings at an average of only $168.
The criteria -employed in these valuations may have varied from
one applicant to the next; it is not clear, for example, to what extent
the applicants took into consideration the cost of materials, the labour
cost or the overall market value. However, the paltry values recorded by a large proportion of the settlers suggest that capital expenditures for housing were often very small indeed. In the two study
areas, 46 per cent of the homesteaders valued their houses at $100 or
less and 17 per cent recorded values of $50 or less. On the other hand,
some settlers placed very high values of$1 ,000 or more on their houses,
but it should be remembered that these valuations were made at the
time of application, several years after the entry. Even these relatively
prosperous settlers frequently put up cheaper temporary structures at
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the outset, that served for a year or two before the building of a more
substantial residence. Consequently, the .values found in the ·homestead files are probably higher than the actual initial investment.
In the Neudorf area, the log dwellings listed in the homestead
files were preceded by even more primitive initial shelters. A local
resident has described the building of these habitations:
... The first thing they would do was dig a hole in the ground and
bank it up with sods, put a few poles and hay on top, make a big
oven of clay in the middle of the house, no floor, and live in it
until they built a log house.!?
Such mean lodgings were common among the poorer European peasant immigrants, but even some of the Anglo-Saxons built similar
shelters. An English family in the Primitive Methodist Colony northeast of Abernethy "spent their first winter in a dugout in the east side of
a hill. The roof was covered with green poles, dirt, and hay."18
Savings on housing costs stemmed principally from the availability of indigenous building materials. Sod was obtained simply by
ploughing the prairie turf. Logs could be collected at little or no capital
cost, particularly in the early period, when settlement tended to cling
to the parkland belt and the woodland-prairie margin. In these areas
the settler's actual investment was limited to the purchase of nails and
tools, lumber for doors, door frames, windows, and occasionally,
flooring and roofing. Poorer settlers typically opted for a sod roof and
a dirt floor. One farmer in Manitoba in the early 1880s suggested that
$60-75 was required for pine flooring, window and door frames.'?
Another, writing in 1895, estimated the cost of lumber finishing for
all his farm buildings to have been $110.20 A 1902 immigration pamphlet set the lumber cost of doors and windows for a log house at
$50.21 At Neudorfvaluations of homestead dwellings ranged as low as
$5, suggesting that a settler could build a shelter with an almost
'negligible investment as long as he was prepared to forego all amenities and comforts for the first year or two.
Most Abernethy and Neudorf settlers possessed an initial advantage in choosing lands in close proximity to wooded areas. As the
range of homestead lands expanded into the true prairie of the Palliser
triangle after 1900, many settlers were obliged to purchase more of
their building materials. Even there, 'however, a habitable shanty
could be put up with a relatively modest outlay. Willem de Gelder, a
Dutch immigrant who homesteaded north of Morse, Saskatchewan
in 1910, built a 10"xI2" lumber and shiplap shanty for $100 including
extra labour costs.P
This last example illustrates that the cost of shelter was also related to the size of family that was to be housed. Western Canadian
settlement was characterized by a large proportion of bachelor homesteaders and in the Abernethy area, more than one-third of the home-
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stead applicants were unmarried at the time of application. Since some
of the applicants had married in the interval between entry and application, an even larger portion was single at the outset. Bachelors
tended to select their lands adjacent to the homesteads of their friends
with whom they would share accommodation during the first year or
two. In addition to providing needed company on the lonely frontier,
these arrangements were of economic importance. Settlers could save
money by sharing the expenses of food and shelter, and by pooling
their equipment and labour.
The Dominion Lands Act permitted a settler to postpone establishing a residence onhis homestead provided he lived within a radius
of two miles from his quarter section after the initial entry.P He was
still obligated to build a "habitable" dwelling and live in it for three
months prior to application, but this provision allowed him to live
with neighbours for up to 33 of the 36 month "proving-up" period.
That many took advantage of the clause is evident from a reading of
individual homestead files. Shared living arrangements were common
not only among young bachelors, but also among married homesteaders who had left their wives in Ontario for one or two years until they
were in a position to 'bring them out to a finished home.
The settler also required a shelter for his livestock. In the Abernethy area study, only one of the homesteaders reported the existence
of a barn, although roughly half of the Anglo-Saxons and 75 per cent
of German settlers stated that they possessed stables. The average
value reported for the Germans' stables was $75 compared with $139
for the Anglo-Saxons. As was the case with the house values, these
assessments for stables probably reflect the market value, and are
higher than the actual capital investment. Most respondents stated that
their stables were made from logs. This obviously represented a great
saving in material costs. Granaries and other outbuildings were also
principally constructed of logs. Abernethy applicants valued their
granaries and outbuildings at an average of $79; Neudorf homesteaders appraised their outbuildings at $58. Overall, if the structural
improvements on homesteads in the study areas are broken down by
quartile, a wide variation in assessed values is revealed.
Beyond the structural costs, establishing a residence entailed
expenditures for sundry household items, including a stove, furniture,
bedding, and kitchenware. Estimates for these costs vary from one
pioneer account to the next, a fact which may be indicative of the
diversity of needs and resources of different shelters. With respect to
stoves, it appears that the Ankli-Litt estimate of $40 is higher than the
essential minimum. In 1891 the Qu'Appelle Vidette carried an advertiesment for "cheap patent stoves" ranging in price from $16 to $80.24
Isaac Cowie's pamphlet The Edmonton Country published in 1901,
. reported that cooking stoves in that locality could be purchased for
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TABLE 1
VALUE OF HOMESTEAD STRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS BY QUARTILE,
ABERNETHY AND NEUDORF DISTRICTS..
1882-1917 IN CURRENT DOLLARS *

Value of Dwelling
Value of Stable
Value of Granaries &
Out-buildings
Value of Fencing
TOTAL

I

II

III

IV

$ 5-75
5-30
2-20

$ 75-150
30-50
20-50

$150-250
50-100
50-75

$250-1500 (n: 303)
100-725 (n: 147)
75-400 (n: 81)

5-20
$17-145

20-50
$145-300

50-100
$300-525

100-500 (n: Ill)
$525-3125

*In terms of constant dollars, house values increased overall after 1900. The mean valuation for
pre-1900 dwellings was $201 (1900 dollars) compared with a mean of $258 between 1900 and
1914. If valuations are grouped by five intervals, however, the trend is less clear.
Interval
No. of Observations
Mean Valuation
1886-89
53
$209
1890-94
40
354
1895-99
106
139
1900-04
43
228
1905-09
40
296
1910-14
14
238
The low average recorded between 1895 and 1899 reflects the preponderance of poorer settlers
at Neudorf in this period (89 of 106). Apart from this period, house values averaged $271 before
1900, and actually dropped slightly after the turn of the century.

$23 to $26.50. 25 Georgina Binnie-Clark, who settled north of Fort
Qu-Appelle in 1905, later wrote that she had purchased a second-hand
stove for $15.26
Other necessary chattels could be purchased relatively cheaply.
Cowie's pamphlet recorded the price of hardwood chairs to be from
55 cents to $1; tables, $3 or more; and bedsteads, from $4 Up.27 Alternatively, all of these articles could be hand-made. Tables and chairs
might be constructed with the available supply of timber and beds
were commonly made by sewing a tick and filling it with straw. Under
the most frugal circumstances, settlers were still obliged to purchase
tools, such as axes, saws and nails; lamps, bedding and kitchen utensils. Contemporary immigration pamphlets suggest that the costs of
furnishing a log house could range between $20 and $75. 28 The minimum tools required by a settler building his own log house would
seem to include a spade, cross-cut saw, hammer, chisel, brace and bits,
planes, an auger, axe, and some nails. In 1902, these items cost between $11.40 and $21.70 at Edmonton.s?
No settler could avoid the necessary expenditures for provisions,
.although estimates of food costs diverge greatly from one contemporary account to the next. In 1882 John Macoun wrote that a settler
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with a family of five would spend about $250 on provisions during the
first year.v A year later, however, a British settler in Manitoba
estimated his cash requirements for groceries to be only $20. 31 Obviously the outlay for groceries varied with the size of family and the
kind of lifestyle the settler pursued. Two accounts,-an immigration
pamphlet published in 190232 and a Dutch homesteader's tabulation
written in 191033-place the cost of provisions for a bachelor settler at
about $90 to $120.
This capital requirement would tend to increase in the case of a
larger family, although poorer peasant settlers could and did make do
with less. An immigration pamphlet published in 1882 stated that the
cost of provisions for one family of five Mennonites at a subsistence
level had been $93. 34 Their diet consisted almost solely of flour, pork
and beans. Alternatively a settler could spend much more. In 1907,
for example, Georgina Binnie-Clark spent $245 for groceries, flour,
meat, repairs and veterinary fees, although in her view, the "degree of
necessity" was a much smaller amount."
Fencing was a requirement for farmers who raised livestock but
the most striking aspect of farm fencing in the Abernethy district in
thehomesteading period was its absence. Of 461 applicants, only III
reported the presence of fencing on their homesteads. Among this
group', there were wide variations in acreage fenced. The average extent was 44 acres at Neudorf and 63 acres at Abernethy but the majority
enclosed 35 acres or less and more than 20 per cent fenced in areas of
20 acres or less. Settlers also reported widely divergent expenditures
for fencing. One appraisal stated a cost of only 19 cents per acre;
others valued homestead fencing at up to $4 per acre. Overall, the
mean cost for Abernethy settlers was about $1.25 per acre, a figure
which is confirmed by most estimates in the period.w Given that most
settlers began farming with no more livestock than a yoke of oxen or
team of horses, a sufficient initial expenditure for fencing in the 1880s
and 1890s was $10 to $15 for a small pasture of 10 acres.
Water was an essential requirement for all settlers. Of the 19
Abernethy settlers who reported wells on their homestead applications, 14 recorded values of $50 or less and the average valuation was
$23.50. Others who were less fortunate were obliged to abandon their
homesteads altogether for lack of water. Still, the variability in these
cases is so great that they cannot reasonably be averaged with the
costs incurred by those individuals who did strike ,water. Assuming
that the settler did not need to hire a professional well-digger, he
could avail himself of a government-owned digging apparatus for a
nominal fee. One homesteader at Morse, Saskatchewan, wrote that 'he
spent 75¢ per foot to dig a well in 1912.37 Another source for 1912
placed the cost of well-digging at $1 a foot for the first 50 feet. Thereafter the cost increased steadily until it reached $2 per foot at the
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depth of 100· feet." The writer observed that in wooded areas, water
could generally be found at a depth of 20 to 40 feet. On the open
prairie, despite the presence of occasional springs, a well-digger would
usually be obliged to go to a much greater depth. Assuming that a
settler struck water at 20 feet, as several Abernethy settlers appear to
have done, the cost of digging a well, in 1900dollars, was about $14. To
crib his well the Morse homesteader estimated that he needed 300
feet of lumber, costing $9.39 If this estimate is converted into 1900
dollars, the overall cost of constructing a well of 20 to 40 feet was $21
to $35.
Livestock constituted another farm-making cost that was highly
variable. Professor Ankli has estimated the cost of horses to have been
$75-$100 at the turn of the century, and bases this figure on the 1901
Census, which gives the average value of horses in Manitoba and the
North West Territories as $96 and $62 respectively. Since the census
average includes horses of all sizes, the figures are misleading. The
basic operations of breaking sod and pulling implements required
heavy draught horses which were more expensive than the average.
In 1881 a settler in Manitoba estimated the cost of a team of horses
and harness to have been $325.40 Walter Elkington, who settled north
of Fort Qu'Appelle in 1891, wrote that teams of horses ranged between £30 and £60, or $150 to $300.41 In 1912 a Dutch homesteader
at Morse, Saskatchewan, purchased a team of large sorrel horses for
$450.42 The following year, Boam's The Prairie Provinces of Canada
included an estimate of $360 for a team of "good horses."43
A farmer might alternatively purchase oxen to pull his implements.
While a team of oxen sometimes cost as much as $200 or more.v' most
estimates in the 1880-1900 period range between $100 and $130. 45
Costs varied according to the age and quality of the animals, and the
time of year in which they were purchased. Oxen sold in the spring, for
example, would command a higher price than those sold in the fal1. 46
The usual practice was to purchase a yoke of oxen for the purpose of
prairie breaking, and to exchange these for more expensive horses a
year or two later.
One farm-making cost that few settlers could avoid was the
requisite outlay for a wagon. Wagons were essential to the hauling of
farm products to market centres and supplies from the town back to
the homestead. They were used in the collection of wood for building
and fuel, and were an essential means of transport to social and religious activities. Settlers could, and often did, begin farming with Red
River Carts worth $10,47 but once they had begun to transport large
quantities of farm produce, wood, and hay, the purchase of a more
serviceable wagon was mandatory. Four sources for the 1880s give
$80 as the standard price of a farm wagon," a figure which does not
seem to have changed for the entire period leading up to the First
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World War. These estimates pertain to the entire unit, including a fourwheel chassis, and removable wooden box. For winter travel, settlers
were also obliged to purchase a set of sleigh runners for the wagon
box. One Manitoba resident wrote in 1883 that the price of a pair of
runners was then $30. 49
Expenditures for farm implements could exceed $1000, or several
thousand dollars, if a settler purchased a threshing machine. For
purposes of initial farm making, however, many settlers' requirements were much more modest. In most accounts, a small investment
of $40 was sufficient to purchase a prairie breaking plough, a stubble
plough, and a harrow.w These simple implements permitted the
breaking and preparation of several acres for crop. Cultivation was of
necessity very crude as the prohibitive cost of sophisticated implements required that the poorer farmers broadcast seed, stook, harvest
and thresh their crops by hand, using such primitive tools as cradles
and flails." Professor Ankli's estimate of $330 as the cost of implements for "substantial settlers" does not seem unreasonable, although
it is difficult to accept an overall estimate without some indication as
to the size of farm for which these implements are considered sufficient. Obviously, too, a farmer's "expenditure for implements was
related to the kind of crops he cultivated, and the extent to which he
raised livestock. If a farmer raised cattle, for example, it was incumbent that he invest in a mower and rake, for purposes of haying. The
following table provides price quotations for implements essential
to farm 160 acres.
Most settlers did not incur expenses for seed in the first year of
settlement, as few were able to prepare any of their newly-broken land
in time to put in a crop. In the study areas of Abernethy and Neudorf,
only 45 or about 10 per cent of the 461 homestead applicants reported
that they had placed one or more acres under cultivation in the first
year. Sixty-two per cent reported no cropping, and the remaining
twenty-eight per cent did not answer the question. It should be noted
that before 1900 comparatively few settlers began farming on improved
land. Purchasers of CPR and colonization company lands were similarly obliged to break virgin prairie prior to cultivation. Most sources
suggest that 1~ to 2 bushels of seed grain was sufficient to sow one
acre of wheat. At $1 per bushel, seed sufficient to sow 10 acres could
be purchased for $15 to $20, but even this small expense could be
deferred if the settler obtained a seed grain advance from the Dominion
government.
If the essential tasks of wood gathering and house building limited the amount of acreage cropped in the first year, these factors also
served to curtail the extent of breaking for most settlers. Anglo-Saxon
settlers at Abernethy broke an average of 15 acres in the first year,
compared with an average of 8 acres broken among the German
settlers at Neudorf. If a farmer elected to contract out his breaking he
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TABLE 2
PRICE QUOTATIONS FOR SELECTED FARM IMPLEMENTS
ON THE PRAIRIES, 1884-1915.*

Breaking Plough (Walking)
Stubble Plough (Walking)
Iron Harrows
Drill Seeder
Mower
Binder
Horse Rake
Sleigh Runners
Total in Current $
Total in 1900 $

188452

188953

189754

190955

191456

191557

22
16
18
55
80
290
35
30
546
494

22
20
20
65
63
150
20
28
388
371

20
18
15
90
55
155
28
25
406
477

22
22
20
88
52
150
33
37
424
369

20
14.5
18.5
85
56
145
33
35
407
310

24
24
20
100
52
150
33
38
461
324

*Price quotations were deflated using the JI Wholesale Price Index, after Mitchell, 1868-1925
(Urquhart and Buckley, Historical Statistics of Canada, p. 291). Since each set of price quotations relates to a different location and documentary source, allowance should be made for
variations in freight rates and retail mark-up. An effort was made to ensure that quotations
pertain to the same kinds of implements, but it must be recognized that technological changes
had modified some of these implements by the end of the period.

usually paid from $1.50 to $3.00 an acre for this work," and an additional $2.00 if he also wished to have the land backset in the fall."
Ankli is correct in his statement that by 1900 steam plowing offered
a cheaper alternative to breaking with horses or oxen. Yet the continuing debate in the agricultural press in the early 1900s suggests that
steam plowing was slow to supersede horses and oxen as the preferred
method.w The relatively small extent of land clearing in the Abernethy
area suggests that the majority of settlers performed their own breaking with mould-board plows.
A factor which must not be overlooked in assessing farm-making
costs was the role of cooperative enterprise among settlers. While the
principal mode of land disposal was that of individual "free" homesteads, as opposed to group settlement, settlers tended to select
homesteads close to their friends, to permit the pooling of implements,
livestock and labour. Pooled labour was common not only among
Continental European immigrants, but in the Anglo-Saxon communities as well, as the memoir of an English settler near Fort Qu'Appelle
indicates:
The people in Canada are very good in helping one another; if a
man wants a new house or stable put up, he gets the material
ready and goes around among his neighbours and asks them to
come and help him on a certain day; this is called a "bee" and it is
not only done for buildings, but for ploughing, sowing, reaping,
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or if a man has had a misfortune and is behind in his work, the
neighbours go in together and give him a day's work.s'
Similarly, expensive implements, which were beyond the means of
many farmers, were sometimes loaned by more prosperous settlers in
exchange for a day's labour from the borrower.s- Alternatively, some
settlers found that they could still save money by contracting out
various farming operations. During the first five years, for example,
W.R. Motherwell hired a neighbour to do his binding.v' Settlers also
defrayed capital costs by purchasing implements and livestock in
partnership with their neighbours. John Teece, who homesteaded near
Abernethy in 1883, held a one-fourth interest in a team of horses,
wagon and plow during the first four years. Thereafter, he possessed
his own yoke of oxen, wagon and plow, but purchased a one-fourth
interest in other implements. Shared ownership does not seem to have
impeded Mr. Teece's progress as a farmer; in 1913 he reported that he
was in possession of nine quarter sections of land and $10,000 worth
of Iivestock.s" Another way in which partnerships operated was to
cultivate crops "on shares."65 One Manitoba settler related that farmers commonly worked out arrangements whereby one settler would
perform the cultivation duties for two farms while his partner continued to work on the railway to support both homesteads.w
Further evidence that cooperative enterprise played a major
role in the farm-making process lied in the fact that fewer than 25
per cent of the German homesteaders recorded owning cattle in the
first year of farming, and only ten per 'cent stated that they owned
horses in the same year. At Abernethy, approximately one-third of the
homesteaders reported that they had owned cattle in the first year,
compared with fewer than one-fourth reporting the initial ownership
of horses. It is possible that some settlers misread the question on the
form, and therefore failed to answer it completely. Such a small percentage of respondents, however, leaves little doubt that a substantial
portion of this homesteading population did not own oxen or horses
at the time of entry.
It is important to recognize that farm-making was usually a
gradual process in which homestead development was phased in over a
period of several years. Settlers usually made only a partial beginning
in the first year, and gradually improved their holdings over the
"proving-up" period of three years or more. In the first year a typical
pattern was to select land early in the spring and put up a tent or very
rudimentary shelter. No field work could be performed until after the
spring run off, but once it was dry enough to plough, the settler would
break five to fifteen acres. If his land was stony, rocks would have
to be picked, and the rate of breaking would be slowed. Working
industriously the settler could harrow a few acres in time to plant
small amounts of wheat, oats, and root crops sufficient to provide him .
with flour, livestock feed, and vegetables for the winter. Late June and
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July was customarily devoted to haying. Homesteaders who settled
within reasonable proximity to sloughs would be able to cut enough
hay to meet their own requirements. Any surplus could generally be
sold in the towns or to other farmers. During the harvest months of
August to October, the new settler would often find employment
with threshing crews harvesting in the developed farm communities
in Manitoba and along the CPR main line. For the duration of the
winter, young settlers frequently hired on with other farmers, or
found work with the CPR.67 Those who stayed on their homesteads
tended to such tasks as fencing. Commonly, they worked in the bush
most of the winter, cutting wood for their own needs, and marketing
surplus cords in town to support themselves.ss This income might be
supplemented by sales of milk, eggs and other livestock products.
Generally, farming in the first year of settlement was of a subsistence
nature, and was carried out chiefly to offset costs while the homesteader prepared his farm for future profit-oriented agriculture. Only
after the passage of several years, and the accumulation of the necessary buildings, tools, prepared acreage, and other improvements, did
mariy settlers begin to treat their farming as a full-time occupation.
In his report on the Canadian North-West in 1904, James Mavor
observed that "the amount of capital necessary for the establishment
of a colonist varies with the district, with the kind of cultivation he
intends to adopt, and with the standard of comfort of the colonist
himself."69 For the present study three ranges of farm-making costs
have been tabulated: the minimum, the average, and the substantial.
The minimum range assumes that the settler possessed few resources
other than his own labour, or, if married, the labour of his family.
If a bachelor, such a settler lived in a sod, log, or dugout shanty, and
possibly shared accommodation with another homesteader or two.
For this tabulation, the range of expenditures in the lower quartile of
homestead improvements, i.e. $12 to $75, had been assumed to represent the range of structural costs incurred by the modest settler. He
also shared ownership or borrowed the requisite implements-a
breaking plow and harrow, and a yoke of oxen. For water, the modest
settler might dig a shallow well for $21-$35, or he might also haul
water from nearby sloughs or streams, and spend nothing. Without
horses, his fencing requirements were negligible, although Abernethy
homesteaders in the lower quartile of structural costs spent between
$5 and $20 in fencing small pastures of 5 to 15 acres. The principal
expenditures in this minimum range of expenditures were for provisions, which might vary between $50 and $90, depending on the size
of the family and the settler's ability to supplement his grocery purchases with game and fish from nearby woods and waters. For peasant
settlers with larger families, higher provisioning costs were obviated
by the general practice of hiring children out to Anglo-Saxon settlers.
Overall, farm-making costs for the modest settler have been calculated
at between $242 and $436.
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The second range of farm-making costs represents the probable
amounts that the average settler spent to set up a homestead independently in the first year. It must be admitted that the calculation of
average, in the sense of typical, costs, is a somewhat tenuous undertaking. The data, such as it exists, permits some informed guesses. If
the homesteaders' own assessments of value of farm improvements can
be assumed to reflect their actual expenditures, then the average
settler's building costs would fall within the interquartile range of
homestead improvements, i.e. the range between the twenty-fifth and
seventy-fifth percentiles of the surveyed population. This range implies
an expenditure of $145 to $525 for a house, stable, granaries and
fencing. Since well-construction cost 70¢ per foot for the first fifty
feet, the average settler might spend $21 to $35 for digging and
cribbing. As noted earlier, most accounts suggest that provisions for
a single homesteader were in the range of $90 to $120. Small hand
tools suitable for the purposes of an owner of 160 acres were said to
cost up to $40 ($31 in 1900 dollars). The average settler needed comparatively few implements in the first year: two ploughs, costing
$26-34, and a mower and rake, worth another $60-74. Since he did
little or no cultivation in the first year he had no need either of a drill
seeder or of seed grain. It is assemed, however, that he needed to
.purchase his own wagon, worth $80. Overall, the expenditures of the
average settler fall in the range of $590-1193.
The substantial settler may be defined as a settler who began
farming with all the necessary accoutrements in the first. year. The
upper quartile in the distribution of homestead structural improvements may be taken to represent this relatively prosperous settler's
investment in farm buildings, that is $570-2625. Since he owned a
larger house (the upper quartile in terms of square footage ranged
from 480 square feet up) he also probably purchased another heating
stove to supplement his cooking stove, for a total expenditure of
$28-46. Similarly, he purchased or brought more furniture, say $4468.
We assume that the substantial settler purchased a full range of
farm implements for about $300-500, and a wagon for $70-82. He was
unlikely to have purchased his own threshing machine immediately,
but, like most other farmers, contracted out his threshing. Assuming
that he began cultivation in the first year, he would spend $305-517 in
hiring out the breaking of 100 acres. To work the larger acreage the
substantial settler needed at least two teams of horses, costing $338$696, and two harnesses, at $38 each. We might also expect him to
have purchased perhaps 6 dairy cattle to provide an interim income
prior to the fall harvest. These cattle would cost an additional $23-48
each, or $138-$288 in total. To provide seed for 100 acres of wheat,
he would spend $65-151, depending on the current price. In all, the
substantial settler would have spent about $2093-5873.
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for horses
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100 acres
Seed
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Wagon
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--
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21- 35
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14- 23
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14- 31
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250-1500
100- 725
75- 400
42- 70
(2 wells)
100- 500
130- 217
28- 46
(2 stoves)
44- 68
310- 494 (full complement)

338- 696
138- 288

(2 teams)
(6 cattle)

19- 37

--

-----
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--

305- 517

--

--

35- 41
(~ interest)
$291-564

70- 82

65- 151
70- 82

$590-1193

76-

76

$2093-5873

*Due to the great variability in reported values of structural improvements, estimates for the costs of dwellings, stables, granaries, wells, and fencing have been
left in current dollars.
'
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To conclude, the costs of prairie farm-making between 1882 and
1914 varied greatly among settlers of different economic and cultural
origins. Costs also varied according to a host of individual variables,
including the size of the settler's family, the availability of indigenous
building materials, water, and wild game, his working relationships
with his neighbours, and opportunities for co-operative ownership of
implements. A crucial variable was the timing of settlement. In the
1880s incoming settlers usually possessed a good choice of free grant
and CPR lands with easy access to timber, water, and unoccupied
pasture lands. After 1900 the price of purchased lands increased
rapidly and the selection of homestead lands of high quality diminished.
Despite these differences, it is apparent that a prairie settler
could get started with a small investment of about $300-550, albeit in a
rudimentary way. If the settler made a more independent beginning,
he would spend $600-1200. Alternatively, the settler with a large
accumulated capital could spend $2100 or more to begin farming on a
substantial scale. These figures tend to support Ankli and Litt in their
tabulation of farm-making costs for substantial settlers, but suggest a
somewhat lower limit to cost estimates for average settlers. Where this
paper departs significantly from Ankli and Litt, is in its conclusion
that a settler could, if necessary, begin farming with a very small
investment.v
The low minimum capital requirement implies a degree of
economic democracy in the prairie settlement experience. Throughout
the period 1883-1914 the standard wages for experienced farm hands
remained fairly constant in current dollars, including board. Even in
the context of inflation at the end of the period, a hired man usually
earned enough to start farming on free grant land with a year's
accumulated wages. At the same time it must be admitted that homesteaders who arrived early and claimed the best lands 'were in a comparatively better position than later arrivals to turn a small investment into a small farm. Farmers who arrived with substantial capital
also. had a head start in bringing their farms into market-oriented
production. Poorer settlers often spent an inordinate amount of time
establishing themselves. The homesteader who began with little was
more vulnerable and had fewer options than his more wealthy counterparts. Any single economic disaster, such as the loss of his buildings
to a prairie fire, or the failure to find water on his land, could bring an
early end to his homesteading venture. These qualifications notwithstanding, homesteading was open to most settlers in the earliest
period. A tentative conclusion would seem to be that a large capital
investment was not esssential for the establishment of a successful
farming operation.
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RESEARCH NOTES
Colour Preferences and Building Decoration Among
Ukrainians in Western Canada
John C. Lehr
Department of Geography, University of Winnipeg
Studies of ethnic imprints upon the landscape have mostly revolved around house types, farm buildings and field patterns. Few
attempts have been made to demonstrate that colour preferences m3:Y
be valid indicators of ethnicity in the North American landscape. In
Western Canada areas of Ukrainian rural settlement were for long
characterized by the presence of distinctive traditional house and
church types; but today houses built in the traditional fashion are
becoming rare, and even Ukrainian Greek Catholic and Orthodox
churches are less numerous. In contrast, colour preferences shown by
Ukrainians for building decoration have changed little since the first
years of pioneer settlement around the turn of the century. The colours
most commonly employed in the decoration of buildings in the homeland at the time of emigration to Canada still predominate in areas of
Ukrainian settlement. The preference for these colours is also now
becoming evident in urban environments which were not Ukrainian
in origin.
The Ukrainian ethnologist Samojlovych (1973) had noted that in
the Ukraine the dwellings of the peasantry traditionally were decorated
with a limited range of colours. In the Western Ukrainian provinces
of Galicia and Bukovyna, the region which supplied almost all the
Ukrainian immigrants to Canada before 1914, peasant houses were
invariably decorated with a bright "cold-blue" trim, offset by the
brighter yellow and red trim of other farm buildings (Samojlovych,
1973). In the Transcarpathian area of the Western Ukraine a bright
sky blue predominated and in the adjacent Podillya region bluegreen tones were traditionally popular (Samojlovych, 1972).
These traditional approaches to colour in building decoration
were brought to Canada between 1892 and 1914 by early Ukrainian
immigrants who homesteaded along the northern margins of the
prairie parkland belt. Their first houses, built after the traditional
pattern, were enhanced by the bright blue or green trim so commonly
used in their homeland. This uniformity struck a visitor to Manitoba's
East Selkirk settlement in the 1940s (Parfitt, 1941) no less strongly
than it did a visitor to the Star colony near Edmonton, Alberta, three
decades earlier (Elston, 1915). More surprisingly the colour preferences of Ukrainians in urban areas were sufficiently strong to be
obvious in Winnipeg's largely immigrant "North End" by 1907:
°
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Many of their homes are decked out in brightly coloured paints
and In summer are adorned with flowers. Blue is apparently a
favorite Galician [Ukrainian1 colour and is predominant in the .
neighbourhoods where they live. (Manitoba Free Press, 1907).
That the use of colour in house decor is still an indication of the ethnic
character of city neighborhoods is acknowledged by some Winnipeg
realtors, who, as a group, are unusually sensitive to the socio-economic
character of residential areas.'
On surviving Ukrainian folk houses in rural Alberta blue and
green are, and were, usually used for decorative purposes. Green was
most widely used by those Ukrainians from Bukovyna; those from
Galicia seemingly preferred blue. Informants claimed that houses of
Bukovynian settlers from near the Romanian border were distinguishable by their use of red trim (Lehr, 1976). Field investigation
did not verify this, however.?
Among surviving examples of Ukrainian folk architecture in the
Stuartburn district of southeastern Manitoba a similar pattern was
found. On external trim, green and blue predominated (57 and 35 per
cent respectively) but red and brown were also occasionally encountered. During the course of field research, it was possible to inspect the weathered trim of abandoned houses which frequently revealed several layers of paint, always of blue or green, rarely with an
alternation between the two colours.
The internal decor of these traditional style houses showed far
less variation in employment of colour. The evidence was that the
original decor had almost always been blue trim set against the white
plaster of the walls. Walls were usually left white but occasionally
had simple geometric designs in blue. The ceiling, if not white, was
blue.
In the Stuartburn district the preference for blue or green on the
external trim of traditional style dwellings showed some correspondence with the region of origin of the first settlers in each locality.
The trim carried by their churches also reflected the association of
green with the Bukovynians, blue with the Galicians.
Traditional colour preferences extend to the decoration of
modern dwellings and were introduced to the small service centres as
Ukrainians moved into them from the surrounding rural areas. The
predominantly Bukovynian village of Gardenton in southeastern
Manitoba, for example, displays a remarkably uniform employment
of green on the trim of all buildings. The impact cannot be described as dramatic but the frequent employment of green or, in
Galician settlements, blue, as the colour on the external trim of
houses is sufficient to cause comment from otherwise disinterested
observers. Those responsible for house decoration were generally
unaware that the common use of blue or green trim carried any
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ethnic or symbolic connotation, and when questioned upon their
choice of colour gave significantly noncommittal replies: "It was
always this way, I just kept it the way my Dad had it"; "I like it this
way;" "It looks nice;" and "I had it red once but I painted it green like
it always was." Their continuance of "traditional" colour usage was
thus apparently spontaneous and unconscious.
In the homeland there may initially have been connotative meaning attached to the use of blue or green trim. The colou'r green has
strong association with Bukovyna, whose natives habitually refer to
their province as zelena Bukovyna [green Bukovyna] recalling its
pastoral nature and the beech woods from which the province takes its
name. In some parts of the Carpathians, including Galicia, blue was
reputed to possess protective properties against evil, and its use on
ceilings may have been representative of the sky or heaven. Although
there is considerable cross-cultural generality in the connotative
meanings of colour, one cannot quantify or predict such aesthetic
values (Sharpe, 1974), and the reason for the persistence of colour-use
patterns in traditional Ukrainian society may well have been their
ease of creation from natural dyes.
In Canada the continuance of colour preferences among Ukrainian immigrants and their offspring cannot be attributed to such factors. It is easy to ascribe the predominant use of blue to the ease with
which "washing blue" could be used to colour the lime-wash applied
to the mud-plastered walls of log houses in the rural areas (Lehr, 1973),
but blue on wooden surrounds, windows, and doors demands purchased paints. Since commercial paints have long offered a wide
choice of colours, tradition and learned tastes would seem to account
for the continued preference for blues and greens in areas of Ukrainian
settlement.
The persistence of colour preferences among Ukrainians in
Western Canada has been shown to be a learned attribute which has
survived two major upheavals. The transplantation from the Old
World peasant society to the New World frontier environment, and
the subsequent transfer, from the countryside into the town demonstrate the constant nature of this element of Ukrainian material culture. With the increasingly rapid decay of traditional architectural
forms, colour use on domestic dwellings promises to become the
major feature distinguishing areas of Ukrainian occupance in both
the countryside and cities of Western Canada.
In more general terms it is evident that as assimilation and acculturation proceed, traces of ethnicity in the North American landscape
will become ever more subtle. It is perhaps paradoxical that an element of material culture usually considered to be ephemeral may well
outlast the more concrete manipulation of ethnic material culture.
Independence of material form may well be the key to long-term
survival for ethnic expression in the North American landscape.
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NOTES
The realtors have requested anonymity given possible accusation of prejudice.
Field investigations summers 1971 and 1972 in the Starr Vegreville area.
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"The Muppets" Among the Cree of Manitoba
Gary Granzberg and Christopher Hanks
Department of Anthropology, University of Winnipeg

Introduction
An opportunity to demonstrate the role of culture in shaping
people's response to television arose during a study (14) of the impact and meaning of newly introduced television in a Cree community
of northern Manitoba, Canada. A survey comparing Cree Preferences
to the preferences of Euro-Canadians produced an interesting contrast
in reaction to the popular Muppets program (11, p. 101). When asked
what programs they like and disliked, one quarter (N=90) of Cree
respondents listed The Muppets as a particularly disliked program
while not one Euro-Canadian (N=57) did SO.1
Cree Reactions to The Muppets Television Show
There appeared to be two reasons for the Cree dislike of this program. The first concerns Cree concepts of shamanism and the nature
of the shaman's relationship to certain animals (7, p. 43). The second
concerns the Cree's tendency to seek out the practical applications to
their own situations in television.
Two animals, the frog and the bear, are particularly relevant to
curing and sorcery. In the case of the frog, its various bumps and
scales are thought to be associated with diseases which can be cured
or produced by scraping and properly processing the particular scales
- and bumps involved. Furthermore, some Cree believe that to dream of
a frog is a bad omen, which may entail blood sacrifice if the frog's
enticement to power is accepted. Cree tell stories about frogs as
power figures, and they are very wary of a live frog (9, p. 41). Some will
not go near one, fearing it as a potential sorcery messenger. Evidence
that negative conceptions of frogs are carried over to Kermit, the
puppet frog who hosts the Muppets show, is contained in several
statements made by Cree who were interviewed. The following, by a
Cree woman, is typical: "Frog is not the most beautiful host," she
said, "the show is ridiculous."
Bears are believe to be human like, very powerful spiritually, and
very dangerous. They must be respectfully treated or bad luck may
follow. It is believed that a strong shaman may transform himself into
a bear to gain revenge or produce other effects (see 12): There were no
statements which directly connected Cree conceptions of bears to
negative perceptions of The Muppets. However, it is not improbable
that the portrayal of Fozzie, a puppet bear on the show, as an impotent, timid, misfit would be construed as a disrespectful insult.
With reference to the second points (see 4, 5, 9 and 13) it was
determined that Cree seek concrete and practical references in tele-
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vision viewing. They try to apply practically what they see on television to their personal problems, seeking signs and revelations from
programs just as they would from more traditional stories and legends
(see 8 and 6, p. 156). They do not separate entertainment and reality
as Euro-Canadians do (see 10, p. 117).
This need to apply what is seen on television has produced a
desire for relevance in programming and a tendency to resist sheer
fantasy.? This may explain why some Cree stated that The Muppets
show is too unreal and irrelevant. Unfamiliarity with sheer fantasy may
also explain one man's fear that "people might act to each other like
puppets rather than real people."

Video Tape Muppets Experiment
To further test these findings, the authors devised a video tape
experiment to determine the role of tradition in Cree interpretations
of The Muppets. An episode of The Muppets show was videotaped
and shown to households in a northern Manitoba Cree community
and in a rural Manitoba Euro-Canadian community. The program
had been available for viewing in the Cree community for three years
and in the Euro-Canadian community for about six years. After
viewing, a questionnaire was administered in which subjects were
asked to perform a variety of tasks including completing unfinished
sentences, selecting from a list of adjectives those that they felt
pertained to Kermit, Fozzie, and Miss Piggy (the Muppet pig), and
sorting two picture sets (one containing a frog, pig and bear and
the other containing Kermit, Miss Piggy and Fozzie) into the categories of hero, victim and villain.
The results with respect to adjective selection showed that Cree
chose the adjective "tricky" to describe Kermit twice as often as the
rural Euro-Canadian sample. Among the Cree, 60% (=34) chose this
adjective while among the Euro-Canadian sample only 30% (N=37)
did so. In addition, while 45% (N=38) of the Cree chose "power"
adjectives (e.g., dangerous, bad, powerful) to describe Fozzie, only
24% (N=40) of the Euro-Canadian sample did so. With respect to the
sorting of pictures, 80% (N=40) of the Cree applied the same categories
to Muppet characters as were applied to their real animal counterparts. Only 60% (N=40) of the Euro-Canadian sample did so (t=1.7,
p=.05).
These results supported the ethnographic findings. Traditions of
frogs as devilish and tricky were probably responsible for the differences that were seen in responses to adjective selection in which
Cree more often perceived Kermit as a trickster. Traditions of bears
as powerful and fearful were probably responsible for Cree responses to adjective selection in which Fozzie was more often described with "power" adjectives. And traditions of particularism and
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concreteness, which would create a reluctance for Cree to separate
entertainment from reality, were probably a factor in the Cree's
greater consistency in applying conceptions of real animals to Muppet
counterparts.
Particularistic emphases were probably also behind Cree reactions to the sentence completion item "Puppets are alive because ...1"
While 54% of the Cree denied this concept and replied that "They are
not alive!", only 7% of Euro-Canadians did so, preferring instead to
explain the behind-the-scenes manipulations that must have been used
to make the puppets move and talk. Because of their greater particular emphasis the Cree probably reacted more negatively to the fantastic, unbelievable nature of the show and were anxious to make
note of their contempt for puppets acting as if they were alive.

Conclusions
Alternative interpretations of the questionnaire results are
possible. It could be argued that the data reflect greater Cree unfamiliarity with the personality of Muppet characters which causes
them to be more likely to apply prior conceptions of animal prototypes when describing The Muppets. It could also be argued that Cree
and Euro-Canadian traditions about frogs and bears are really not
that much different but that the Cree have a greater tendency to apply
those traditions to Muppet characters because of their more intensive
particularistic emphases and consequent desires to combine entertainment and reality. It would seem, however, that the most plausible
explanation is that all three factors are at work (i.e., greater unfamiliarity among Cree with The Muppets and with television in general,
greater concrete psychological orientations among Cree, and Cree
traditions of frogs and bears which particularly emphasize the frog's
trickery and the bear's power).
In any case, the results confirm the position that the effective
use of television in developing areas requires the realization that
television's impact varies by cultural tradition and that it must be
sensitively adjusted to people's beliefs and values. The impracticality
of Western models of television for non-Western peoples has often
been stated but not as often objectively demonstrated. Perhaps this
demonstration, when considered in light of the international importance of The Muppets through their close association with Sesame
Street, will stimulate the development of new models and new sensitivities.

1
2

NOTES
Similar negative reaction to The Muppets may be noted among Alaskan Eskimo (I) and
among the Plains Cree (2).
This has been found to be true of other non-Western groups (see 3, p. 22 and 10, p. 117).
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BOOK REVIEWS
Saskatchewan, A History, by John H. Archer for the Saskatchewan
Archives Board. Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1980.
Pp. xiv, 422. Illustrations and tables. $24.95, cloth; $15.95 paper.
This volume, together with the complementary Saskatchewan: A
Pictorial History, edited by Douglas H. Bocking and published in
1979, constitute the fruits of the first project approved for Celebrate
Saskatchewan, 1980. Histories of the western provinces must inevitably be compared with W. L. Morton's Manitoba and Margaret
Ormsby's British Columbia, the former, deeply affectionate and engagingly skeptical, a happy blend of scholarship and popular appeal,
the latter perhaps the most perceptive and thought provoking book
written about any western province. Morton and Ormsby wrote to
mark, for their provinces, the end of a century of existence as a conscious entity. Archer has a different task, the ordering of the development of Saskatchewan's first seventy-five years as a Canadian province. Morton's and Ormsby's books appeared when scholarly interest
in the Canadian west, especially among graduate students, was in a
period of rapid growth: their books, indeed, were important milestones
in that growth. Archer's book appears when western Canadian history
is academically well established and when popular interest in the
Western Canadian past is clearly at a high level.
Saskatchewan's political record has attracted the attention of a
number of scholars of substance. Aspects ·ofits political economy were
explored in the two projects of the forties and fifties that still provide
a base for the contempory examination of the prairie' experience, the
Canadian Frontiers of Settlement series and the so-called Social Credit
series. Both were dominated by the social scientist's approach and the
total picture presented may seem to the contempory student curiously
incomplete. Yet it has by now entered into the popular mind and
still forms an important point of the view of the west entertained by
many quite cultured Canadians. Saskatchewan politics received little
formal notice in the two series and perhaps this explains why they have
since been so fully explored. Yet the CCF victory of 1944 was only
less dramatic than the Social Credit sweep in Alberta of 1935 because
it took place against a background of world war rather than of world
depression, and was more a product of hope than of despair. In the
background of Dr. Archer's book is the work of a host of scholars in a
variety of disciplines. S. M. Lipset, Lewis H. Thomas, Norman Ward,
Evelyn Eager, David Smith and J. W. Brennan are only some of those
who emerge from the footnotes and the useful "bibliographic essay"
as participants in a continuing and lively argument. Dr. Archer
wisely does not attempt a final verdict. Rather he provides an orderly
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and objective guide through the intricacies of the development of a
province to which he is obviously deeply attached and to which he has
himself made such a considerable contribution. This may not always
satisfy his readers. Thus he dismisses the Liberal success in the provincial election of' 1921, when the Liberals had been swept out of
office in the two neighbouring provinces and lost many of their prairie
federal seats to farmer candidates, as a matter of political strategy
and tactics. This may well be an adequate explanation but one that
could leave the reader wondering why the Saskatchewan voter was
satisfied to be thus manipulated.
This disposition to resist the temptation to exploit the drama of
events is visible in Archer's treatment of the decision of the Canadian
Pacific to follow a southern route in preference to the one earlier
surveyed following the North Saskatchewan and utilizing the Yellowhead pass through the Rockies. Though the reasons for the decision
and for the Macdonald government's acquiescence in it are still a
matter for speculation, the impact of the change upon the process of
prairie settlement makes it a major turning point in the history of
prairie land use. Dr. Archer observes rather mildly that "the Canadian
Pacific magnates found it convenient to agree with Macoun's findings," findings that later generations trying to make a living on an arid
quarter section were to have every reason to reject.
Saskatchewan, more than any other province, is a creation of
government. All its boundaries are artificial, created in defiance of
geography by the measured whims of politicians, a province, as Dr.
Archer observes, "not like the others." It had, in common with its
prairie sisters, the disadvantage-few Saskatchewaners have put this
forward as an advantage-of continuing federal control of its natural
resources for the first twenty five years of its existence. The inevitable
sense of grievance was an element in the creation of asense of identity,
one of those fruitful negatives, like the presence of the United States
on Canada's southern border, that play such an important part in
Canadian regional and national development. Yet, at a time when
Canadians, on the left as well as on the right of the political spectrum,
are increasingly dubious about the operations of their governments in
relation to their welfare, Saskatchewan, if the image of the province
that emerges from this volume is accurate, has had governments
which have so managed the intractable elements over which they preside as to produce a viable community and a social environment
broadly acceptable to the people of the province. This has been accomplished in a national setting that placed constraints upon Saskatchewan which, though deeply resented, were apparently not so alienating that they fatally compromised her relationship to the national
structure. Saskatchewan in the mid-70s, as Dr. Archer points out,
stood upon "the brink of wealth." He is particularly perceptive in his
evocation of a vision of a new countryside, vitally important to a
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society he sees as still predominantly rural, though with fading divisions between town and country. If there is an element of complacency in the image presented, Dr. Archer makes it comprehensible.
L. G. Thomas
Department of History
University of Alberta

The New Provinces: Alberta and Saskatchewan 1905-1980, edited by
Howard Palmer and Donald Smith. Vancouver: Tantalus Research
Ltd., 1980. 227 pp., paper. $7.95.

The New Provinces is a collection of ten of thefourteen papers
presented at the twelfth Western Canadian Studies Conference. 'Held
at the University of Calgary in February 1980 the conference asked
the question "How did the two provinces which began almost as
twins diverge so markedly?" during their seventy-five year histories.
In their introduction to the collection, editors Palmer and Smith
suggest that the papers "provide a significant first step" toward
answering this question. This book, however, is at best a very short
step. Although most of the papers are useful, solid and scholarly, few
actually address the larger issue suggested by the introduction and
there is little thematic unity among them.
The first two authors, distinguished Western historians' John
Archer and Lewis G. Thomas, were assigned the herculean task of
encapsulating the essence of the histories of Saskatchewan and Alberta, their respective provinces, within a single paper. Both senior
scholars make respectable efforts, but Professor Thomas has greater
success in explaining how the oil kingdom of today evolved from the
infant Alberta of 1905. Echoing, perhaps unintentionally, the neoMarxist political economists, he points out that Alberta has always
been dominated by an elite which itself has undergone a transformation. Once British in its attitudes and hierarchical in its membership
it is now North American and based on material wealth; once the
"agent of the central government in the creation of a national economy" the new elite is the "advocate of regional economic autonomy."
Dr. Archer, understandably preoccupied with his important Saskatchewan: A History which was then in its final stages, avoided such
analytical speculation for a whiggish and self-satisfied "once over
lightly" better suited for a service club than an audience of academics.
Its cheery conclusion summarizing Saskatchewan's virtues seems
particularly hollow next to the sombre suggestions of its companion
pieces.
The Thomas and Archer papers are followed by Bill Brennan's
"The Autonomy Question and the Creation of Alberta and Saskat-
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chewan," a careful review of the literature on the issues surrounding
the creation of the two provinces. Brennan breaks no new ground but
his judicious summary will be of great value to teachers and should
become the required reading on the subject in prairie history courses.
Of similar utility' is Ann Leger Anderson's "Saskatchewan Women
1800-1920: A Field for Study." Anderson provides an excellent description of what has been written and suggests important "avenues for
research" as well as source materials which can serve as practical
vehicles with which to travel them. She also deserves praise for her
insistence that Saskatchewan women must not be studied in provincial
isolation but placed in their Canadian and international setting to be
properly understood.
Eliane Leslau Silverman's "Women and the Victorian Work Ethic
on the Alberta Frontier" suffers because the author did not heed
Anderson's advice. Ignoring the many sources pointed out in "Saskatchewan Women," Silverman bases her paper entirely on a series of
interviews with farm women and commits the errors common to those
oral history enthusiasts who abandon archives, newspapers and other
traditional historical material. The result is an impressionistic and
undocumented paper with the hardly startling conclusion that farm
women worked very hard and that "their lives did not conform to the
expectations of women's lives [which] sermons, marriage manuals,
political speeches and school textbooks described..."
Cultural diversity, one of the basic themes of Alberta and
Saskatchewan history, is addressed here in papers by Martin Kovacs
and William Wonders. Kovacs's "Hungarian -Communities in Early
Alberta and Saskatchewan" is one of only two papers to attemptthe
"comparative study" promised by the editors although it is handicapped by the author's unfamiliarity with Canadian agricultural
history. As Kovacs admits, the difference between Hungarians in
Lethbridge and Bekevar had more to do with the fact that the former
was an industrial city and the latter a tiny agricultural village than
with intrinsic differences between Alberta and Saskatchewan. Wonders's "Scandinavian Homesteaders in Central Alberta" is an outstanding attempt by an historical geographer to study an immigrant
group previously overlooked "because they have blended so readily
into the general population." It is a model which other historians and
geographers could well emulate.
Robert S. Patterson's "Progressive Education: Impetus to Educational Change in Alberta and Saskatchewan" is another solid,
scholarly paper which debunks the accepted notion that progressive
education was enthusiastically and uncritically imported from the
United States by Canadian educators, with subsequent ill-effects on a
generation of Canadian school children. Like Kovacs, Patterson
attempts an Alberta-Saskatchewan comparison. Earle Waugh's "Reli-
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gious Models in Alberta's and Saskatchewan's History," on the other
hand, assumes that a "larger cultural perspective" encompasses both
provinces and their sister Manitoba. He delineates in his paper four
general thematic understandings which he feels have characterized
religion in the Prairie West. The New Provinces concludes with
poetry and reflections "On Being an Alberta Writer" by Robert
Kroetsch, a selection that provides worthwhile insight into the place of
literature in the prairie provinces and the place of the prairies in
literature.
Two things should be said in summary about the collection. First,
the papers lack a comprehensive regional focus. With two exceptions
they are provincially specific and fail to address the editors' question
of how Alberta and Saskatchewan can be "so alike and yet so different." Perhaps the papers are further proof of Roger Gibbins' controversial thesis in Prairie Politics and Society: Regionalism in Decline,
'although I think this unlikely. Second, the collection lacks a unifying
theme, other than the fact that all concern Saskatchewan or Alberta,
and all are on subjects which will interest widely different readerships.
When the Western Canadian Studies Conferences began in 1969,
publication of the papers performed an important service to anascent academic community newly awakened to the exciting potential
of an important unexplored research area. There were at that time very
few journals that could have provided a home for the papers delivered
at the conferences. Twelve years later no such problem exists. Specialist journals in regional history, ethnic history, labour history and
women's studies have appeared, and older journals like the Canadian
Historical Review, once a self-confessed "grandmother" in its traditional attitudes, now actively seek manuscripts in regional subjects.
Today Wonders and Kovacs would find a ready home in Canadian
Ethnic Studies, Anderson in Atlantis, Patterson in the Journal of
Educational Thought's special issue on Western Canada and Brennan
in Prairie Forum. The papers would then reach the audience most
suitable for them and the journals themselves would be stronger for it.
General readers would be informed of the articles' location through
the excellent bibliographical service of the Canadian Plains Research
Center's Bulletin. The organizers of the 1981 Western Canadian Studies
Conference apparently accept this conclusion, for they have decided
against a volume collecting the papers and have encouraged the participants to submit the papers to suitable scholarly journals. Perhaps
Howard Palmer and Donald Smith should have made the same decision about The New Provinces: Alberta and Saskatchewan 1905-1980.
John Herd Thompson
Department of History
McGill University
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The Meeting of Time and-Space: Regionalism in Canadian Literature,
by George Woodcock. Edmonton, Newest Institute for Western Canadian Studies, 1981. 38 pp. $2.95, paper.

This short monograph is a printed version of a public lecture
sponsored by the NeWest Institute for Western Canadian Studies.
The topic is an appropriate one for their audience and the resulting
volume with its "Manufactured in Western Canada" tag and its
quarrel with the current Liberal Party's vision of Canada prominently
excerpted on the back cover, certainly wears its regional stripes on its
sleeve. Given the political climate in Edmonton at the beginning of the
1930s, Professor Woodcock, who is widely respected for his eclectic
reading in literature and cultural history, can be forgiven, perhaps,
for waxing parochial in his sentiments on this occasion, although
these political comments tend to distract us from the more valuable
insights that he has to offer into the development of Canadian Literature.
His basic point is that Canada is a confederation of culturally
distinct regions which "interweave into the general culture of the
country." His outline of the chronological development of cultural
identities in various parts of the country, restricted though it is to
literary culture and English Canadian writing at that, supports this
argument and draws sustenance in turn from his reasoned and lucid,
though necessarily sketchy, comments on the early writers in the
seven regions of English speaking Canada that he defines. He makes
occasional references to the "centralist axis of Toronto-Otawa," but
in general he maintains that all of Canada, including Toronto when he
speaks of the poetry of Raymond Souster, is regional, so that his
claim that "all the really important innovative tendencies in EnglishCanadian literature have originated in the regions" sounds now,
though it may not have sounded so in a live speech in Edmonton, a
bit strained.
While a sense of "the processes by which regional literatures
develop in vast and varied countries like Canada," is conveyed in this
volume, the larger question posed by its opening sentence, to "define
the limits of what we call regionalism in literature," is never satisfactorilyaddressed. Professor Woodcock begins his essay by quoting
an intriguing statement by the English poet T. E. Hulme. "The first
time I ever felt the necessity or inevitableness of verse," writes Hulme,
"was in the desire to reproduce the peculiar quality of feeling which is
induced by the flat spaces and wide horizons of the virgin prairie of
Western Canada." The greatest disappointment of this volume is
its failure to confront that question and to explore the oft-cited,
but seldom properly explored, connection between a distinctly
regional landscape and the creative impulse it provokes. As he
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passes from one historical stage of Canadian writing to another, from
the explorers to the settlers to the settled, Professor Woodcock traces
the increasing local consciousness and assimilation of local customs
and attitudes, but he never pauses long enough in one region to explore the equivalent of Hulme's response to the prairies in the succession of Canadian writers that he discusses. On the other hand, he does
"manage to view this question obliquely in his use of form as a criterion
for defining regional literatures. He points out, for example, that
traditional forms, by which he means those imported from Europe,
"must be broken up if a poetry that really fits the land is to be developed" and demonstrates as he goes along his conclusion that "it was
not until the twentieth century was well advanced that poets began
seriously to confront the problem of providing local perceptions with
a local idiom."
The source of the problems that I have outlined can be located in
the difficulty of committing public lectures to paper. This monograph
shares both the advantages and the disadvantages of the lecture-cumessay. It reads with the clarity of a good talk and it spins steadily and
firmly into a single thread several strands of English Canadian historical, cultural, and political development. Its generalizations about
individual writers or literary periods are made all the more convincing
by Professor Woodcock's knack of condensing them into accurate
descriptions of their essential qualities. The lecture's requirements of
condensation, however, with its concomitant elimination of the space
often required for substantiating general statements produces in this
instance some genuinely puzzling statements. Arguing that Canadian
Literature began with the journals and chronicles of our early explorers, for example, Woodcock draws a parallel with Greek Literature, which "began with that first great account of a Mediterranean
voyage, the Odyssey." Without clarification, what are we to make of
such a comparison when the author (or authors) of the Odyssey
was a Greek writing about foreign lands while Samuel Hearne, the
explorer being referred to, was a foreigner writing about Canada?
Surely Hearne stands in relation to British Literature as the author of
the Odyssey does to Greek Literature. Perhaps a more pertinent, but
equally puzzling, generalization is Woodcock's claim that "the Prairies
have remained quite different from the rest of Canada, except British
Columbia, in their largely rural radicalism. Out of this situation has
emerged a unique literary culture shaped alike by the extremities of
climate and passion. Only the land is ever level between the Shield and
the Rockies." An auditor at a public lecture may be able to accept such
a statement as one thought-provoking comment in a series of brief
generalizations about regional distinctions. The reader, though,
expects to find some logical justification for describing radical politics
in terms of climate. And he would like to know what Professor Woodcock sees as the connection between levelland and irregular politics.
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Perhaps these problems are properly addressed in the question period
following most lectures, but they remain here to puzzle us in print.
Although the essay fails to grapple with several of the questions
it raises about regionalism, then, it does justify from an historical
perspective a regional view of Canadian Literature and Culture. and
it brings its readers into contact with one of Canada's leading literary
commentators and rewards them with a deftly guided tour through
Canadian literary history, region by region.
William Howard
Department of English
University of Regina
Manitoba Stories, edited by Joan Parr. Winnipeg: Queenston House
Publishing, 1981. 167 pp., $2.95, paper.

A month before I began reading Joan Parr's Manitoba Stories,
I read Bob Kroetsch's Sundogs: Stories From Saskatchewan (Coteau
Books, 1980). Missing from Kroetsch's book was any obvious attempt
to capture a sense of life in Saskatchewan in all its historic, ethnic and
geographical variety. The settings are as various as England, Jamaica,
The Future, The Bed, though many more are set recognizably in
Saskatchewan. One of the things, however, that impressed me about
Kroetsch's selection was the variety of forms, some of them quite
experimental. We get monologue without punctuation, futuristic
satire, poetic reverie, parable, story about storytelling, anecdote, tall
tale, legend. The list can be extended, and perhaps such a list of forms
tells us as much about Bob Kroetsch and his post-modern preoccupations with form as it does about Saskatchewan writing today.
There is not much variety of form in the Manitoba collection,
little evidence of experimentation. But it does seem aimed at capturing
some kind of cross-section of life in Manitoba, past and present. Many
of the stories are ostensibly about such things as the rural Mennonite
experience, or that of the Hutterite, the gay, the experience of old age,
or of suburban middle class infidelity, or of being Jewish in Winnipeg's
North End, or homesteading, or that of the Indian who belongs neither
to white nor to reservation society. Parr's principles of selection are
apparently sociological and thematic, as well as geographical. In all
but a few of these stories we see the straining or actual "distintegration
of family ties," the "conflict between past and present," and "the
struggle of man to make of his universe a home." Not surprisingly,
then, Parr makes the following claim in her Foreword: "Underlying the conflict in the stories is an implicit assumption that a family,
whether of blood or of the spirit, is still necessary to the full expression
of our humanity."
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Some of the \stories measure up to this last conviction: David
Williamson's "The Nocturnal Jogger," Sandra Birdsell's "Flowers for
Weddings and Funerals," and Jake MacDonald's "The Bridge," for
example. Humourously written, light, fast-paced, "The Nocturnal
Jogger" nevertheless argues effectively for the sanctity of family life.
In a sense, so does Birdsell's ·story. The girl who narrates her story
attempts a compromise between the rootless ways of her brash, tough
young boyfriend,and the wisdom of her Russian grandmother (her
"Omah") which is rooted, like death and the plants, in the soil. By
the end of the story, she has begun the painful voyage away from the
boy, her first love. I am very uneasy about the prolixity (and proofing)
of the first paragraph, in fact about the entire first page of the story.
The leap from the present to the past is done awkwardly. But the
writing itself is very sure. In MacDonald's story, we have the disintegration (or threatened disintegration) of an entire community when its
most beloved citizen is suddenly killed.
Before I return to MacDonald's story, I'd like to pursue Joan
Parr's conviction that "a family, whether of blood or of the spirit, is
still necessary to the full expression of our humanity." I have difficulty
with this statement when I attempt to apply it to many of the stories
here. In Hurlburt's "Mr. S," for instance, the homosexual protago-nist-is-excfudeif-from the family of man and dropped, more by
Hurlburt than Fate, I suspect, into the wilderness where he meets a
man he can love away from the disdainful eyes of the straight world.
Mr. S, because he is gay, has become the subject of a snickering joke.
The story is, in fact, a long joke for heterosexuals. Mr. S's lover is
indeed a delightful surprise for the reader, one I won't spoil here, but
I can't get away from the feeling that Hurlburt has failed to discover
his own protagonist's true humanity. Mr. S, as a character, is never
more than the sum total of his neurotic systems. He is merely queer.
When he comes out of the closet, he is merely ridiculous.
There are other failures among the ethnic stories: "Appearances"
by Patricia Fontaine, "Flag of Surender" by Molly Stewart, and
"Kicking Against the Pricks" by Armin Wiebe. These authors create
situations for their characters (Indian, Hutterite and Mennonite
respectively) in which a break from the family seems the only sane
thing to do, but a break which is fraught with futility, romantic evasion, and fatlure. The family or tribe in these stories is almost outmoded, a source of threat or repression. But the world beyond offers
dubious alternatives. The problem is one of technique, and by extension, one of discovery. Like Hurlburt, the authors have failed to
discover the humanity of their characters. Fontaine's Indians are
merely hopeless; Stewart's Hutterites, merely totalitarian; Wiebe's
Mennonites mere church, farm and food zealots. In both Stewart's
and Fontaine's stories, the failure of discovery lies with their problems
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in narration. The stories are filtered through the minds of, respectively, a Hutterite girl and an Indian woman. But in both cases the
voice that tells the story is that of the outsider. So is the diction of
both main characters. So when we eavesdrop on young Hannah
ruminating upon how "unromantic and remote," how economically
motivated, are the Hutterites' ideas of marriage, we hear and feel
the presence of a voice well outside the Hutterite communal ethic.
And when we eavesdrop on the cliche-ridden mopings of Theresa, at a
pow-wow or in her plush living room, we can't avoid the suspicion
that her cliches are the sort that a non-Indian might impose upon
Indians. Wiebe's story is better written, more scrupulously authenticated, but his point of view is severely limiting. There is talent here, but
the story's despair seems unearned.
Though the storyline of Max Goldin's "The Jinx of Herman Pinx"
is close to nonexistent, this ethnic story succeeds in one crucial way:
the voice is authentic. We are convinced that we are getting a real
insider's point of view.
Two of the stories of early farm life were, I thought, a bit more
accomplished. Mary Lile Benham's "Sounding Brass" is done in a
traditional epistolary style. it works because Benham maintains a
healthy tension between points of view. Her ending, however, is premature. One wonders, for instance, what is in store for Charity now
that her sister is dead and the charming ne'er-do-well husband needs
a woman. Presumably by the end of the story she is warming more
than his coffee in the morning. But if so, what has become of her outlook? Has she outgrown her prudery and stiff disapproval? I enjoyed Marie Barton's story, but she too seems to have ended things
prematurely. Her coyote man, a sort of antithesis to carnal hypocrisy, "a sheep in wolfs clothing," is dismissed like a worn-out prop
and our love-starved heroine is bustled somewhat abruptly off to
town just as chaste as she ever was. The story reads like fiction but it
has the random shape of a memoire. Least successful, among the
farm stories, is "The Doll House" by Helen Mulligan. She seems to
posit an easy division between nice and nasty among her characters.
She doesn't manage to avoid sentimentalizing her family of depression victims. There is a note of forced optimism in the end.
There's some strong potential in Charles Wilkins' "A Dark Horse
on a Dark Night," the story of a doomed relationship between a father,
Morris Kinlock, and his criminally violent son. The father seems to
have vented his violence in the war, where stealing a luger from the
corpse of a fallen man seems to have come with the territory. So when
Rod, his son, steals the gun to pull off a hold-up, Morris fails to see
that he too is on trial. No wonder either. The minister who brings this
revelation is a very unconvincing creation. The story is locked within
the shallowly meditated despair of Morris, whom the author seems at
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times to side with. Again, I'm not convinced by the despair in this
story, and again, technique has a lot to do with it. Most of the story is
merely summarized in the plu-perfect like so much data to be internalized. In this style the story moves awkwardly and the characters
don't really emerge until the ending, which is well handled (especially
the confrontation between father and son). I kept wondering what the
story was really about, to what extent it is a polemic on sparing the rod
or some such thing. I think the story is about the need to look one's
doom in the face, but Morris Kinlock is inadequately equipped for
such searching meditation.
In Betty Chapman's "Transition," it is the old who are doomed.
Doomed to fussiness, lethargy, the indifference of institutions. All
except for Grace and her non-fussy friend Norma, who rise above the
pettiness around them by assorting themselves against their families
and against the bossy grannies in the old folks home. There is an
elitism here that disturbs me, a suggestion, unconscious I assume, that
Grace and Norma are the only fully human beings for miles around.
"The Education of Child" by Margaret Clarke is the only romance
in the collection. It removes us almost entirely from the hard edge of
reality. There is only the imaginative world of a girl named Child and
the woman who is her adult counterpart and scarcely in love with
reality herself. Of necessity this world is one of solitude; the outside
world of human relationships, sex, religion, work, only scarcely intrude on Child's naive world in the first and longest half of the story.
Child enters adolescence with a near pathological fear of sex and develops a snobbish distaste for Roman Catholics and evangelists. The
woman becomes estranged from then enemy to the child. The woman
vows to keep Child "safe, hidden from [her lover's] view" and .Child
vows "to let [the woman] live and love."
A strange tale and beautifully written at times. But we scarcely
meet a single character, let alone get to know one. Reality is just not
good enough for either Child or woman. The woman claims to love,
but oddly, she never becomes specific about the man. Neither Child
nor her adult counterpart has any sense of humanity. Child exists only
as a series of deft images. She is a sprite, not a girl, memorable only for
her strangeness. She never escapes from the rigidly controlled, poetic
voice of her creator, into humanness. Perhaps, then, what I'm saying
is that the voice of solitude is a poetic voice but often (as in this case)
ill-fashioned for fiction writing. Stories begin to move when people
lock horns, love, compete, fight, are touched by one another. This
story moves in a lyrical vacuum.
The editing of this volume could have been better. Parr's Foreword
was a bit glib (one page of eight paragraph-lets but no development
of ideas). There were random gaps between paragraphs and clumsy
transitions in Chapman's story. Someone should have culled the
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dangling modifiers from the stories of Graham Hurlburt and Margaret
Clarke. I wasn't convinced by the illiteracy of the essay at the end of
Williamson's "Jogger." It was too much, though the story itself'.is
well done. An editor should have cleared up the time discrepancy in
Benham's "Sounding Brass" (the second letter is dated wrong). Some
of the typo's seem intended here, but it's impossible to tell which are
the editor's mistakes and which are those of the characters. Fontaine's style needed editing. It is too heavy with modifiers and the
switches from 1st to 3rd person are bumpy. There is an uncomfortable
lapse into interior monologue in Goldin's "Jinx" (p. 142). has someone
left out the quotation marks?
I suppose I am accentuating the negative here. It's important to
realize, however, that from Manitoba I have come to expect the very
best that Canada has to offer. Stead (at his best), Ostenso, Grove are
fairly hard acts to follow, Roy and Laurence are even harder, Add
names like Valgardson, Marlyn, Wiseman and many other exManitobans to the list and we have an impressive corner on the
Canadian prose fiction market.
Only one of these stories, in my opinion, belongs to the great
tradition of Manitoba realism (and I suspect "it's set in Northern
Ontario). This is Jake Maclzonald's "The Bridge." The author demonstrates an unusually intimate knowledge of his setting, and his characters, sparsely but truly drawn, inhere absolutely to their setting. The
split that runs through the woebegone settlement of Keewuttunnee
runs through the soul of all but one of its residents, young Willy. He is
"the bridge between everybody, everbody's best friend." And he is
dead. His death precipitates an informal wake that is many things:
sad, hopeless, drunken, funny, and even symbolically significant.
Though their creator does not indulge in four letter words, his characters are convincingly profane as they attempt drunkenly to forge the
bridges that might allow them a stay against loneliness and despair.
Indeed these people are futile, but perhaps they all carry their torches
in the dark like stars in the Milky Way on their voyage to Oblivion. In
short, MacDonald has succeeded in writing about pain and futility in
an uncompromising fashion. But he has discovered the humanity of
his lost souls, and though they are rendered in terms of great futility,
they are restored to the human community, not dismissed, like so
many of the lost souls in this book.
In Robert Kroetsch's Sundogs there are plenty of brave and
failed experiments with form, and quite a few impressive voyages of
discovery. In Joan Parr's Manitoba Stories there are many more
overt reflections of life in her province, but few genuine points of
illumination.
David Carpenter
Department of English
University of Saskatchewan
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"Many Tender Ties": Women in Fur-Trade Society in Western Canada, 1670-1870 by Sylvia VanKirk. Winnipeg, Watson & Dwyer
Publishing Ltd., 1980. Pp. 301. 58 illustrations. $19.50, cloth;
$10.00, paper.
Two preoccupations of recent Canadian historiography inspire
this stimulating book by Sylvia Van Kirk-she illuminates important
facets of the unusual "fur-trade society" which evolved in the West up
to about 1850, and in doing so she amply justifies her assertion that
"sex roles should constitute a category of historical investigation"
(p.5).
From the 1670s to the 1850s, whites came to .the north-west in
organized, hierarchical groups linked by employment in a common
venture. Climate, terrain and competition required the establishment
of residential trading posts from which social as well as economic exchanges developed with Indians. Comparatively early, these exchanges
included marriages or less formal cohabitation of Indian women with
the employees and partners of the trading companies.
In the first half of Many Tender Ties, Dr. Van Kirk explores the
period to about 1800 when Indian wives were "the vogue." The HBC
perceived with clarity that servants' wives and children could be
costly, but erred in thinking it could forbid such matches. Along the
Bay the occasional officer taxed morale by enforcing the prohibition,
but the traders themselves generally led the way in taking Indian wives.
These unions were often less exclusive or permanent than European
ones, yet generally conformed to local custom. If a father returned to
Europe his children were often accepted into their mother's band (pp.
95-6).
Arrangements were more fluid inland, where company employees
travelled more. The French-Canadian voyageurs in particular indulged in a range of contacts varying from occasional prostitution at
one extreme to marriages "3. la facon du pays" at the other; from these
country marriages emerged a new people, the Metis, distinct in culture
and economic position from both the Indians and the companies'
engages. After about 1800,traders' and servants' wiveswere increasingly drawn from among the mixed-blood daughters of earlier incomers,
and by the 1820s marriage to Indians, especially among officers, was
almost entirely confined to the west side of the Rockies where marital
links could still assist trade.
The two-fold economic usefulness of women in the fur trade provides the most important part of Dr. Van Kirk's analysis. Women
encouraged and smoothed the development of trade with their own
tribes, and as companions to white men they also made essential
economic contributions to the English and Canadian companies. Their
efforts ranged from the remarkable encouragement Thanadelthur
gave the Hudson's Bay Company at Churchill in 1715-16, to the pro-
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saic tasks of cooking, mending and making mocassins which were expected of servants' dependants throughout the nineteenth century. As
guides, interpreters and hunters of small game, women were indispensable to the Europeans, especially in opening new districts.
Later, as Europeans gained knowledge and experience of the northern environment, they tended to circumscribe women's roles according to British standards and stereotypes. Increasingly, they married
each others' daughters and educated their own. In exchange for education and stable marriage on the European pattern, mixed-blood
women lost much of the knowledge of survival skills, and surrendered
the comparative personal autonomy, that had marked the lives of
their Indian mothers or grandmothers (pp. 7, 106, 121, 145). The price
of full acculturation was the suppression of virtually all acknowledgement of Indian heritage (p. 236). This process might help catch
a promising young officer as a husband, but it did not protect the
mixed-blood woman from less welcome attentions from men. And
after white women began to trickle into the north-west in the households of officers and missionaries, acculturation did not guarantee a
mixed-blood woman victory in the guerilla warfare fought for social
dominance in the drawing rooms of Red River.
The strength of the book's first half lies in the way the author has
moved confidently across a wide range of times, places, classes and
cultures. The second half, by contrast, is more closely focused on the
elites and on Red River and York Factory, the class and the districts
in which native women were first exposed to the hostile scrutiny and
competition of white women. Dr. Van Kirk's treatment of the period
after 1830 offers a critical assessment of the role of Protestant missionaries in undermining local conventions, and a convincing feminist
analysis of the way women's dependence on men fostered racial and
social hostility (pp. 193, 202-3, 229). But this analysis does not penetrate very far into the social fabric of the West as a whole. No census
records, account books or ration lists have been used for the period
after 1821. However exiguous the evidence may be on women's roles
and family life after 1830, many readers might expect to find some
informed speculation on the whole range of places, cultures and
classes into which white and mixed-blood society (or societies) were
divided in what is now Western Canada. In comparison with much
recent social history, Many Tender Ties strikes a decidedly oldfashioned note in addressing only those questions to which conventional documentary sources offer crisp and convincing answers.
Omissions aside, the book's flaws are few and small. Fort
McLoughlin (p. 113) was a coastal post and therefore not in New
Caledonia. James Keith's daughter Mary was between eight and 14
years old at the times Dr. Van Kirk speculates she was Governor'
Simpson's mistress (p. 163). While "racial prejucide" (p. 171)damaged
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some mixed-blood men's careers, this varied over time and there were
important classes of exceptions. And the Selkirk settlers (p. 181) were
not altogether endogamous: some married Gaelic-speaking Presbyterian Lewismen from the Company's lower ranks, so to that extent
were involved in "fur-trade society." But the minor character of these
lapses underlines Dr. Van Kirk's admirable achievement in crafting a
readable, convincing description of important aspects of social conditions in early Rupert's Land and of women's active contribution to
the evolution 'of their distinctive society. The importance of this to
later Canadian history is more tenuous, for Dr. Van Kirk rightly
concludes that "As the tenets of British culture gained hold in the
West, the traditions and practices of fur-trade society were demeaned
and forgotten" (p. 240). Many Tender Ties ably retrieves many of those
traditions and practices from obscurity.
The fifty-eight illustrations have been carefully chosen and distributed throughout the book, not merely as decoration but as eloquent historical documents in their own right. An agreeable design
and a fine index are complemented by a rigorous standard of proofreading which it seems most scholarly presses no longer even try to
achieve.
Philip Goldring
National Historic Parks and Sites Branch
Ottawa
Rain of Death: Acid Rain in Western Canada. 1981. C. Brown, B.
Jones, G. B. Sperling, and T. White. NeWest Press. Edmonton.
128 pp., $14.95 (paper).
Although the scientific and technical community has been aware
of the effects of acid rain for some time, it is only recently that it has
become a major political and public issue. Instead of being discussed
only in journals of ecology, engineering, and architecture, an increasing number of magazine and newspaper articles are making the
basic information on acid rain available to the general public. This
book is one of the recent popular attempts to alert the public to the
short and long term dangers of this type of industrial pollution.
The basic facts about acid precipitation have been known for
several years and are outlined in the early chapters of this book. These
are: that acid precipitation is known to have caused building damage
and killed vegetation; that the precipitation in the heavily industrialised areas of western .Europe and North America has been measured for over 20 years and is steadily becoming more acidic (from the
pH level of 5.6 of normal rain to pH 4-4.5); and, that this acid precipitation has known destructive effects on land and water plants and lake
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fauna. The authors also review several of the available technologies
which, if put in place, could remove more than 99% of acid-forming
oxides from industrial effluents.
The more obvious damages which have occurred to the boreal
forest and the lakes of the Shield, and the implications for the Western
Canadian plains are outlined. The possibility of longer-term, more
subtle damage to the alkaline soils of the grasslands is noted. The
majority of research on the effects of acid rain has been carried out on
lakes in areas of Europe and North America underlain by granitic
rocks, where the effects are rapid. The soils which result from these
rocks have little buffering capacity and acid precipitation very quickly
lowers the pH to the point that the water becomes too acid for the
reproduction of algae, insects, and fish-killing the lake. Less work
has been done on the grasslands and forest soils south of the Shield,
but there are indications that acid precipitation changes the release of
certain minerals from the soils, altering the uptake of nutrients by
plants, and the composition of stream run-off. This can be particularly
marked with acid snow, where melt releases large amounts of acid
water. The acid meltwater then leaches minerals, including potentially
toxic metals and other compounds, from the soil. Thus, there can be
noticeable effects of acid precipitation on alkaline soils, even though
their buffering capacity will prevent any change in pH for a long time.
The remainder of the book is a discussion and chronicle of the
political decisions relating to the acid rain problem taken by various
governments, particularly Saskatchewan. The authors are especially
concerned with decisions affecting either the boreal forest or the more
southern parts of the province: Cold Lake, Alberta, Flin Flon, Manitoba, and the Coronach Power Station in Saskatchewan. They report
a number of interviews, both by themselves and others, with the
several ministers responsible for the Saskatchewan Power Corporation and Department of Environment. The ministers' recorded remarks indicate an unwillingness to recognize that the installation of
control devices in local industries is essential to ensure that Saskatchewan's acid rain problem does not become as serious as Ontario's.
The authors also report a marked tendency for the government to
complain about acid sources outside the province but to defend the
less than efficient controls which they have decided to install at
Coronach. Again, the cost-benefit analysis did not include the environment.
I had several difficulties with the book. For one thing, the
authors did not limit their discussion to acid rain-their stated purpose. There are numerous asides about herbicides, rare metal poisoning, cancer rates, workers' health and other topics. The title could
more appropriately be "Decisions about Various Environmental
Pollutants by Governments." The extra material is interesting but
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irrelevant. The ideological disappointment of the writers for the
(perceived) nonsocialist actions of the NDP government of Saskatchewan are many and obvious (e.g. footnote 17, p. 99). They freelyadmit their biases but I found their reference (p. 16) to "We are not
scientists and as such are not burd.ened with the albatross of value-free
expertise" at odds with their recognition, in other areas of the book,
that this "albatross" is needed for repair of existing damage and development of new technologies to mitigate further damage. Their use of
pphm (parts per hundred million), instead of the standard %, or ppm
used in the scientific literature, inflates the published rate of 0.5 ppm to
50 pphm (pp. 26, 27,31, i.a.). Finally, in the extensive verbatim re-'
porting of their interviews with various government and industry
personnel, every hesitation and ungrammatical constructionin their
off-the-cuff remarks is faithfully reported, while the prepared questions of the interviewers are shown to be crisp and certain. Anyone
who has ever been interviewed .at length will recognize the difficulty
of speaking extemporaneously, at length, in perfect prose, to an interviewer with prepared questions and a tape recorder.
For a controlled, informative discussion of the acid precipitation problem in Canada, I recommend "Acid Rain: The Silent Crisis"
by P. Weller and the Waterloo Public Interest Research Group, U. T.
Hammer's report on acid rain in Saskatchewan published by the
Saskatchewan Environmental Advisory Council, or the chapter on
"Environmental, Health and Safety Aspects of Coal-fired Electrical
Power Generation in Canada" by Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada (#ER81-2E, pp. 107-134). The book by Brown and her
colleagues is more useful for the discussion of how governments make
decisions and how they implement them, using acid precipitation as a
case study.
D. M. Secoy
Department of Biology
University of Regina
Clifford Sifton: Volume I, the Young Napoleon 1861-1900, by D. J.
Hall. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1981. Pp. 385,
$27.50, cloth.
Clifford Sifton is a Canadian politician whose name comes up in
virtually every post-Confederation course taught in the country. Yet
while the name may be recognizable, most students associate Sifton
only with the development of the Canadian west. While this, in itself,
is certainly no mean achievement, W. J. Hall's biography shows that
Sifton's life was both more complex and more interesting than many
might have thought. Hall has been blessed with a subject whose politi-
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cal papers are largely intact and which, when supplemented with other
contemporary sources, provides what is clearly one of the best examples of political biography completed in recent years.
Clifford Sifton himself also adds to the biography. Unlike some
other subjects he is actually interesting and oftentimes amazing.
Sometimes it is Hall's ability which makes him appear this way. Who,
for example, cannot appreciate the dry, witty argument that Sifton's
inability to become a successful lawyer was what propelled him into
politics (p. 23). And can there be anyone who has had a dispute with an
obnoxious bureaucrat (as most Canadians have) who/does not see the
justice when Sifton becomes Minister of the Interior and thereby
supervisor of the Deputy Minister, who several years before had lied
publicly about a meeting with Sifton.
This book is, however, much more than simply a series of Sifton
anecdotes. It is the study of an evolving, political career from local
organization, to M.P.P., to provincial Attorney-General, to one of the
most influential Ottawa cabinet ministers. Particularly useful is the
account of Sifton's involvement in the Manitoba Schools Question.
Sifton is represented as the typical Manitoban, a perspective not
found in most accounts. As for the compromise which temporarily
solved the problem which is often portrayed as a sell-out of principle
by Sifton, according to Hall it was not seen as a compromise at all,
but a case in which Manitoba lost little (p. 120).
What is probably of greatest general interest is the chapter on
Sifton's federal ministry. As the youngest member of "the cabinet of
talents" Sifton almost singlehandedly turned the Ministry of the
Interior, which had been a relatively minor post, into one of the leading government departments. In this post Sifton personifies the stereotyped politician effectively using patronage to get his way.
Not everything Sifton touched worked. Neither his administration of the Klondike gold rush nor his attempts to circumvent traditional diplomatic routes in dealing with the Americans in such matters
as boundaries yielded impressive results. In the case of the Klondike,
ineffective administrators were chosen. The result was not only inefficiency but corruption which Sifton attempted to defend or whitewash d.epending on the circumstances.
More successful was Sifton's purchase of the Manitoba Free
Press. As Hall points out the purchase of the newspaper from Donald
Smith and William Van Horne was neither a quid pro quo for favours
granted to thee.P.R. nor a straightpolitical decision (p. 215). While
the paper did serve a political function it was also purchased as a
genuine investment with valuable assets such as the telegraphic contracts which Sifton and first editor Arnold Magurn believed, if
marketed properly, could lead to increased circulation and financial
reward.
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The remainder of the volume consists of examinations of immigration policy and Sifton's activity as western Liberal organizer for the
1900 election. In the former section Sifton comes across as an astute
politician who shared many of the prejudices of other Canadians but
put them aside to make his plan for Canadian development work. Of
note also is the section on Indian policy. It is surprising considering
many of the myths surrounding Canadian Indian policy, how close
Canada came to Indian uprisings in Alberta.
The section on organization with which Hall concludes is appropriate. Sifton was very much a survivor. As the election of 1900
approached, Sifton faced a number of problems. Not the least of these
was his underestimation of Conservative strength in Manitoba. He
also was having internal problems with Alberta Liberal, Frank Oliver.
The C.P.R. was becoming antagonistic and the loyalty question
brought on by the Boer War was hurting the Liberals in. the west.
To make matters worse for Sifton, Hugh John Macdonald, Sir John
A's son, resigned as Manitoba premier to take on Sifton personally.
Despite odds favouring the Tories, Sifton was able to retain his seat
through a variety of clever tactics. And while the Liberals gained
fewer seats than the Conservatives in Manitoba, the Liberals were
able to eliminate another Tory with the help of Labourite, Arthur
Puttee. This was enough to regenerate Sifton's enthusiasm for political life and for Canadian development. The post-1900 period will be
examined in Volume Two. If it is as well researched, as well written,
and as well orchestrated as The Young Napoleon, the Canadian
historical community and Clifford Sifton's memory will be well
served.
Gerald J. Stortz
Department of History
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, Ontario
Reintegrating the Offender, by John Hylton. Washington, D.C.:
University Press of America, 1980. 318 pp., $15.70, paper.
Hylton's basic purposes are to describe, to explain and to assess
the impact of the recent expansion of community treatment programs
for criminal offenders within Saskatchewan's correctional system. The
historical trends and contemporary interviews with 138Saskatchewan
inmates provide the data for the study.
The two weaknesses of the volume concern style and sources.
First, the volume reads too much like a thesis and not enough like a
monograph. One whole section, the oversimplified description of the
Canadian criminal justice system, should be cut out and some of the
repetition and detail-for example, his explanation of statistical
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assumptions-should be reduced. One more reworking would also have
picked up the few apparent contradictions and errors which mar an
other-wise creditable work. Second, Hylton has generally ignored the
extensive Canadian research on corrections. The U. S. material, cited
instead, is often dated and does not include much of the recent research.
On the positive side, Hylton does explore some interesting data.
To explain the expansion of community corrections, he describes
the Saskatchewan correctional system, a valuable exercise in itself, made even more so by the comparison with Manitoba's system
and the recent movements in the mental health field. Reduced economic costs rather than a humane concern for inmates appear to be a more
important factor in ·the expansion of community correctional programs. In his analysis he addresses several related problems. Specifically, he finds that traditional institutional care has not decreased with the expansion of community treatment. It has in fact
increased. Furthermore community treatment still retains many of
the containment aspects of traditional institutions. His conclusion
is that community "treatment" may in part represent the expansion,
at cheaper costs, of traditional methods of dealing with criminals.
Finally, Hylton notes that a latent consequence of community treatment is the homogenization of traditional institutions. Those left
behind in traditional institutions, those ineligible for community
treatment, are more and more a group of serious, violent criminals.
The response of the correctional system to this phenomenon is an increased attempt at containment and order, rather than at rehabilitation.
Hylton's assessment of the impact of correctional programs on
offenders forms the bulk of his book. Unwilling to use recidivism as
the measure of success for such programs, Hylton employs a social
integration scale to determine program effectiveness, and then tries to
explain variations in this social integration. He begins by describing
the treatment centres, their clients, and the problems of both. The
major drawback to the centres are their jail-like aspects. This problem
is compounded by the troubled backgrounds of most of the inmates.
In particular, poverty, alcoholism, poor work, histories, prior records
and hostility to the police make successful rehabilitation problematic,
to say the least.
.
But there are successes as well, and with certain types of inmates
the success rate is increased. Hylton notes that inmate characteristics
are more important than structural variables associated with the centres in predicting social integration, although both are important
separately and in interaction. He summarizes his findings on pages
244-45. The clients best suited to the centres are those from higher
income and better educated families, who are self-sufficient and who
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have spent more time in jail and are more anxious to stay "clean."
If the centres want to help those furthest behind in social integration,
the opposite groups should be admitted. Turning to the treatment
centre itself, the best centre would be one which minimizes jail
aspects while increasing its expressive atmosphere and one which
places its clients in jobs which they find satisfying and in which they
would like to continue in the same community after release. But
again; the key factor is the inmates themselves, a variable over which
the staff have little control.
Hylton's objectives are not to compare community treatment with
more traditional correctional methods but to explain their expansion,
describe them, and evaluate them on a new dimension, social integration. He generally accomplishes these objectives. As such, the book is a
success. My lingering doubt concerns a personal preference that what
we have in his volume are two or three potentially good research
articles and not a book.
James J. Teevan
Sociology Department
University of Western Ontario

The Prairies and Plains: Prospects for the 80s, Proceedings of the
Prairie Division of the Canadian Association of Geographers, Annual
Meeting, Delta Marsh, Manitoba, September 1980, edited by John
Rogge. Manitoba Geographical Studies 7, Department of Geography,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1981. 148 pp., paperback, $6.00.
As one who attended the meeting whose proceedings are published in this book, I have some special knowledge of its conception,
term and delivery, a luxury that book reviewers must often dig out for
themselves. The papers presented at the meeting were planned to conform to a generaltheme. The pleasing result has been a conference
proceedings which has a fair amount of continuity and inter-relationship between its individual papers. The only exceptions are the two
student papers. Even one of these presents a review of the nature of
the Delta area where the conference was held, and thereby ties in to a
degree with Richard Rounds' timely assessment of the current prairie
wildlife-conservation situation.
The Prairies and Plains is a collection of review articles and
commentary by prairie geographers on the current state and shortterm future of their region in the 1980s. A similar piece by John
Hudson on the northern Great Plains of the U.S. is thrown in for
comparison. The reviews cover the topics of agriculture (William
Carlyle), energy (Carson Templeton), rural population distribution
(Hansgeorg Schlichtmann), wildlife conservation (Richard Rounds)
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and the economy (Keith Semple). All of them are very readable. What
is more, they provoke thought about where the prairies are going and
how fast. Some of the likely scenarios, of course, are found in John
Hudson's piece, for we seem with some inevitability to be "progressing"
in directions which have already begun to unfold in the northern
States.
One theme that resounds through nearly all the papers is that of
energy resources and their likely impact on the prairies. Even Schlichtmann's paper, essentially a study in historical geography describing
the present through delving into the past, makes reference to the role
of energy-supply technology (in this case, rural electrification) in the
changing distribution of farmsteads in rural Saskatchewan. At a
different scale, Semple makes the not-so-bold prediction that Alberta,
through its fossil fuels, will be the "leader of the prairies in the 1980s.
It already is. Perhaps the question is more to what extent Alberta
will in fact divorce itself from Manitoba and Saskatchewan rather
than "lead" them!
The volume in reality comes to a conclusion with Semple's review
of the economic prospects for the prairies. However, the reader still
finds a bonus in two more papers by students, tucked away at the end.
Glen Suggett writes on "Environment and Man in Delta Marsh,
Manitoba" and Brian Glover on "Late Quaternary River Terrace Evolution in Part of the Athabasca River Valley." These papers serve to
emphasize the great range of potential topics to which the geographer's
approach is both amenable and valid. At six dollars, this book is a
bargain and it should find a place on the shelves (and one from which
it should be frequently taken down!) of more than "just" geographers.
Alec H. Paul
Department of Geography
University of Regina
Town and City: Aspects of Western Canadian Urban Development,
edited by Alan F. J. Artibise. Regina: Canadian Plains Research
Center, 1981. 456 pp., $15.00, paper.
Town and City is an "Artibise book"; perhaps a new genre is
emerging. The leading historian of western cities has shaped its interpretation, forged its strengths and over-looked its deficiencies.
Dr. Artibise's contribution -to the project has been clearly beneficial. For the most part he showed good judgement and imagination
in the selection of contributors; the latter quality is especially manifest
in his choice of bright young scholars such as Barry Potyondi. Artibise's introductions integrate the essays quite effectivelythus providing
narrative and conceptual continuity, as well as raising provocative
questions for additional research. These introductions and Artibise's
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own essay put his interpretative stamp on the book, "Boosterism"
that old familiar theme.
Because Dr. Artibise is such an effective advocate, one feels constrained to insist that "Boosterism" just won't do as the essential
explanation for western urban development. The Family Compact in
southern Ontario or the "fishocracy" in St. John's were surely no less
committed to growth than the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce.
Artibise is, of course, too good an historian not to realize that social
forces, not social elites, shape development. He does, however, seem
most comfortable when arguing "that the element of urban leadership
must be an integral part of any explanation of urban growth." Fortunately-and Dr. Artibise's fine hand may be at work here-several
of the essays seem to assail the logic of "Boosterism." As John Gilpin
explains, Strathcona's promoters were an energetic and ambitious lot,
but the town could never really rival Edmonton.
Dr. Artibise's work is complemented by several very good papers.
Carl Betke's intensive exploration of the pivotal year in Edmonton's
development suggests promising new perspectives on the questions of
what makes a city. Andy Den Otter demonstrates that a single enterprise community is probably best understood in terms of the dominant
corporation. And Charles Forward's exploration of Victoria's urban
functions should suggest new methodological departures for historians.
For the most part the weaker papers are merely pedestrian, not
damaging. The point of John Selwood's and Evelyn Baril's essay is
lost in a welter of extraneous detail. Henry Klassen's essay on delinquency in Calgary, while offering interesting perspectives on the urban
experience, is a narrative almost totally devoid of analytical insights.
The collection's one serious deficiency is, unfortunately, Paul
Phillips basic economic overview. In the first place, it appears not to .
meet Dr. Artibise's two basic criteria of choice-originality and extensive research. The essay is based mainly on secondary sources.
Economic history of the most traditional sort, it merely rehearses the
staple theory which Dr. Phillips has explored so many times. Perhaps
this deficiency also reflects the influence of "Boosterism." Preoccupied
with the dynamic role of elites, Dr. Artibise did not recognize the
need to push a good economist to stretch himself into an explanation
of the structural basis of urban growth.
Collections are usually a mixed bag. And on balance, the deficiencies of Town and City are minor. The book deserves a wide readership and will probably find one, especially in under-graduate classrooms.
A. Ross McCormack
Department of History
University of Winnipeg
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Robert Kroetsch, by Peter Thomas. Studies in Canadian Literature,
No. 13. General Editor, Gary Geddes. Vancouver: Douglas and
McIntyre, 1980. $5.95, paper.
"Like the resourceful Coyote of Plains Indian mythology, a figure
central to his imagination, Robert Kroetsch is difficult to trap." In
the first paragraph of his book-length study of Kroetsch, Peter
Thomas nicely sums up the essential problem facing any critic of
Canada's most Protean portrayer of a Protean West. "What is the
name beneath the name?" A Kroetsch question. What is the shape beneath the revelling in chaos implicit in this author's ventures at
un-naming? Thomas's question. To answer that question, he digs deep
(Coyote will not crawl under), meticulously researching his subject,
and he builds high (Coyote will not jump over), constructing from the
ground of the texts themselves a model of the mythos that informs
them.
In both capacities Thomas performs a valuable service. Especially
suggestive is the first chapter, "The He and She of Story and Place:
The Stone Hammer Poems; The Ledger; Seed Catalogue." As Thomas
convincingly demonstrates, there are crucial connections between
even "the sparse biographical facts" that Kroetsch allows to define
his persona as a major contemporary writer, and the writing itself.
For example, it is in the biography that we first find the opposition
between the naming mother of the local earth and the tale-spinning
father whose Eden lies elsewhere. That opposition provides many of
the central polarities worked out in Kroetsch's fiction and poetry.
Thomas also traces the development of these polarities: male/
female, East/ West, orderI chaos, name/ story, quest/ stasis, descent/
return, erection/ burial, beginnings I endings, absence I assertion
(especially the claims of the "bullshit artist"), story I silence. By so
doing he explores the interconnections between the poetry and the
fiction, between the earlier novels and the later ones. Indeed, Thomas
early admits that he will "consider Kroetsch's poems selectively as a
way in to his novels" (p. 16). That intention, implicitly asserting the
predominance of the fiction, slights the poetry. Yet it works. Thomas
isolates themes and motifs, archetypes and ironies, terms and techniques, all of which are regularly encountered in subsequent discussion. So even a seemingly occasional piece such as "Elegy for
Wong Toy" can also serve as a kind of covert poetic preparation for
"the shaman's fast and trance, from which the poet is released out of
himself into song" (p. 21), while, on the larger level, "Seed Catalogue,"
by "defining the prairies as the meeting place of a planting culture,
with its cyclic, female-dominated myths of seeding, decay and renewal, and the hunting culture of the Plains peoples, for whom the
individualistic shaman is the mediator with death," gives us "the
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metaphoric field from which Kroetsch's writings [all] are drawn"
(p. 23).

The novels themselves are separately considered in chronological
order. Again connections are established. But We Are Exiles, for
example, is "unusually valuable as an introduction to Kroetsch's
subsequent fiction," for "it exposes a powerfully obsessive imaginative core: the problem of the narcissistic self: the ambiguous quest
for freedom ... ; ambivalence towards the past; the central paradox
of phallic energy in quest of death" (p. 36). Evaluations are also
dispensed: "Badlands is arguably the most perfectly conceived novel
Kroetsch has written" (p. 81). It is obviously Thomas's favorite. And
just as obviously he suspects the excremental and violent excesses of
What the Crow Said-the "male 'expendability' [in that work] is
about as comic as the sprint of a headless rooster" (p. 115)-but is
reluctant to condemn this most recent novel as an artistic failure. It
is "a high-risk venture" that, more than any of the other novels,
"seeks to subvert" the very traditions that it also employs and so
should be given the benefit of the doubt. But mostly the separate
sections (twice a chapter is divided into a discussion of two novels)
are self-contained, perceptive assessments of the individual works.
In the course of those separate sections some overriding points
are made. Thomas repeatedly demonstrates how large F. P. Grove and
Grey Owl-who each went west to become the impostor/inventor of
his own new character-loom in Kroetsch's fiction. Their example
calls "the 'given' notion of character" into question, a given notion
that "is constantly parodied in Kroetsch's fiction" (p. 5). And as it is
with character, so is it too with form. The "ficticity of selfhood" allows
for the deconstruction or uninvention of "any narrative structure
(as one's own story is a narrative structure) well defined enough to be
open to parody or ironic treatment" (p. 6). The parody of character
and form in the individual novels deconstructs fiction to myth but not
to the standard "ordered" and "ritualized" myths adumbrated in Frye's
Anatomy of Criticism. Kroetsch gives us, instead, contingent and ambiguous myths evocative of both place and the undone protagonist's
unlikely predicament which are often themselves parodies of their
religious or classical prototypes.
This parodic undoing of character and form underlies Thomas's
two attempts to place Kroetsch. On the one hand and as an experimenter with novelistic form, he is at, in" Frank Kermode's phrase,
"the borders of farce" (p. 99). And on the other hand, considering his
settings and situations, the Western tall tale elements in his fictions
and the particularly Canadian irony in his deflating of both the
Western myth of Eden and the earlier realistic novels of determined
fate, "Kroetsch is self-evidently a Prairie writer" (p. 120) and equally
self-evidently a Canadian one. His books are complex explorings,
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through un naming and dis-covery, of man on those Canadian prairies.
Thomas's book. is a capable exploration of Kroetsch's idiosyncratic
exploring.
But I do have two brief cavils. The Studies in Canadian Literature
series ostensibly serves (according to the back cover of the volume in
question) "to give students and general readers better access to significant Canadian writing." This intended audience is not particularly
served by much of Thomas's discussion. For example, Kroetsch's
writings, we are at one point told, can advantageously be seen "as
inhabiting a symbolic field dominated by the paradoxical union of
Eros and Thanatos and drawing upon the immensely rich materials
this contains, particularly the Orphic and narcissistic motifs, which
reconcile erotic and thanaturgical elements, as Herbert Marcuse has
noted" (p. 42). Such observations are not particularly accessible to
general readers or to students other than those already well-advanced
in graduate English programs. In this same context, I would also
observe that Thomas regularly presupposes an exact and detailed
knowledge of the texts discussed, a knowledge that the general reader
simply cannot be expected to possess.
My second criticism is, with appropriate Kroetschianparadox,
the inverted double of the first. The study that soon becomes too much
"caviar to the general" also does not provide quite caviar enough for
the initiated. Which is not to say that the book is not essential to the
serious student of Kroetsch; it is. But that serious student might well
be somewhat disappointed by Thomas's tour, a tour not so much
through the house of Kroetsch's fiction but partly through-a more
appropriate metaphor-the maze of that fiction and particularly
through such corridors and avenues that hint at the shamanistic. The
implicit assumption and almost the thesis of the book is Kroetsch's
often quoted observation on the need for shamans in a world without
shamans. That "fundamental irony" (Thomas's observation now)
implies a possible centre to the maze. In short, Thomas cannot resist
attempting a trick to catch a wily Coyote. To give a certain order to
his own study, he would impose some order on Kroetsch's celebration
of chaos and habitual disordering of fictional experience. And perhaps both orders are valid. Certainly Thomas finds, in the passageways
he pursues, hooks enough (and double hooks at that) on which to
hang his interpretations of particular works. Yet there are other
passageways and other hooks.
I suspect that I have just made too much of what is probably a
necessary defect in Thomas's book. Kroetsch is a very wily Coyote
who will not be caught, particularly since he claims for himself much
space in which to pursue his own authorial games. Furthermore,
Thomas wisely does not attempt any definitive study-the subject
carefully bound and displayed from all angles to the audience's won-
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dering attention. Instead, he provides something rather more valuable,
essential field notes on the habits of the trickster author as observed
at play in his un-named and re-invented natural world. Thomas
thereby performs the service that Kroetsch himself demands of the
good critic. He "extends the text," arguing as do the poems and novels,
the mythic truth of Kroetsch's fictionalized Western Canada, and
helps the reader to re-claim this re-imaged-nation of the writer's
imagination.
Arnold E. Davidson
Department of English
Elmhurst College, Illinois
Recollections About the Life of the First Ukrainian Settlers in Canada
by William A. Czumer. Translation by Louis T. Laychuk. Edmonton: "
"Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1981. xvi + 176 pp., $5.95,
paper, $9.95 cloth.
In 1942, when the author first published these Recollections in
Ukrainian, he wrote in the Preface: "They [the pioneers] began with
very little and so their history begins with a little book. But the time
will come when someone will write more about them and better";
little did he know that his "little book" would again appear in print,
some forty years later, in an English translation. It is indeed welcome
for fewer and fewer younger Ukrainian Canadians can read the language of their forefathers.
The Recollections contain some fascinating stories of those early
pioneers who, poor and uneducated, without the slightest knowledge
of language and customs, came to a new country which was still a
virgin land, located somewhere "at the end of the world." They survived, and made out much better there than in their homeland which
was ruled by kaisers, tsars and, later, commissars. Canada did turn
out to be the land of opportunity for those sturdy East-European
peasants.
Although, according to the author, the book is "neither the work
of an historian nor a writer," and many and better books on this topic
have since been written, the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies
thought the material important enough to reprint. In the Introduction,
Manoly R. Lupul furnishes "biographical data about Czumer, the
translator of the book, and the history of the earlier edition of
the Recollections. The translation has been supplied with an index and
reproductions of some of the photographs which were in the original.
Czumer was born in 1882 in Western Ukraine, then known as
Galicia. He had some high school education, knew Ukrainian, Polish
and German, and served in the Austrian army before emigrating alone
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to Canada in 1903. He enrolled inthe Ruthenian Training School for
Teachers in Winnipeg in 1905 and, upon completion of his studies,
embarked on a successful teaching career in Manitoba and Alberta
until 1913. As a result of educational policies in Alberta, Czumer was
dismissed. from his position, and when the war came, he was barred
from the Canadian army because of his military service in Austria.
He then acquired a homestead and later established a retail business
in Smoky Lake where in 1922 he was elected mayor. Sixteen years
later Czumer moved to Edmonton where he was instrumental in
organizing a Merchants' Wholesale enterprise. He was also a driving
force behind various Ukrainian cultural and religious organizations.
Czumer died in 1963. The translator, Louis T. Laychuk, was also a
pioneer who emigrated to Canada in 1910 at the age of sixteen. He was
employed in various capacities as farm labourer, section-hand, homesteader, and tinsmith. He is now retired in Edmonton.
This book was written to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of
the arrival of the first Ukrainian settlers in Canada. Czumer organized his material into fifteen chapters. The book begins with a brief
outline of the history of North America and ends with a similar outline
of historical occurrences from 1492to 1942. Both chapters touch only
very marginally upon matters of Ukrainian emigration. The remaining
chapters constitute the most interesting reading and supply rare insights. Czumer describes incidents and events to which he himself
was an eye-witness, happenings that were related to him by friends and
acquaintances, and stories gleaned from the Ukrainian and English
language press. All this is liberally "sprinkled" with photographs from
private collections and archives. When the original Ukrainian edition
is compared with the present English language translation the 1981
product is found to be much superior in every respect. This observation, however, does not detract one iota from the original volume's
contribution.
The first two Ukrainian settlers arrived in Canada in 1891.One of
them, an enterprising peasant named Pillipiw, realized the potential of
the new land and returned home in order to organize group emigration from his district. When people heard his story they could hardly
believe that he had ventured so far away. The government in Galicia
suspected him of excessive propaganda and he was detained and tried
on the pretext of trying to defraud unsuspecting would-be immigrants.
Despite this, more and more people heard of the free lands and began
applying for emigration. The story of Pillipiw is given in relative
detail. Unfortunately, in those early days of settling the Prairies, little
attention was paid to the new immigrants. The author claims that
nobody "gave a hoot" whether the "sheepskin coats" lived or died, but
once they made good, everybody was trying to take credit for a job
well done.
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These "Galicians" were considered the most undesirable element to
populate the Canadian West. But Czumer does not spare his countrymen either and depicts some characteristics of the Ukrainian peasants
which were considered unattractive, even barbarian, to the AngloSaxon population. Among them were stories of envy, jealousy, wifebeating, drunkenness and sloth. It took the new settlers a long time to
become accepted and respected by their fellow citizens. In places the
experiences of these pioneers remind .one of the novellas of Stefanyk,
a leading Western Ukrainian expressionistic writer. Life for the newcomers to Canada was very hard, fate was sometimes cruel, but the
situation was never as hopeless as that in Stefanyk's stories. Take, for
example, the 1899 adventures of a destitute family who could not
afford any transportation and were obliged to float some 120 miles
down the North Saskatchewan River from Edmonton to the vicinity of
Whitford on a makeshift raft. However, they all survived the ordeal
and eventually made out well.
The individual stories of suffering, tragedy, and of success, are
interspersed with poems, verses, songs and proverbs. Of special
significance are accounts of the religious, cultural and political life.
Religious squabbles developed from the beginning when the interests
of the Catholic and the Orthodox denominations clashed. The politics
of the homeland, misunderstandings, and intolerance were responsible
for the split and, later, the establishment of the Independent Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in Canada. Even greater polarization and conflict
were precipitated by the ethnic educational policies of the provinces
in the period before World War One. Czumer, who was one of the
first Ruthenian teachers in the Prairies, felt the sting of discriminatory
politics acutely. Indeed, twenty-five years after his dismissal Czumer
still nurtured a deep resentment. The struggle for political influence
and the election of the first Ukrainian MLA in Alberta occupy several
pages in the Reminiscences.
There are many more facets to this book: the entry of the immigrants into the business world, private enterprise, the professions,
higher education, and political life, even the fields of art, literature,
drama and journalism, are included. One obvious advantage of this
book over the original is that, as a translation, it is accessible to a
much larger segment of readers.
Victor O. Buyniak
Department of Slavic Studies
University of Saskatchewan

